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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

NEW

IllieBirrlll National Bank
Allows 2 per

|

or over

|

ing

write

cent,

subject

for YOU

Exec notice—Margaret E Hudson.
Notice of foreclosure—Michael F and Jeremiah J McCarthy.
Bankrupt's notice—James Parker’s Sons.
Exec notice—Sadie Richards.
For sale—Pigs.

-Sloop.

To let—Tenement.
Public auto—P W Alley.
Lost—Bank book.
Bar Harbor:
Bar Harbor Banking A Trust Co.
ment.

ELLSWORTH

OF

interest

all

balances of §500
Is YOUR account workon

to check.

the other fellow?

or

If you can’t

Twitchell-Champlin

Full Particulars

Request.

on

I

...

—

State-

Co.

poultry wanted,

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
6.55, 7.18, 11.16, 11.68 a. m., 4.21, 6.18 p. m.
Sundays, 6.56 a. m., 7.18, 9.11,11.16 a.m., 6.40
p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 7 37 a.
m., 12.23, 4.11,6.85, 10.21, 10.87 p. m. Sundays,
6.89 a. m., 4.11, 5.35,10.21, 10.37 p. m.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT BLLSWORTH POSTOFPICB.

In

Comparing surplus and profits

From West—*6.56. *11.16 a m; 4.21, §8.18 p
From East—12.23, 5-35, and 10.87 p m.
MAIL CLOSES AT

to cap-

Going West—11.55
Going East— 6.30 a

ital, this bank stands FIRST in Maine
and 48th in the United States among
of

companies

trust

$100,000 capital

If about to open
the advantages of this

bank

appeal

must

Call

or

*3.46, *5 and *9 p
8.45 and 5.45 p m.

m.

hour before mail closes.

•Daily, ISunday included. §Daily, except
Sunday; Sunday at 6.40.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.

or

strong, leading

to you.

POSTOFFICH

a m;
m;

write.

WEATHER IN
For Week

Ending at

at

midnight.]

Weather
conditions

Temperature
12

4am

Bar Harbor

Banking

& Trust Co.,

Bar Harbor, Me.
We solicit

|

a

portion

of your

statement, found below, shows the
tion.

Accounts handled

banking business.

Our

RESOURCES.
hand aud in bank.

Ca*h on
Re»! estate.
Trait inves: went.
Boats and Hocks.
Loans on mrtitagesof real estate.
Loans and discounts.

strength

of

our

institu-

1268,279

Capital
Surplus.
Undivided profits.
186,694 24 Savings deposits.
660.879 23 Demand deposits.
93
00
6.500 00

4.000

Trust fund.

$1,906,507.21

#50,000

00

150,000 00
14,624 66
959,856 40
755.527 26
6,500 00

B00QCIOOOCKXlOOQO0HaaCHXHXIOK>0CH^^<>^OOCB3OOQOaC8XHXB»XBXlOO

“The Quality Store”

25% Discount from
the Following Goods:
Refrigerators, Hammocks,
Oil Stoves,

$

I

I
I

|
§
I

THESE PRICES ARE FOR CASH.

Ellsworth,

.12

Rev. T. 8. Ross is in Dover
business trip.

on a

short

Gertrude Dorgan is visiting in
Rockland for a month.
to

C. Austin & Co.,
Telephone Con.

Maine.

John A.

Washington

Peters arrived

last week.

The Methodist society is arranging for
their fair the first week in October.

Pownal,

where she

has gone

to

West

will be employed.

Miss Dorothy Mathews is visiting her
maternal grandparents in Damariscotta.
Mrs. C. E. Monaghan is the guest of
Morris at her Birch Point cot-

Miss Lizzie

tage.
I. L. Halman

was

spend Saturday
family.
Rev.

R.

Boston to
Sunday with his

here

and

B. Mathews

from

and

family

are

at

the Stinson cottage, Contention Cove, for
August.
Miss Margaret Grant, of Dorchester,
Mass., is visiting her aunt, Miss Mary
Monaghan.
Henry B. Stockbridge is spending a few
weeks with his parents, Sidney P. Stockbridge and wife.

Mrs. Harriet Curtis and daughter, Miss
Winnie Falls, left to-day for a visit iu
Boston and vicinity.

|

g

A meeting of the republican county
committee and candidates is being held in
Eli3worth this afternoon.
Miss Alice
Adams, or jxewtonvme,
Mass., is spending August with her parents, Capt. John Q. Adams and wife.
Miss Mabel Hammond and Miss Constance

Purdy,

of New

York,

at the Richards homestead
Judson A. Austin and
have

been drawn to

on

visiting
Bridge hill.
are

Jenness McGown

as grand jurors
the supreme court.

serve

at the October term of

Oscar A. Tompkins and wife, of Bangor,
returned home Saturday, after a week at
the cottage of Miss Lizzie Morris, at Bayside.

HOTEL CIRONE
Main and Hancock Streets, Ellsworth

Thoroughly

Renovated Throughout.

Room and Board, $1.50 per day.
Special

MONEY
On

Single Meals, 35c

Rates by Week.

Improved,

yLBURRILL

Productive Real Estate;

& SON,

SUBSCRIBE

to
on

LOAN

Collateral and Commercial Paper.

16 State

StjllswortMte
FOR THE AMERICAN
■

of

John A. Peters, Pres.

with

son

Henry H. Higgins, Treas.

M. Gallert, Sec’y.

Upiop Trust Copipapy

and

Fairbanks, Alaska, is the

guest of her husband’s aunt, Mrs. Arthur
I. Saunders. Mr. Foster is deputy U. S.
marshal at Fairbanks.

OF

Mrs. Margaret Moore, of Salisbury Cove,
who has-been visiting her mother, Mrs.
Orlena M. Drake, left Saturday for a short
visit with her sister, Mrs. Della Flinagan,
at Forge Village, Mass.

ELLSWORTH

We invite your attention to the following reasons for you to do
business at this bank:
Because it is a strong safe institution, and our aim is to make this
the Peoples Bank.
Because its officers and directors are among the safest and most
conservative business men in this community. Its officers have had
years of experience in the Banking business.
Because this Bank studies the needB of its customers, and
properly
takes care of them, whether their business is large or small.
Because systematic savings pay; we receive
deposits from |1 up.
Because this Bank iB interested In the development of this

Owen Duffee has been visiting his
brother Hutson at Bar Harbor, being entertained while there by William Boyle
and family, of New York, and John T.
Conners and family, of Bangor.
Mrs. J. W. Tatley left last we6k for
Montreal, to join Mr. Tatley for an ocean
trip to southern waters. She left her
children here with her parents, Col. C. C.
Burrill and wife. Mr. and Mrs. Tatley

county.
Call on us whenever you
way and at any time.

are

in town and let

Union Trust

Capt. Nehemiah H. Means has sold his
farm buildings on the Surry road, together with about twenty-five acres of
cultivated land and pasture, to Edwin A.
WeBcott, of East Bluehill, who will move
there soon.
Capt. Means reserves the
wood lot.

you in any

serve

us

Mrs. Carolyn F. Jelly, who has been the
guest of Mrs. H. W. Dunn a few weeks
left to day for her home in Wakefield,
Mass.

Mrs. Arthur Hart left Saturday for
Brookline, Mass., to make her home. Mr.
Hart has been employed there the past
few weeks.

William L. McDonald left Friday night
for Fairpoint, O., his vacation being
shortened by a telegram calling him back
to business.
N. Bragdon, of South Paris, was
city calling on relatives and friends
a few days last week, making the trip in
his automobile.

Harvey

in this

Charles W. Hurley left Saturday for
Flesherton, Ontario, where he will be employed by the Ambursen Hydraulic Construction Co.
Albert A. Joy, wife and infant son, of
Presque Isle, and Miss Ruth Mitchell, of
Chicopee Falls, Mass., are visiting Mr.
Joy’s parents, Austin H. Joy and wife.
Mrs. L. J. Bragdon and daughter Gertrude, of Houlton, arrived Sunday, and

Company

“If the young man ever expects to succeed in busihe must be economical. No matter how small
the sum the boy or young man is receiving, he should
ness

always

save a

portion

of his income.”

Northeast Harbor.

Hancock

Sidney R. Bonsey spent Sunday with his
parents in this city, returning to Bangor
Monday. Thursday, July 30, Mr. Bonsey
ascended Mt. Kathdin. He says the view
well repaid him for the climb. More than
ponds

may be

seen

County Savings Bank,

Established 1873.

Ellsworth, Me.

AAA.AAAA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

one

of the old landmarks of the west side.

Shady Nook will Originally a tannery, it was later owned
give an entertainment at Bayside grange and occupied for many years by J. T. &
hall Thursday evening. Aug. 20.
The pro- G. H. Grant as store and office. Later it
was occupied by the Burrill Lumber Co.,
gram will consist of a comedy playlet,
“How the Story Grew,” and musical se- and finally by the Ellsworth Lumber Co.,
eslections by several of the young people. which bought it of the Grant
This company still owned the
tate.
The entertainment will be followed by a
building, and while not now in active
supper and dance.
business of lumber manufacturing, kept
Richard Howarth, wife and sister and
The origin of
many of its papers there.
Cross
and
all
of
Orington
wife,
Camden, the fire is a
mystery. The building was
were week-end visitors at the Methodist
insured for fl,000.
The building was perparsonage.
They made the trip in Mr.
best known in recent years as the
Howarth’s touring car. Mr. Howarth is haps
This
meeting-place of the Owl club.
superintendent and largest owner in the
group of kindred spirits has met every
Seabright woolen mill, Camden. He was
week-day evening for twenty years or more,
much pleased with Ellsworth.
with few exceptions, for a game of pitch,
The Calendar society of the Methodist the
only stakes being love of the sport. No
church had a
successful
lawn
party other game except pitch was tolerated.
last
the The club numbers on its roll of members
Wednesday afternoon, at
church grounds. A sudden downpour of
a dozen or more, classified as old standrain caused a hasty adjournment without
bys, auxiliary members and honorary
formality from the lawn to the vestry, but members.
Promptly at 7.30 o’clock in
people

serious harm

was

done.

and 8 o’clock in winter the old
stand-bys dealt the first hand for the
presented.
evening, and promptly at 9 o’clock each
William C. Monahan, instructor in evening, whether in the midst of a heated
poultry husbandry at the University of game or an equally heated argument, the
Maine, is now engaged in extension work game stopped. The cards were left “hangfor the university as poultry expert.
For ing in the air”, as it were, even in the
the past few days he has been with George playing of an interesting hand. Hence
N. Worden, who is in charge of the farm he name—Owl club.
demonstration work in Hancock county.
During the latter part of this week they
BIG LINER AT BAR HARBOR.
will visit the towns in the western part of
the county.
North German Lloyd Ship with Vast
£. H. Emery, one of the secretaries of
Treasure, Seeks Reluge There.
the Maine Civic League, will occupy the
Swinging at anchor inside the Porcupulpit of the Baptist church next Sunday pines at Bar Harbor, and dwarfing the
morning in the absence of the pastor, who fleet of pleasure yachts, lies the big ocean
Bar Harwill be on a missionary trip in Washing- liner, Kronprinzessin Cecilie.
ton county. In the evening the Baptist bor felt a genuine touch of war excitement
society will unite in a service at the when the big steamer entered the harbor
Methodist church, when Rev. Horace B. early yesterday morning. The excitement

Haskell, formerly

of

Ellsworth, who
Jerusalem,

year in

has
will

Ellsworth, and
to enjoy

extended to
down

many went
the unusual

here

from

sight.

Aug. 9, Rev. H. B. Haskell,
formerly of this city, will preach at the

Methodist church at 10.30 a. m.
In the
evening Dr. Haskell will give an address
He will appear in coson Jerusalem.
tume, as well as having several others in
Dr. Haskell’s many Ellsworth
costume.
friends will be glad of this opportunity
to welcome him after his two years in
Jerusalem, and to hear from him some of
his experiences there.
F. B. Aiken

was

pleasantly surprised

a

days ago to receive from the grand
council of the Royal Arcanum of Maine a
watch and fob. The fob was in the form
of a seal and emblem of the order, and on
the reverse side was inscribed as a gift of
few

the grand council. >io letter of explanation accompanied it, but the watch is undoubtedly given in recognition of Mr.
Aiken’s
twenty-five years’ service as
regent of the Ellsworth council.

The Cecilie sailed from New York
1

a.

Tuesday

m.

week, and

of last

was

within little more than a day’s run from
English coast when the captain re-

ceived

by

news

declared,

been

wireless that

war

all

haste.

will have

exposition.
Daniel E. Loweree, formerly of Ellsworth, who has spent several years in
Mexico, has been spending a few days
on

the

i

ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday

and

Thursday, Aug. 5 and t>,
Hancock hall
Unitarian fair under
management of Woman’s alliance. Admission, 10 cents. Luncheon 11*30 to 1.30
each day, 25 cents.
at

;

—

Friday evening, Aug. 7,

draft the steamer headed

for America and

safety. With a cargo of ten millions in
gold and a million in silver consigned to
French and English bankers, with an estimated value of

self,

over

five millions in her-

Kronprinzessin
tuted probably the finest
the

Cecilie constisea

prize

The ship had a big passenger list, many
of them Germans returning for military
duty. The first and second cabin passengers were landed at Bar Harbor yesterand

special

trains

their return to New
are

still

has

York.
on

provided

were

for

The steerage

board,

and

no

ar-

Monday evening, Aug. 10,

Bake at Lamoine.
Bloomfield 3mith and his sister, Mrs.
who

Mr. Smith’s
clam

bake

spending the summer at
bungalow in Lamoine, gave a

are

to

at

Society hall

—Dance.
FAMILY REUNIONS.

Saturday, Aug. 15—Salisbury family aft.
Beech Hill pond, Otis.
Wednesday, Aug. 19 Gray family at
West Sedgwick.
Thursday, Aug. 13 Butler reunion at
—

—

West Franklin.

Wednesday, Aug. 19—Hodgkins family
Blunt’s pond, Lamoine.
Thursday, Aug. 27 Clark reunion at

at

—

West Franklin.
FAIR DATES.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
Sept. 1, 2 and 3—Bluehill fair.
Sept 16-Highland grange fair, North
Penobscot.

Wednesday, Oct. 7—Mariaville grange
fair.

Wednesday
10—Eden

and

Thursday, Sept.

9 and

fair.

SSWiestterawntib

Auto for Hire
Chalmers

Touring Car
Alley’s Stable,

Franklin St.,

Ellsworth.

Telephone

Auto
F. H.
To let for

61-5.

Livery

Osgood’s Stable.
long or short trips.
phone 29-2.

Tele-

Linnehan’s Auto Livery
Overland Car
Water Street,

Ellsworth, Me.

TELEPHONE 117-2

Public Auto
PAIGE TOURING CAR for HIRE
Apply

to EBEX WHITCOMB at El-

lsworth

Garage.

Foundry & Machine Works
Bes. tel. 85-21; Garage, 55.

yet been made for their

Clam

Cram,

Society hall—

ever

open to capture.

day,

at

Dance.

to

Under forced

return to

the

war

COMING EVENTS.

had

and orders to return

America with

family arrived Satur- passengers
day and opened their bungalow on the rangement
Surry road. Mr. Foster is compelled to landing.
Boston to-night, on account of
present unsettled condition of business.
He has the contract for the furnishings of the Massachusetts building at
the Panama exposition in San Francisco.
It is problematical yet what effect the

about

the

Stetson Foster and

European

|

summer

was

spent the past

a

of

In the evening the farce, “The Coming of Annabelle,’

no

A

from the

summit of the mountain.

McFarland, with little son, speak.
of Buffalo, N. Y., are visiting her mother,
Sunday,
Mrs. Joaiah H. Smith.
Mrs. Melvin

s

Piazza Chairs, Lawn Swings,
Croquet Sets.

Harry

fair

fair
fair
fair

.08

Frank W. Brackett, of Brookline, Mass.,
#1,936,507 21 is the guest of G. F. Newman and wife.

Austin. I. M.

I

72—

clear

Miss Louise Seeds

John F. Knowlton, of Ellsworth, and
B. E. Clark, of Bar Harbor, have been
named by Chief Justice Savage as masters
of chancery in Hancock county for five

The young

temperature for July, 1914, 65 66.
temperature for July, 1913, 67.83.

home from

TRUSTEE8:
V.

rain,cloudy

Congressman

Bangs, L. B. Deaay, W. H. Dasls, A. E. Farnsworth, Mas Franklin, B. 8.
Bl«ins. A E. Lawrence, Fred C. Lynam, B. H. Mayo, A. K. McBride, Clement B. Newbold,
Jitter Wyman, Vernon C Waagatt and E M. Lawrence.
L.

68—

59-

Lamoine.

in

250 lakes and
.07

Augusta for

LIABILITIES.
stock.

81

64—

cloudy,fair fair,cloudy

Mrs. Elizabeth George has gone
a visit of a tew weeks.

by mail.

910,663

56—
5469—
60—

Average
Average

itation

forenoon afternoon
fair
sh’w’r,fair
fair
fair
fair
fair

m

67—
70—
74—
66—
76—

62—

Precip-

Miss

STATEMENT AUG. 3, 1914.

j

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues

Sbbttf«ment».

Fred E. Cooke, with a local cast supporting John J. Farrell, will go to Seal Harbor Friday evening of next week to present “The Burglar”, which was so successELLSWORTH.
fully staged here two years ago. Saturday evening the play will be presented at
Midnight Tuesday,

Aug. 4, 1914.
[From observations taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

ending

visit with Mrs. Bragdon’s
went to their home

OAi

will return in about three weeks.

m.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
an

bank account,

a

more.

effect June 23, 1914
MAILS RECBIVBD.

Stands First in Maine

brief

■■

31

v»

AT THI

brother, H. W. Dunn,

Mrs. Ernest I. Foster,

Boston, Mass:
Bolton A Hicks Co.—Live

a

1....

!”T““:?“0o»D
ILIiBVOHTH 0“«No
POBTOFFXOB.
|

7

daughter,

Ix»rd A Co—Pianos.
Neal Institute.

call,

after

1

AFTERNOON, AUGUST 5, 1914.

years.

Portland, Mb.:

to-day—NOW.

us

WEDNESDAY

Lamoine and Ellsworth

Motor Boat
TO LET by day
Apply

or

week.

to ALBERT N. CUSIIMAX,
Ellsworth, Maine.

yesterday afternoon. The “bake”
was a
success—it was no place for a
“genteel appetite”.
here.
Mr. Loweree was forced to flee
In the party were Mr. and Mrs. Leslie,
PAINTING, DRESSING,
from Mexico, together with many other Waltham, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Taylor,
FINISHING.
Americans, a few weeks ago, sacrificing New York; Mrs. Moody, Boston; Miss
property and business interests. He says Stebbins, Springfield,
Mass.; Mrs. Dellie C F Tilripn franklin street,
that Huerta’s was the “iron hand” needed
r. L. I IIUCII,
ELLSWORTH
to straighten out affairs in Mexico, and Reynolds, Dover, N. H.; Miss Chenery,
had his presidency been recognized by the Roslindale, Mass.;
Mr. and Mi#. Giladministration at Washington, and the patrick, Miss Delia A.
Smith, Lamoine;
TEACHERS
influence of this country not used against
Miss M. A. Hodgkins, Col. C. C. Burrill
Teachers for fall vacancies.
him, all the difficulties of Americans in
Xo fee
and wife, and George A. Parcher and wife,
Mexico would have been avoided..
charged for registration during
Ellsworth.
and
July
The building on Grant street known as
August.
Bend for application blank.
the “Grant store” was badly damaged
Eastern Educational Bure air,
Do you know the quickest way to multiby fire early last Thursday morning. ply by 9? Add 0 to the number to be mul- Suite 110, Eastern Trust
Bld’g, Bangor,
Though in good repair, the building was tiplied, and subtract the number.
Maine.
friends

Furniture Repaired

fflutual Umcfit Column.

SUNDAY_SCHOOL.

EDITED BY ,4ACNT

Its Motto:

1914.

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
the Lesson, Mark xi, 12-26.
Memory Verses. 22, 23—Golden Text,
Matt, vii, 20—Commentary Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.

all communications

Scsan.

Of

a

'Twas only a kiss and a bunch of flowers.
But they came in a sunny way,
Like balm to the wound in a homesick heart,
At the close of a wea-y day.

a

pain-spent night.

_

Dear M. B. Friende:
i

a

knew so many of the mutuals to
vacation at tbe same time. Whither

suppose they have flown?
tell us about their travels
and experiences? If they have left their
Johns at home as housekeepers, I hope we

away do you
And will they

they managed.
The “them” and “they” in that last
sentence relate to the Johns.
shall hear from

1

them bow

heard two young

housekeepers

dis-

cussing cooking problems not long ago,
and if I had ever learned “shorthand” I
could have gathered enough new ideas on
gravies, and roasts, and flavors, and pudand
dings, and salads,
cereals, and
methods of cooking, to have stocked our
column for several weeks.
I doubt not many others have listened
to similar talks.
We must manage to

capture some of these experiences and recipes. There is not usually a patent-right
on

them.

iiio

v n u

were

William

daughter Dorothy,

wife

Warren,

petkis seemed thicker and more velvety than those of our usual pansies, and
tbe shades were very pretty.
Has Mrs. H. R. C. forgotten she was to
send us each month an installment of “The
Singing Man”?
As this is the season of picnics, yon may
be interested in hearing about those Susan

The

used to attend years ago.

ut

j

fou,

is

not

what

it

should be, due partly to ignorance and
partly to carelessness, but the competition
with creameries is

becoming

great that
the farm butter must be and is becoming
better all the time.
There are a few conditions, over which
the butter maker has no control, such as
different fats, which form the butter fat,
but with care, attention to details, and a
study of his own particular conditions,
any person should make better butter on
the farm than at a creamery where the
supply comes from various sources.
Cleanliness is important in all dairy
practices, and butter making is no exception to this rule.
The milk produced
should come from a healthy herd of cows,

of

Eddington,

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Abbie Elwell spent a few days in Bangor last week.
Marvin Hazlewood, of Connecticut, was
in town last week.

Allen/wife

Rockland last

and

daughter

|

so

were

in

week.

is

not very popular
is soured or

it is useless to

I

order to

in

COREA.

This column is devoted to the Orange, esto the granges of Hancock county
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general Interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must

use so

give butter

Many may think
much care in keeping

sweet, if it is to be soured before churning, but the danger in allowing
cream to sour as soou as separated, lies in
the fact that undesirable bacteria will
develop, as well as the desirable ones, and
the cream is more liable to have an old
taste or the flavor is sour.
While a common practice is to allow
cream

to

cream

sour

.naturally,

a

more-to-be-

method is
that
of using a
“starter”. A starter is simply sour whole
or skim milk or buttermilk, with a good

desired

clear

acid

taste and

be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.
_

Thursday, Aug. 27—Field day of Hancock Pomona at Bluehill mineral spring.

contains desirable

Charles Christenson Is
very poorly
Mie. Joe Wood ,„d two
children “***
h.
gone to Steuben to vieit

relatives.

Ralph Stewart he.
new

R. T. Baldwin and
wife, of Broold*
N. Y., are viaiting Mrs.
**r*
ents, A. C. Lufkin and wife.

Baldwin^!’

Mr. Joseph Crowley ha,
gone to Bo
port to spend a week with her
Mr. end Mrs lfarriman.
Mrs. u F
accompanied her.
Auif. 3.

«,!,

sympathy

affliction.
Resolved, That a page of our records be set
apart for these resolutions, also a copy be
sent to fhe bereaved family.
Mbs. Addis C. Far*kll,
Mrs. Millir Fkbrmak.
Mrs. Mar Harpkr.
Committee.

476, ELLSWORTH.
Bayside grange was called to order July
29, by Worthy Master Ethelyn Remick,
After a
with eighteen members present.
BATSIDE

business

short
tem.

furnished

a

session, the lecturer pro
short program.

RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKSVILEE.
30 there were about forty present.

July

An interesting program was presented by
the lecturer pro tem. It Is expected that
a speaker from Orono will be present at
the next meeting.
403,

WEST

cookin.

dbijcruficnmuft.

Positive Relief
from the suffering caused by disordered conditions of the organs
of
and eliminationdigestion
from indigestion and biliousnesssecured
alwnys
by the safe,
and
certain
gentle
action of

Beecham’s
Pills

EAST BLUKH1LL, 252.

Bluehill grange held its regular
meeting Aug 1, with forty-eight present.
The first degrees were conferred on two
candidates. Mrs. E. A. Slaven, a summer
resident, presented the grange with a fine
phonograph and several records. The
gift is greatly appreciated. Sandwiches,
cake and coffee will be served at the next
East

plications

Poultry

_

for

membership

were

Wanted

received,

uniffiliated member was elected.
The next regular meeting was postponed
to August 22.
one

allowed to sour and the best one of
these is kept for use.
Cream is usually ripened the evening of
the day before it is churned and it con-

Our

are

Allen

Young spent

and

the

wife

and

week-end

at

Curtis
Indian

Point.

Thurston.
Aug. 3.

A. G.
_

NORTH LAMOINE.
Miss Anna M. Young went to Easton
Tuesday last, for two weeks’ visit.

Harvey Bragdon

business trip
here from Paris the last of the week, coming by automobile.
made

a

sists

merely

in

adding

the starter

(the
with the length
of time for which it will stand before being churned, and with the richness of the
cream), the time usually being about
twelve hours, and bringing it to a temperature of 65 degrees to 70 degrees, and allowing it to stand until the desired degree
of acidity has been reached, when it is
amount of

which

varies

churning temperatnre,
which varies from 50 degrees to 60 degrees
with conditions.
Mrs. Lizzie Bragdon and
daughter
There are special tests on the market
Gertrude have returned from Houlton,
the acidity of the cream
where they have been living for several1 fo'determining
(which should be aboul5-10of 1 per cent.),
years.
but the taste and odor of the cream is
Herbert Moore and wife, of Madison, !
usually a fair guide.
who have spent the past week with Mrs.
The cream should be cooled to the
Moore’s grandparents, I. N. Salisbury and
churning temperature several hours bewife, returned home Saturday.
fore beiug churned, as the butter fat cools
L. A. Austin and wife and Mrs. Luther with difficulty or very slowly.
Leach, of Bar Harbor, also Herman Austin
There are several styles of churns, any
and wife, of Presque Isle, and Hoyt Austin one of which
may be used, as practically
and family, of Augusta, were called here all of them have
advantages and disadon Thursday to attend the funeral of Mrs.
vantages. The churn should be rinsed out
Julia Wallace.
before being used and the cream should
Aug. 3.
Y.
then be strained into it from the ripening
cooled

to

the

_

vat.

ASHVILLE.
Miss Sadie Martin spent the week-end
at her home here.

E. H. Smith made

Augusta last

an

automobile trip to

week.

The ice-cream sale

Saturday evening
patronized.
Fremont Bragdon has employment at
the Belmont, Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Maud Martin, who has been home
on a vacation, has returned to Augusta.
William Sperry, who is ill at the home
of his daughter, Mrs. Sadie Tracy, is
gaining.
was

well

The friends here of Mr. and

Noyes,

of

Presque Isle,

through a strainer, in order to catch
Mrs. George any particles of butter which may escape

extend

lations upon the birth of
Aug. 3.

a

The object of churning is to collect the
batter into.a mass so that the buttermilk
may be removed, and this is brought about
There are
by concussion or agitation.
several conditions affecting the churning
of cream, but the main ones are: amount,
temperature, test and acidity of cream,
speed of churn. These conditions can all
be controlled, and each butter-maker
should so control them as to churn the
butter in from thirty to forty-five minutes.
When the butter is collected in small
granules about the size of a grain of
wheat, the buttermilk should be drawn

congratu-

daughter.

0

Prcebe.

off

with the buttermilk. The wash water
should be nearly the same temperature as
the

cream

before

churning

and

the

same

amount used.

abbmisniwnts.

When all the buttermilk is removed,
butter is ready for salting. The rate
of salting varies with the market, but the
average is about one ounce of salt to one
pound of butter. The working may be
Hair An Aid to
done in a combined churn or worker, in a
separate worker or in a bowl.
Who does not love a head of pretty
The salt is added and the butter worked
hair? Some women think it is a gift for a short time and should
then be alof nature and envy their more fortulowed to stand from one-half to one hour,
nate sisters. If your hair is not fluffy,
soft and lustrous; is falling out, as the salt will work through the butter,
streaked, faded, brittle, or full of and in this way the danger of overworkdandruff, and if the scalp itches, do not ing will be greatly reduced.
think it must always be that
The butter is then ready to be packed
way, for
pretty hair is only a matter of care or printed in any way which the maker
and proper nourishment of the hair desires to
place it upon the market, the
roots. Hair is something like a plant one or two
pound prints being the most
—if neglected it soon withers and dies,
If
care is taken to have a good
while with a little attention it keeps popular.
grade of clean, sweet cream properly
fresh and beautiful.
Parisian Sage is a scientific prepara- ripened, and conditions of churniDg caretion that supplies just the elements fully watched, nothing but a high grade
needed to invigorate the hair roots butter, uniform from day to day, can reand stimulate the hair to grow long, sult, something which the market not
thick, fluffy, soft and lustrous. It re- only wants, but demands.
moves dandruff with one application
and quickly stops itching head aud
CsoaUpation Causes Sickness.
falling hair. G. A. Parcher or any
Don’t permit yourself to become constidruggist can supply you with Parisian
pated, as your system immediately begins to
Sage—it is inexpensive. You cannot absorbed
poisou from the backed-up waste
be disappointed with this delightful matter. Use
Dr. King’s New Life Pills and
and helpful hair tonic, for thefirst few keep well. There is no better safeguard
illness.
Just take one dose to-night.
against
days’ use will give the hair the beauty 25c. at your Druggist.
and charm of youth.
i Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Skin Eruptions.
the

Beautfful, Soft, Fluify

Beauty

LAMOINE.

Capt. Charles Hodgkins spent Sunday

at

home.

Miss Estes, of Fairfield, is the guest of
Mrs. E. M. King.

Roy
are

box.., to*, 2$e.

Live

LAKE VIEW, 451, HAPPYTOWN.
The grange held an interesting meeting
Aug. 1. First and second degrees were
conferred on two candidates. Three apand

in

ELLSWORTH.

Harvest Home grange conferred the
third and fourth degrees at its last meeting. The next meeting will be held Aug. 8.

meeting.

^

utensil and cover this cloth
with, t|a.„
tilv of ordinary floor. The ateam
srisin,
from the aoup or roast
will cause th
flour to draw out the salt.

Salt ««n»W».
HARVEST HOME,

„!’

It too much salt has been
pat by mlsUk,
"
into the aoup, pot roast, or
anything
the kind, a simple way to
remove it hu
tie a cloth over the
top ot the

Ship your
Harry Elwell, of New York, is visiting bacteria, which give to the finished butter
its good taste and keeping qualities, withbis sister, Mrs. Maud Smallidge.
out the undesirable odors, tastes or putrithe
HIGHLAND, 364, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Roland Clapp, of Boston, has joined his
you get
fying or gas forming properties.
There was work in the third and fourth
family in Mrs. Clara Clapp’s bouse.
While almost any kind of milk may be degrees July 31 upon two candidates. A
Mrs. Harold Grindle and daughter, of
cjuickest.
used for “starter”, skim milk is recog- short
program was given. Cake and coffee
Melrose, Mass., are guests of Mrs. G. M. nized as the best. Several bottles of milk were served
andgamea
played.
Allen.
20
Charles

*on. to

AU.min ,
boat.
His brother. Rn! ‘°
11
«nd
Shirley accompanied him.
get his

OCEANVIEW, 608, CENTER.
Whereat. Death has entered our grange
and taken from us a sister, Marjorie Hodgdon, therefore be it.
Resolved, That we, the members of Oceanview grange. No. 508, extend our heartfelt
to the bereaved family in their

this

ripened

desired acid taste.

the
the

and Dr.

J. Morrison and party, of Bar Harbor.
Davis.
Aug. 3.

E.

G. M.

sweet butter

and cream
! country
before churning, in

and

good neighbor brought me, a day or
Mrs. Harry Brandt and children, of
two ago, a lovely collection of pansies
Attleboro, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Harry
grown from seed sent to her by P. R. L.
A

Dear Aunt Madge:
We had a rather quiet time of it here at
first, but soon came to know our distant
neighbors, and one way we had of getting
acquainted with them was, to have someone
ride round on horseback and tell the neighbors that there would be a settlers' picnic on
a certain day, in one of tbe nearby canyons
or sycamore groves, Just as it happened to be
to suit tbe one getting up the picnic, and all
were invited to come with lunch baskets well
filled.
Those picnics brought us together as one
family and were enjoyed by all settlers, I am
sure.
We went in lumber, or farm wagons, or
on horseback or walked.
In tbe canyon were
plenty of big rocks, some of them having flat
suitable
for
tops
tables, around which the
friends could
sit or stand; but in tbe
we spread the tablecloth upon the
grove
ground in the friendly shade of tree or trees
and sat upon our feet while we ate and drank
and
chattered and were glad.
\
In tbe canyon we had pure water from
mountain stream, cool and refreshing; and if
we preferred we added to it our coffee and
boiled it on our improvised stone stove. Or,
perhaps, we made lemonade or limeade. We
usually spread our tables at the mouth of the
canyohand after luncheon would walk single
file in a .path beside thr stream to the first
fall, or two or three miles away from our
dining-room; each one carrying a stick to kill
uau,LVUic
a rattler, should be or she meet one.
was crowded oat by business and self
The picture of this valley in that earliest
It is even so still in the
seeking.
day of our pioneers, thirty-seven and forty
churches, which are supposed to be for years ago, varied to suit our seasons. It was
His worship, but from which He is ex- a picture covered with dust daring summer
cluded by many things and by worldly months—the foliage of oraDge trees and
ways and in which there is often no others of the citrus family, in a few orchards,
room for Him.
He is often, as in Rev. furnishing about all of the green in the extensive brown groundwork. There were a
ili. 20. inquiring if any person will
few live oaks, widely scattered, and a very
open his heart's door to Him, hardly few clumps of
We had set out
sycamores.
expecting that a church will welcome only a few deciduous trees, for our minds ran
Him.
to citrus-tree culture, but in the winter and
The chief priests and scribes were in- spring seasons we had in this picture the
creasingly determined to destroy Him plowman with his team of two horses and
because His teaching was so opposed plow turning the rich loam furrow, no rocks,
to theirs.
He taught daily in the tem- stumps or other obstructions, in squares of
ten or twenty acres; and all the balance of
ple and at night went out to the Mount the plain of the
valley in a growth of wild
of Olives, for there seemed to be no flowers, a
carpet if you please, of varied colmore of a home welcome for Him anyors, and beautiful beyond description, unwhere than there was in the temple rolled upon the plain.
I used to ride on horseback through the
John
viiL
It
vU.
xxl,
53;
1).
37;
(Luke
valley and over the plain many times when it
was and still Is the same old story,
His I was thus conditioned, and my pony seemed
“No room for Him” (Luke ii, 7).
to enjoy the splendor of the scene as much as
thoughts and ways are so far above I did, and would
prance and caper coming
onre that in our low and unworthy
upon especially bright spots in the extensive
way of looking at things we cannot
tapestry. Those were days of equestrian
seem to Welcome Him as we should.
pleasure to the young of our families of the
In the morning as they returned to the
Infection and Insect Bites Dangerous.
city the disciples marveled to see the
and other insects, which
Mosquitos. flie*
fig tree withered away. Then came bseed
qjrickly in garbage pails, ponds of
His great word about a mountain be- „Stagnant water, barns, musty places, etc., are
of disease.
Every time they bite
ing removed if we only had faith carriers
they inject poison into your system
rom which some dread disease may result.
Compare
(verse 23; Matt. xxl. 21).
Get
a bottle of Sloan's Liniment. It is antiMatt xvli. 20.
Notice His "Hnve
septic and a few drops will neutralize the
faith in God" and the “Have faith and infection caused by insect bites or rusty
nails.
Sloan’s Liniment disinfects Cuts,
donbt not" of Matthew and His “What- Bruises and Sores.
You cannot afford to be
without it in your home.
soever be saith" and "What things soMoney back if not
satisfied. Only 26c. at your Druggist.
ever ye desire” of lesson verses 23. 24.
Bucklen’s Arnica.Salve for Sores.
iv

!

Raymond Chase, of Boston, who is
spending his vacation at Martin Garland’s,
Lakewood, visited his uncle, A. S. Young,
last Wednesday.
Among visitors at A. M. Warren’s Sunday

never

take

butter

properly fed and cared for and should be
produced under conditions which are as
sanitary as it is possible to make them.
As soon as separated, the cream should
be cooled down to s temperature of 50
Mrs. E. L. Grover returned Sunday from
degrees or lower, and maintained at this
a visit with her son, Percy Grover, at Edtemperature in order that it may be kept
dington.
sweet until ready for churning.
Cream
L. W. Fogg, of Hull’s Cove, was a guest thus cared for will remain sweet for sevover Saturday night and Sunday at E. L.
eral days, and it is always advisable to
Grover’s.
churn more often, even though the churnSalisbury’s landing at Beech Hill lake ing may be small, than to wait until the
was a busy place last week, many patrons
cream is sour or old.
Warm cream should never be added to
coming to enjoy this popular resort.
Many are taking advantage of the new old or cold cream, as this will warm up
crop of blueberries that has sprung up the resulting cream and give bacteria a
better chance for growth.
from the burnt land at Flood’s pond.

given

disappointing barrenness. The
parable of the fig tree in Lnke xiii. 6-9,
shows His patience with His fig tree.
His saying in Matt. vii. 16, teaches
that it requires a real tig tree to bear
figs. The first reference to fig leaves

farm

the

OTIS.

Will be lost when the harvest’s here.
—Selected.

was

of

advantages,

these

B. Edgecomb is digging his first big
lot of potatoes, and they are turning out
well.

There’s never the clasp of a friendly hand,
Not a smile, nor a word of cheer,
Not a kiss nor a. flower in His dear name

Some skies may be gloomy.
Some moments be sad.
But every where, always.
Some soul must be glad;
For true is the saying
Proclaimed by the seer—
Each day is the best day
Of somebody’s year.
—Selected.

quality

all

A.

’Twas only the clasp of a friendly hand
And the glance of a kindly light.
They banished the thought of a sorrowful

day.
they brightened

with

Yet,

four and one-half
oats,
cups
flour#
Add the boiling water to oats and
Add molasses, salt,
let stand one hour.
butter, dissolved yeast cake and flour.
Let rise; beat thoroughly, turn in buttered bread pans, let rise again and bake.
—Edwina.
Graham Gems.—One cup flour, onefourth cup sugar, three teaspoons baking
powder, a little salt. Sift the above three
times, then add one cup graham flour (unsifted), one cup milk, one egg. Beat like
cake. Have gem pan9 hot, pour mixture
in and bake in a hot oven.—Edwina.

—Adelaide Proctor.

And

pudding.—Narcxstua.

Rolled Oats Bread—Two cups boiling water, one-half cup molasses, one-half
tablespoon salt, one tablespoon butter,
one-half yeast cake dissolved in one-half
cup lake-warm water, one cup rolled

to-day.

nobler strife

lO. A. Jamison, Instructor in Dairy Husbandry, in Farmers’ week course at University of Maine, 19’.4.]
There is no place where the butter
maker has such a chance to control the
entire process of butter-making as on the
farm, for here he receives the milk as it is
drawn from the cow and can control its
treatment until it is finally sold as butter.

Corn Bread—One egg, one tablespoon
one cap milk, one cup Indian meal,
one cup flour, two teaspoons baking powder, one-halt teaspoon salt.— Edwina.

to

'among tl)t ©rangers.
pecially

sugar,

Arise, if the past detain you.
Her sunshine and storms forget;
No chains so unworthy to hold you
As those of a vain regret;
Sad or bright, she is lifeless ever,
Cast her phantom t rms away.
Nor look back, save to learn the lesson

This lesson is recorded in Matthew
and Luke, as well as in Mark, or at
least part of it. Matthew says that He
saw a fig tree in the way, and Mark
Both
says that He saw it afar off.
phrases are suggestive of the facts
that, while Israel professed to be in
the way. she was really afar off. Having leaves was a profession of fruit
bearing: His finding nothing but leaves

uvi u

warm

Tub American,
ElUworth, Me.

Hating spent the night at Bethany,
they returned on the morrow to Jerusalem.
Probably they returned early
in the morning, and He at least seems
to have hatl*no morning meal, for He
See His real- humanity
was hungry.
In that He hungered, thirsted, was
weary, wept (John Iv. 6, 7; xi, 35). See
His humility in that He consented to
be thus dependent upon others on this
earth, which He Himself had made.
Though He was rich, for our sakes He
became poor that we through His poverty might be forever rich (John 1.
He was no
10, 11; II Cor. vill. 9).
doubt literally hungry, but as there
was meat of which His disciples knew
not (John lv, 32), so there were a hunger and thirst of which they knew not
He hungered for fruit from Israel,
who proved to be an empty vine, bringing forth fruit unto himself; a bud
vine, bearing only wild grapes (Hos. x).

BUTTER MAKING
ON THE FARM.

were

Get-Made- Quick Puddino 8auck—
Beat white of one egg until quite stiff,
add two tablespoons sugar, pinch of salt,
one-half teaspoon vanilla and lastly the
yolk of the egg. Excellent eaten on any

communications, and 11s success depends largely
on the support given it in this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

Text of

In the Bible shows man's vain effort
to substitute something instead of the
beautiful garments of light which he
had lost (Gen. ill, 7). while the reference in Hab. ill, 17. 18. shows that,
though all that is of nature should fail,
yet we may find real cause of rejoicing
In the Lord Himself. Young translates
“forever” (verse 14) to “the age." and
we know that, while Israel as a nation
has borne no fruit since she rejected
Christ, the time is coming when
“Israel shall blossom and bud and fill
the face of the world with fruit” (Isa.
He came to Jerusalem and
xxvii, 6).
went into the temple and began to
cleanse it. as He had done at the beginning of His ministry (John 11. 13-17).
Jerusalem was the national center,
and the temple was the spiritual center. as the heart is the vital center of
our being, and true cleansing must
be from the center outward.
Man
looketh on the outward appearance,
but the Lord looketh on the heart. He
says: “I, the Lord, search the heart I
try the reins even to give every man
according to his ways and according
to the fruit of his doings" (I Sam. xvi,
7; Jer. xvii. 10). See a beautiful and
appropriate prayer in Ps. cxxxlx, 23.
24. In the cleansing in II John He accused them of making His Father's
house a house of merchandise, while
here He says that instead of its being
a house of prayer they had made it a
den of thieves (verse 17).
The reference is to Isa. lvt 7. “Mine house shall
be called an house of prayer for all
people.” and to Jer. vii. 11, “Is this
house which is called by my name become a den of robbers in your eyes 7'
The question is asked in Mai. Ut, 8.
“■Will a man rob God?”
And It is
also answered. Instead of recognizing
all things as given us by God to hold
for Him and use as His stewards
many are more apt to say: “Our lips
(and all things) are our own. Who is
lord over us?” (Ps. ill 4.) The only
right attitude is that of David when
he said, “All things come of Thee, and
of Thine own have we given Thee"
(I Chron. xxix. 14).
The temple was originally built for
the Lord that He might dwell there in
the midst of His people Israel and
that all people of the earth might
know Him and fear and serve Him
(I Kings vill. 43-60), but now that the

MADGE"

"Helpful and Hopeful

The purposes of this column sre succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It Is for the common uae—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

Lesson VI.—Third Quarter, For

Aug. 9,

pioneers, notwithstanding our ponies
buckers and seldom well groomed.

and

at home

Gorham Stratton, of Boston,
on a vacation.

Frank Boynton and family have rented
bungalow owned by E. H. Googius.

turns

most

money

years’ experience

enables

price

pouhry where

us to

get top market

for you and to make

re-

day shipment

is

same

received.

the

Reference*).
Will Lyman and wife, of Watertown,
Maas., are visiting Mrs. Addie Reynolds.
Beacon Trust Co., Boston.
Capt. C. A. Reynolds, A. W. Reynolds, Any Mercantile Agency and thousands of
Herbert and Charles Hodgkins have gone
satisfied shippers.
to Lubec in the yacht “Erycina”.
Dr. T. J. King and Dr. Paul, of Boston,
came Friday, called here by the serious
illness of Dr. King's father, W. R. King.
Albert Whitaker and wife are here for a
month. Mr. Whitaker ia having extensive repairs made on his house with a
view to making it their permanent home.
R. H.
Aug.

Send Post Card for

Shipping Tags

3._

ATLANTIC.
Miss Merle Small, of Deer Isle, ia with
her aunt, Mrs. Edith 9tapies.

Bolton & Hicks Co.

Charles Harding and wife, of Gott’s
Island, spent the week-end here with their

parents, N. B. Trask and wife.
News reached here Sunday of the death
of Everett Smith, of Nashua, N. H., a
former resident of this place. For many
years he had suffered greatly of paralysis,
and for the past few years had been unable
to walk. He leaves a widow, a mother—
Mrs. Mary Sprague, one son—Adelbert
Smith, alsoonesister, Mrs. Joseph Humphrey, all of this place. Much sympathy ia
felt for them.
Aug. 1.

21 Merchants Row

Boston, Mass.

SAY

“Stickney Poor’s Mustard''
THERE’S NONE BETTER

jEM.

ABtamiwmmift.

_

THE new tariff.

UCU can be
brought with advanUge to the
Atlantic porta.

K1TTERY TO CARIBOU.
{40,000,000 Clafiin failure in New York,
the largest
in
the
history of the
Arthur C. Perry, a well-known fire inCHINESE PIO IRON FOR BOSTON.
dry goods business in this country,
effects on
surance agent of Presque Isle, died sudis significant. Mr. Clafiin, a large imITS DISASTROUS
There 18 nothing idle
about each talk.
states.
united
and free trader, seeks to minimize denly Saturday.
Chinese pig iron now
the
porter
the
Pacific
supplies
Thomas S. Bridgham, of Buckfield, has
the tariff effect, but he does not say much.
coast. With tbe
subsidized Japanese vesThe house was established in 1843. It had been appointed a member of the national
III WASHINGTON ON ANX- sels it can be brought to Boston

DEMOCRATS

POLICIES UNIIOUS SKAT—THEIB
FORMLY HURTFUL.

Washington Correspondent of the ProtectI**
lomall

Washington, July 25.—Tbe anxiety of
tbe effect on
Ihe democrat* concerning

election* of tbe new tariff
the coming
of tbe legislation for which
1,«, and other
is one of tbe amusthey are responsible,
of life In thie city it this
ing features
meets the eye
time. Whenever anything
senator that ia favorable
0[ a democratic
tariff law be requests its
to the party
Record.
the
publication in do Congressional
not object, aa they do
The republicans
free trade party should be
not think tbe
deprived of eny satisfaction they can get
tbe republicans have
in that way. While
of newsnot asked for the publication
have stated a few
paper clippings they
worried tbe
facts which have greatly

democrats.
In private conversation there ia hardly
democrat wbo does
to be loundla single
not concede defeat at tbe coming elections
Weat, excepting as
in the North and
Roosevelt may help them out by dividing

or any
other Atlantic port at little
extra cost.
And to talk of American
workmen competing With Chinese at the wages
paid in that country ic to talk nonsense; while pig iron will soon be
followed by steel and
many other products. The Japanese drove
our
cotton
goods out of the Manchurian
and

many branches and thus carried
mous

stock of

an

enor-

foreign goods. They

went

down in foreign value with relief of tariff
duties to a large extent, business was slow,
collections difficult and failure followed.
Of forty five blast furnaces in Alabama
all except eighteen are idle.
Galveston,
for the first time in thirteen years, has
market,
been receiving steel rails from Belgium
are
making great strides in producing
many other things now made in this and has contracted for 15,000 tons. The
country. They will find a market hereun- Harlan & Hollingworth Corporation of
announced on July 13
Wilmington,
less wages are
greatly reduced, or a pro- that it had Del.,
been compelled to dismiss
tective tariff restored.
1,000 men for lack of work, and the PullJ. U Maben, president of tbe
Sloss- man
Car Co. repair shop at the same place
Sheffield Steel A Iron Co., of
Birmingham, also made a reduction.
Ala., had this to say In tbe free trade New
The cost of living advances.
Meats
York Times of July 13.
have been going up and are much higher
The first half of this
was
year
one of the
than a year ago. There is enormous loss
worst periods lu our
history. We have close from the
democratic tariff with no ento 100,000 tons of
pig iron stocked op in Birmingham, while the normal supply is 20.000 couragement in sight, notwithstanding
tons.
the bountiful crops.

Concurrently

with that statement was
the sale of pig iron from
Nova Scotia to Delaware river
pipe-mak-

one
ers

telling

who

What War Would Mean To Us.

of

formerly bought

southern

iron,

also of the sale of this Nova Scotia
iron, made of Newfoundland ore, at
Bridgeport, Conn., and in other Atlantic
ports. The advantages in transportation
give the Nova Scotia manufacturers conand

[Boston Transcript.\
With the six great powers of Europe
flying at one another’s throats, a situation
would be

presented staggering to the
imagination. We have not yet begun to

That ia their
the protective tariff vote.
realize the dire significance of such an
only hope. They *11 agree that they will trol, white tbe
Birmingham product is eventuality, yet as calm observers the
members
of
the
of
lose
the
many
suffer
stacked up in tbe yards. Then the Nova
people of this country should be able to
House, but they are in hopes that the re- j Scotia mill is
protected at home and can
vote will be so divided that they
publican
afford to dump abroad while there is no sense some of the consequences. With the
control. Aa they
war spirit and the
may be able to retain
passions behind it
protection in this country to pig iron.
aroused in those countries the calm voice
new have a majority of 188 over tbe repubSTEEL RAILS FROM INDIA.
all
of
tbe
over
143
oppoeition,
of reason is likely to be drowned by exlicans aud
The Iron Trade Review recently told of cited clamor. The cost is not counted and
the loss of control would be a tremendous
steel
rails
from
as
assured
is
felt
India
sold on the Pacific the effects will not be felt until the death
by
setback. But victory
the republicans deepite progressive oppo- coast for the first time. The Bombay cor- struggle is actually entered into. It is
poration making the rails is building up a true they are feeling the pressure even in
sition.
While not much is said on the subject, great modern steel plant, and is meeting anticipation, but not more than we are,
the control of tbe Senate ia also at stake. with phenomenal success. It employs and thus -far hardly as much. As long as
The democrats now bave Hfty-three mem- Charles P. Perin. an American expert, and they can call upon us for gold and we are
bers, tbe republicans forty-two, while he says that their iron ores range from 60 forced to respond, it is the United States,
Poindexter of Washington, who voted for to 66 per cent, metallic iron, and that they having no direct interest with the causes
of the far-flung quarrel, that will suffer
the Underwood tariff calls himself a pro- can be delivered for three-fourths of a
gressive, tbougb be has been sbowing of cent a unit. A steel manufacturer in quite as much as those nations that are
late that he recognizes bis mistake. A Coatesville, Pa., informed Senator Penrose now preparing themselves for the worst.
The demand comes upon us at a critical
change of six votes would take the con- that a 60 per cent, ore is regarded as a very
trol from tbe democrats. If tbe republi- good quality, and bg pays from seven to time. We have released many millions for
the movement of the crops and the lubrieight and one-half cents a unit.
cans hold the Beats they held at this sesMr. Perin says that in Bombay they get cation of our own industrial processes. It
sion, including the one vacated by tbe
death ol Bradley, of Kentucky, they would their coal delivered at the works for fl a was supposed that the gold drain upon us,
only bave to elect flve more. They bave ton or less. At Coatesville they pay |3 a had ceased for the season, and under northe chance to do so at tbe coming elections ton for gas coal and fJ.50 tor bituminous mal conditions that supposition would
in Oregon, Kentucky, Nevada, Indiana. coal. Mr. Perin says that they can put have been correct, but should the threatMaryland, Arizona, Colorado, Missouri pig iron on the ship at Calcutta at fifty ened eruption actually occur the amount
and Louisiana. In tbe latter state because cents a ton, while the Coatesville manu- and seriousness of the burden that would
ol the destruction of the sugar industry facturer says that it costs his firm fl to be imposed upon us cannot well be measthere is great dissatisfaction with the put a ton of pig iron on shipboard at ured. To a very great extent American
democratic party. Hence tbe capture of Philadelphia, tbe nearest port, and fl.80 securities would be thrown back upon us,
and until the process exhausted itself we
the Senate would be almost certain if it to deliver it in New York.
But the difference in wages is tremen- should have to respond w ith the precious
were not for the Kooaevelt defection.
dous. The Bombay mills employ 7,000 men metal. But that is only one feature of the
THE ADMINISTRATION’S RECORD.
and women natives and 139 Europeans.
situation that gives cause for apprehenIt is a record many times worse than
The latter receive almost as much in pay sion. Even though we might weather the
that made by the party under Cleveland,
as the entire 7,000 natives.
Pig iron from drain with no more grave consequences
when bonds were issued to pay the curthe furnaces is carried by womeu in Bom- than a temporary embarrassment, we
The
rent expenses of the government.
bay for eight cents a day, and Mr. Perin should be likely to find, as the conflict
currency issue was brought forward at
says that they are entirely satisfied with continued, that our commerce w'as being
that time by Bryan in the way of the free
their pay, and the corporation is well seriously demoralized. The cold-blooded
It was defeated, but
coinage of silver.
satisfied that “it can come into the Ameri- optimism with which some have regarded
Bryan w ith his free trade and free silver can market now that the
government has the outlook in a business way fails to concoinage ideas, w hich he holds still, is the
kindly removed the duty and given it an vince us.
He
is
in
cabinet.
the
democratic
premier
For a couple of generations the Atlantic
opportunity to place its surplus products
under Wilson’s domination, but they
ocean has afforded comparatively peaceful
here’*.
The
Mexican
well.
agree wonderfully
And why should it not be well satisfied? paths for commercial operations and in-

policy

is

theirs.

They

have caused the

loss of American lives and

a great deal of
money in the temporary occupancy of
Vera Cruz for no purpose whatever except to aid Villa. The shilly-shallying
Mexico policy has caused a terrible loss of
lives and destruction of property in that
country, which might have been stopped
by a blockade of Mexican ports.

PANAMA CANAL.

Then the tolls repeal policy at Panama
was another
great blander. There was no
reason whatever for bringing up the
question at this time. The British government has recently announced that no
communication on the subject bad been
sent to our government since President
Wilson was inaugurated. The pretense of

foreign complications

was

a

mere

sham.

While the voters of the country almost
unanimously, as well as Wilson himself,
approved the exemption of coastwise vessels from tolls, Wilson, after the election,
conceived the idea that it was opposed to
his free trade views, so he reversed himself and forced his
party to do likewise.
The result is a further blow to American

United States mills.

in the

There will probably not be a single great
nation asicte from the United States which
will not subsidize its shipping using the
canal or reimburse the ships for the tolls
paid, as has been done at Suez. Great
Britain has already increased the subsidy
to the chief British line that will use the
canal.
Practically all of the# Canadian
vessels will receive subsidies. Hence our
expenditure of about $500,000,000, with
many millions to be made up annually by
taxation in thia country to pay interest
and
principal of the canal debt, etc., will
he of no special advantage. Our shipping
will not increase, because it cannot compete with that of foreign nations receiving government aid and paying the lowest
possible wages.
There are 40,000 Lascars dressed in cottons, barefooted, and living on rice, employed on British merchant vessels, while

Chinese and Japanese are employed on
Canadian and other vessels on the Pacific.
The payment of tolls
by <^*r vessels will

give British and other foreign vessels a
great
advantage over American vessels in
the shipment of merchandise from European ports to the Pacific coast.
Freights
will be much lower from Europe to San
Francisco or Seattle than from our
Atlantic ports. Thus not only our ships
but our merchants and manufacturers will
!n«e, and pig iron and other Asiatic prodsummer

Summer

Coughs

are

Dangerous.

colds are dangerous.
They indilow vitality and often lead to serious
«,rroa^ and Lung Troubles, including ConDr. King’s New Discovery will
cl.»ve t*ie cough or cold promptly and preimplications. It is soothing and antiand makes you feel better at once. To
yrl? dangerous—get a bottle of Dr. King’s
St once. Money back if not
50c. and $1.00 bottles at your Drug-

cate

jumption.

*LB*^Pifcovery

g}J*a“'ed-

Arnica Salve for Pile*.

Our workmen

eight-cent
day
compete
labor, and with transportation on ships
the
demsimilar
manned by
labor, though
ocratic party has thrown the American
with

cannot

market

a

open to such competition.

York
A special despatch in the New
Timet from Berlin under date of July 11,
says:
German exports are jubilant over the benefits they are deriving from the wool tariff.
Robert J. Thompson, the American consul at
Aix-la-Chapelle, submits figures characteristic practically of all other consular disFor
tricts in Germany, Invoiced by experts.

quarter ended June 80, Aix-la-Chapelle
aggregated $2,187,530 in exports to the United
States, as compared with $1348,449 for the
same quarter of 1918, a gain of about 55 per
cent. One exporter in Mr. Thompson’s district declares that America is now taking his
entire output, necessitating a large increase
in his plant.
Previously he had sold only
one-third of his output in the American marthe

ket.

might well be contrasted
announcement made in the Senate the other day of the closing of two
woolen mills in Lebanon, N. H., because
Consular reports
of a lack of orders.
from England tell of like glee there over
American orders for woolens and cottons.
Senator Gallinger told of a New Hampbeen
shire shoe manufacturer who had
news

with the

selling about $300,000 worth annually to a
Baltimore customer, and who received a
letter recently from the Baltimore man

saying that he would not want anything
offered lower
more, because he had been
by an English manufacturer. The
prices

British have been copying American lasts
and styles and are now beginning to profit
under the democratic free trade in boots
ind shoes. The wages paid in England,
iccording to a British government return,
ire considerably less than one-half those
paid in the industry in the United States.
But boots and shoes

are

not

a

southern

Droduct.
BLAST FURNACES CLOSED.

According
Dnly 39 per
Furnaces

July

8.

to the
cent, ot

Iron Trade Review,
the merchant blast

Tbe George Hobert farm buildings near
Skowhegan were burned last Thursday.
Tbe loss is (5,000. The fire is attributed to
spontaneous combustion in the new hay,
seventy-five tons of which had just been
stored in the barn.

nations have been at war the
has not been greatly embarrassed in its maritime enterprises.
But with six formidable challengers on
the

high

it is

seas

going

unpleasant

to be

for neutrals, for, according to the
agreement among nations, neutrals must
carry much contraband ware either absolute or conditional, if they are to receive the benefit of others’ misfortunes,
which
some
financiers
anticipate.

Furthermore, how is our commerce concerning which there is no question to be
carried? We row depend upon the ships
the countries that will then be facrisks which they may be indisposed
to take. Already the managers of German
lines entering New York say that with a
general war land Europe all ablaze, they
do not see how they “could get through”.
It will be the same with Great Britain,
France and Italy.
In wnat kind of a plight would their
regular withdrawal from the ocean service
leave us? We have been preparing ac.
commodations for the largest vessels at
of

ing

our

own

port

and

most

of the

seaports have been doing the
in a greater or less degree.
have to

depend

and it

would

leading
thing

of

to American

The
vessels

thus far been largely academic. It
would become very practical if not vital in
has

such

a

situation, and

if subsidies

were once

established it w'ould be many long years
before they were abolished, no matter
how the world conditions might change.
To look upon events as they have seemed
to be shaping themselves in Europe w’ith
approval, on the assumed basis of selfinterest, seems to us the climax of folly.

BROOKSVILLE.
Miss Emma

Gray

is very ill.

Ralph L. Roberts is employed at
“Bay View”, South Brooksville.
James Roper aud wife, who have been
employed in Connecticut, are at home for
Mrs.

the

a

PRIZES GIVEN AWAY
Diamond Ring, 14k setting
Boston Leather Rocker
Silver Coflee Set
Chest of Roger’s Silver, 26 pieces
La«ly’s Fancy Gold Watch, Jewel
Movement
Men’s Fancy Gold Watch, Guaranteed Case
Ohina Dinner Set

short time.

Irving Young and Susie Waldridge, of
on
were in operation
Bangor, Benjamin Young and wife, of
$950,000 Alton (III.) Steel Ellsworth, spent Friday with their sister,
bankruptcy July 10 because Mrs. John Billings. They came from Ban-

get sufficient orders and a
lair prioe for its products. Structural iron
tod steel mills are working only 60 per
;ent. of their capacity, though imports
American workmen will
ire increasing.
of
aot accept wages low enough to admit
of
:ompetition in many products. Out
123 coke and anthracite furnaces only 197.
Four more went
were in blast on June 1.
jut of blast that month.

gor in Irving Young’s automobile.
Elmer Davis and wife, of Texas, and
Mrs. Nina Lucas and daughter Hazel, of
Waltham, Mass.,arrived at their mother’s,
Mrs. F. M. Billings, last Wednesday,
Mrs. Lucas returning Monday. They
came in Mr. Davis’automobile from Texas.
A.
July 31.
_

“I have beeu somewhat

.costive, but Doan’s

Thirty-eight large corporations, hereto- Regulets gave Just the results desired. They
react mildly and regulate the bowels perfore paying regular dividends, have
jeutly ceased to do so, and sixteen others fectly.”—George B. Krause, 306 Walnut Ave.»
reduced

their

dividends.

The

Altoona, Pa.—Advt.

Fancy Carving Set
China Chocolate Set, Hand Painted
Plated Silver Chafing Dish
Beautiful Lamp
Gold Plated Clock
22 Calibre Rifle
Holler Skates
Rose Brooch
Real Opal Scarf Pin

George Gross, of Newark, N. J., aged
forty-eight, a summer visitor at Androscoggin lake, attempted to enter a stall
with a strange horse on tbe farm of E. W.
Earn at Livermore Falls laBt week. The
horse kicked him in the stomach. The
immediate injuries were not apparent, and
Mr. Gross did not mention the incident at
supper. At midnight he was seized with
severe pains, and died the next night of

peritonitis.
State Treasurer Simpson has completed
apportionment of the school and mill
fund for the year 1914, the amount available for that purpose this year being $781789.59. The returns from Hon. Payson
Smith, State superintendent of school,
show the total number of scholars in the
State to be 221,232, the towns, therefore,
receiving at the ratelof $3.53 per scholar.
Under chapter 177 of the public laws of
1909 the several towns received on basis of
number of scholars, in addition to above, a
further distribution at the rate of $1.08 per
scholar, and also an apportionment of
$1.09 per thousand according to the last
valuation of each town.
the

Joseph Williamson, of Augusta, long
prominent in democratic politics and a
member of the law firm of Williamson,
Burleigh & McLean, committed suicide by
cutting his throat in his office Thursday,
in a fit of melancholia brought about by a
attack

widow,

seven

faces in this

picture?

READ THIS CAREFULLY
Trace the outline of the faces on this or a separate piece of paper.
Number them 1, 2, 3, etc. Mail or bring answer to our store.
Cost you nothing to try. You may win one of the larger prizes.
Remember, you must find at least 7 of the 10 faces in the picture, and everyone answering this puzzle, will get something. The
best prizes will be awarded to the neatest answers, and winners will be

by mail.
Only one member

notified

of each family is eligible to this contest.
All answers must be sent in on or before Aug 17.

of

indigestion. Besides a
the daughter of United
States Senator Edwin C. Burleigh, he
leaves two sons. Mr. Williamson had
served as county attorney for Kennebec
county, was a member of the Maine House
in 1911 and had been designated by Gov.
Haines as a member of the public utilities
severe

Can you find

who is

which
was
commission,
through the referendum. He
Belfast forty-five years ago,
graduate of Bowdoin college.

IUfUl
nrH
& fn
U VV

PIAN0

VU#^

WAREROOMS

Congress St., Masonic Bldg., Portland,

fie.

suspended
was

born at

and

was

a

AURORA.

Crosby, who has been employed
in Bangor, is home.
Mrs. Lillian Weston, of Bangor, is visiting her sister Mrs. Ernest Rowe.
Mrs. W. N. Crosby and little son Norris,
who have been visiting her sister, Mrs. F.
O. Silsby, at Ellsworth, are home.
Mrs. Lincoln Silsby, who has been at
the Maine general hospital for treatment,
is home, much improved in health.
Congratulations are extended to Mr.
and Mrs. Adelbert Bridges, of Bangor, on
the birth of a son, Raymond Earl.
Mrs.
Bridges’ mother, Mrs. H. T. 8ilsby, who
has been with her, came home Sunday.
C.
July 23.
Lewis

Ready!
To make

Hbbtrtiannmts.

ACT QUICKLY

a

“batch”

of old-fashioned, wholesome, home-made bread, a
nice light cake and perhaps a
pie or two—the kind of good liv-

j

ing that makes the family smile.

j

All from William Tell and all
always good because this is
the all ’round flour that keeps
the cook in a good humor.

j

Extra nutritious and goes
farther—a secret of Ohio Red
Winter Wheat and the special
process of milling yours only in

|

—

Delay

Has Been

Dangerous

in

Ellsworth.

We would

upon our own resources,
be a long time before they

subsidy

THE FOLLOWING LI8T OF

An electric storm did considerable damage in central Maine Sunday afternoon.
Among farm buildings struck and burned
were those of Hiram Greenlaw,
Auburn;
Harvey Philbrook, Greene; Edward Rogers, Lewiston; Charles F. Beathen, Skowbegan; Mr. Moore, Clinton. The aggregate loss is (20,000.

same

could be made adequately effective.

question

Every

Hugh Campbell, aged thirty-five years,
of Houlton, was killed in an automobile
accident near Moro plantation Friday.
Tbe car took a sharp turn at too high
speed, and turned turtle. Three companions were injured. Campbell leaves
a wife and four small children.

when two

rest of the world

to Pay
Nothing
Reader Can Enter Free

Do the right thing at the right time.
Act quickly in time of danger.
In
Pills

time of kidney danger Doan’s Kidney
are most effective.

Plenty

of evidence of

their worth.

John L. Smith, Waltham Road,
UI had
Ellsworth Falls,
Me., says:
trouble from my kidneys for a long time.
I had a dull, heavy ache in my back and
dizzy spells. Doan’s Kidney Pills helped
I still have unlimited
me right away.
faith in Doan’s Kidney Pills and believe
that there is no other kidney medicine on
You may continue
the market as good.
to publish my former endorsement. Occasional use of Doan’s Kidney Pills keeps
me in good health.”
Don’t simply
Price 60c, at all dealers.
ask for a kidney remedy
get Doan’s
the same that Mrs. Smith
Kidney Pills
had. Foster-Mil burn Co., Props., Buffalo,
N. Y.
Mrs.

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO.

C. W. GRINDAL.

CLARION FURNACES

—

you need Mustard, Spices
Flavoring Extracts, say to

When

trustworthy.

can

depend

A Clarion will

“Stickney & Poor’s”

to

manage,

economical of
and durable.

fuel, strong

*

Send

your

Notice.
care

Simple

\

your grocer:

during
may
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Dbummby.
house.

keep

your house, store, hall
or church warm in the
most severe weather.

or

Pauper
contracted with the City of Ellsfor those who
worth to support and
HAVING
the next five
need assistance

You
them.
upon

are

—

in Ohio
The

[Jo. went into
jf inability to

lave

Charles L. Fogg, of Monroe, accused by
his neighbors of
having beaten his
mother, eighty-five years old, until she is
likely to die of her injuries, was given a
coating of tar one night last week.

terchanges. Piracy has been driven from
the seas; privateering has ceased and even

even

FOREIGN MANUFACTURERS JUBILANT.

That

■hipping.

Bucklen’s

day’s wage in the Bombay mills would
not keep a workman busy fifteen minutes

A

of managers of soldiers’ homes.
Rev. Abel Warren Pottle, for many years
a clergyman of tbe Methodist church in
Maine, died at his home in Waterville,
Thursday, after an illness of one week of
heart disease, aged eighty years.
board

stjertieement*.

WOOD & BISHOP
SOLD by J. P. ELDRIDOE,

us particulars of
heating problem.

CO.," Bangor, Me.
ELLSWORTH, ME
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W. H.

a year; $1.00 lor six
months; 50 cents for three months: If paid
strictly In advance, $1 50, 75 and 58 cent#
respectively. Single copies 5 cent#. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 pei
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ately

toward

from which

he,

the republican party
had been some time

He made a notable statement upon reaching his decision, the
snbstance of which was, that he believed the republicans and progres-

estranged.

sives to be two organizations with one
purpose, and he knew the republican
party to be the stronger and better
instrument with which to

accomplish

the purpose, and he therefore would
in the future give his entire support
to the repulican party in order that
the influence he had should count for
the best object in the better way.
Thousands are following his example.

The New York Timet undertook,
about the middle of July, to print a
This week’s edition of The “boom” edition for the democratic
tariff law. The result was negligible.
American is 2,400 copies.
Perhaps the railroads are the best indicators
of business conditions, and
2,677
Average per week for 1913,
without exception they had no word
of commendation for the business
WEDNESDAY, AUQ. 6, 1914.
The
Timet must have
situation.
found its effort in that direction almost hopeless, as it sought to disNOMINEES. may the “calamity bowlers'’, as it
called them, by telling of the wonderful increase in the passenger traffic of
STATE ELECTION, SEPT. 14, 1914.
the railroads for the fiscal year 1913.
For Governor,
Perhaps the writer of that article
thought the public would not know
WILLIAM T. HAINES, of WatervUle.
that the fiscal year 1913 ended months
For State Auditor,
before the Underwood tariff law went
TIMOTHY F. CALLAHAN, of Lewiaton. into effect. If the Timet had quoted
the statistics for the fiscal year ended
For Representative to Congress,
June 30, 1914, nine months of which
(Third District)
were under the Underwood-Wilson
JOHN A. PETERS, of Ellsworth.
tariff, it would have had to concede
that the “calamity howlers” had a
COUNTY TICKET.
good case.—The Protectionitt.
For Senators:
MELVIN D. CHATTO, of BrooksviUe.
The members of
the
progresSHERMAN S. SCAMMON, of Franklin. sive
town committees
of RockFor County Attorney,
land and
Hanover, Mass., met
FRED L. MASON, of Ellsworth.
last
week, and upon invitation,
For Clerk of Courts,
the republican committees of
the
TIMOTHY F. MAHONEY,of Ellsworth. same towns met with them.
They
For Judge of Probate,
met together, planned together, and
BERTRAND E CLARK, of Eden.
to
Co.,

Ellsworth, Maine.

REPUBLICAN

For Register of Deeds,
WILLIAM O. EMERY’, ol SnUivan.
For Sheriff,
FORREST O. 8I1SBY, of Ellsworth.
For County Commissioner,
MELVILLE L. ALLEN, of Mt. Desert.
For County Treasurer,
BOYD A. BLAJSDELL, of Franklin.

campaign together.
of pulling against each
other in their efforts to accomplish a
common result, and in the future they
propose to pull together. The indi-

proposed
They are tired

cations now are that this movement
will spread over the state, and an
almost

general amalgamation

will re-

sult.

FOR REPRESENTATIVES.

Class 1—E. J. Morrison, Bar Harbor.
2— W. A. Rinicer, Castine.
3— Milton Beckwith, Ellsworth.
4— Paul W. Scott, Deer Isle.
5— A. B. Holt, Gouldsboro.
6— Ward W. Wescott, Bluehill.
7— Loren W. Bumill, Tremont.
War!

Pattangall
opportunity right in his
Candidate

now

has

own

district
woolen

to tell those idle Hartland
mill employees, with their

an

psycho-

their
pay envelopes, that
earnings have been psychologically

logical

increased,

all because of

“the best
administration this country has ever

long-predicted catastrophe—a known”. Perhaps he can convince
them that the cost of living is so very
general European war—is a fact. All
much lower because of the democratic
the great powers of Europe have
tariff that all they need is psychojoined in a Titanic struggle, the terri- logical money, anyway.
The

ble and immediate world-wide effect
of which no man can

estimate,

and the

ultimate result of which no man can

predict.
The United States has declared its

neutrality,

and has been commissioned

to look after the
of

practically

diplomatic interests

all the countries at war.

_

by the IFall Street Journal
reveals that
thirty-four railroads
operating well over one-half the railA canvass

road mileage of the country are employing 119.567, or 10 per cent, less
year ago. The total number of
employees is 1,023,336, against 1,142,893 this time last year.
Figuring on

than

a

that same basis, there would be approximately 242,500 men out of work

The United States will

undoubtedly
figure large in the ultimate peace ne- on the railroads who were employed a
gotiations. May they be soon in year ago.
coming.
Maine democrats are in a panic, and
England
struggled ineffectually as a last
resort, have, it is said, preagainst becoming actively engaged in vailed upon President Wilson to come
the war, bat yesterday declared war here and defend his administration.
on Germany. The alignment of the But it’s too late—the mischief done
in Washington cannot be undone in
powers is as follows: Germany and
Maine. By the way, isn’t it a little
Austria,
against Servia,
Russia,
strange that “the best administration
and
France, Belgium
England, and this country has ever known”, accordother countries may yet be drawn into
ing to Pattangall, should be compelled
the fray.
to defend itself on the
political
stump?
from
Somerset
and
KenneReports
""———

bec counties show the trend of the
progressives back to the republican
party. The chairman of the pro-

gressive

committee of one Kennebec
is quoted by a Skowhegan cor“The prorespondent as saying:
town

gressives are surely going back to the
republican party. I meet men every
day who have stood out that they
should vote the progressive ticket this
fall, and now when I meet them and
try to get them to do some work for
the progressive ticket, they say that

The only possible claim that national democracy bad apon the interest of the voters was that its tariff
plan wonld reduce the high cost of
living. Yon have had the democratic
tariff nearly a year and a half; have
yon realized on the promise?—Kennebec Journal.
Col. Roosevelt’s declaration that he
wonld vote tor Hinman, republican, for
governor of New York, even if there
is an enrolled progressive opposing
him, is a bitter pill for the stand-pat

POULTRY CONTEST.

Hancock county’s share ot the State
school money for 1914 is (68,833.18, of
which (35,345.07 is the school and mill
fund and (33,408.11 is the common school
fund.

Prizes In Ellsworth, Franklin and
Ellsworth Clubs to be Awarded.
The first contest ol the poultry clubs ol
Ellsworth, Franklin and Hancock, organized through the extension work ol
the University ol Maine in Hancock
county, will close this week, according tc
announcement by 11. W. Conley, the local
Prizes will be awarded Saturleader.

Harbor is talking about a business
men’s day or carnival tbe latter part ot
August or perhaps on Labor day. One ot
the features proposed is a race between a
Bar

hydro-aeroplane

and motor boats.

a

long fight against

the secret cau-

by which the democrats have
bound their members to united action
cuses

•on

all

big legislation,

thus

placing inwho might

POLITICAL

MOTES.

Senator Charles F. Johnson has been
the Maine member of the democratic national committee.

chosen

hundred progressives representing
sections of Indiana met in conference

One
all

congressmen,

in

ESTABLISHED

;

H.

Davis, who was the largest financial
backer of previous progressive campaigns,
has gone to Europe, leaving the party

Northeast Harbor defeated Seal Harbor
15 to 8 in an interesting game of baseball
in Gilpatrick’s field last Wednesday.

without funds.

Mrs. Emily Whitmore Mitchell, who
has been the guest of relatives for several
weeks, has returned to her home in Lewiston.

Highly desirable as it might be to be
able to conduct reform movements without funds, no one has yet invented such a
system. It was for this very reason that
the practical men, in
the progressive
movement in the nation, resented the efforts of
the brothers Pinchot to oust
George W. Perkins from his position in
the party.
Mr. Perkins had furnished
the sinews of war, and without the sinews

;;

the

war

could not have been

waged.

The

financial backers of a political
movement, however, must be assured of “a
run for their
money” before they will
produce their check books. Their withdrawal is the best evidence that the complete disintegration of the progressive
The out-and-out supparty is iu sight.
port that Col. Roosevelt is giving to a
candidate for the republican nomination

held in the

Neighborhood

the

preacher

at St.

_?**•*■

StonlngtoS

centeVTl

ffi

ElUakik
ChZ Z

Z

t2

MS

the Han-

issued

by
cock County
BANK
Havings Bans. Finder
Its treasurer, Chaelrs C.
return

i““**,A* McCagrgil
By Fred L. Mason, their attorney
Bated Ellsworth, Me.. July
J,*“lhorl8i

to

BcsaiLL.

ESantrti.
A few more wanted, liberal
cash commission. Address H. H. Gc»nby St Co.,
office, AuNurserymen. Hales both
Canada
burn. Me., U. 8. A. Nurseries in
and United States.
—

1

1
ln

Beninipsq
i

j

JAMBS

general hospital, Bangor.

Mas C. H. Yocko.
Mas. Harrt Ford.
Etta Yocko.
Ecgkks Youko.
8, 19J4.

xUftcrtistmmft.
DO BT9INKSS

G. A. Parcher Sells Reliable

f
I

Discharge.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of tbs District coart of the United States for the DUtrictof Maine.
A. PARKER, of Southwest Harbor.
Maine, and Fred L. Parker, of West
Rock port. Maine, co-partners, doing business
under the firm name of James Parker's boas,
at Southwest
Harbor.
Hancock county.
Maine, and they individually, respectfully
represent, that on the 4th day of April a <L
1914. last past, Mid partnership and they individually were adjudged bankrupt under the
acta of Congress relating te bankruptcy; that
said partnership and
they individually hire
duly surrendered all their property and
rights of property, and have fully complied
with ail the requirements of said acts, and of
the orders of the court touching their bankruptcy.
Wherefore they pray that said partnership
and they individually may be decreed by the
court to have a full discharge from all debu
against their estates under said
acta, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge
Dated this 10th day of Julv a. d. 1914.
Jambs Parish's Son*.
By James A. Parker and Fred L. Parker.
James A. Parker, Fred L. Psrker.

CARD or THANKS.
TITE with to thank our friend* and neigh*
bor* for their thoughtfulness, •>mpa▼ T
tby and help in our time of trouble daring
the tlckne** and at the death of our husband
and father; for the floral offering* of friends
and also of the nurse* of the Eastern Maine

provable
bankrupt

Rem-

Half Price With Guarantee.

When one can buy gold dollars for fifty
cents, it is a good time to purchase.
In ordering a 50c bottle of Dr. Howard's
celebrated remedy for constipation and
dyspepsia at 26 cent* G. A. Parcher is giv-

Bankrupts.
Order of Notice Thereon.
District or Maims as.
On this 1st day of August, a. d. 1914, os
reading the foregoing petition, it isOrdered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the tame on the 11th day of September a.
d. 1914, before said coart at Portland, in
Mid district, at ten o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in
Mid district, and that all known creditors,
and other persona in interest, may appears:
the said time and place, and show caase, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner eboald not be granted.
And It la farther ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and thisorder,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Rm.
Judge of the aaid court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in Mid district, on the Is* day
of August a. d. 1014.
Jm, E BsilT.CIl*
[L. a.)
A true copy or politico and order Ihereo:
Attest: J.xss E. HswIY.Clerl

ing one of the greatest trade chances ever
offered to the people of Ellsworth.
Even though offered st hall-price lor
introductory purposes the remedy is sold
under a guarantee to cure or the money
will be refuned.
If (ood does not digest well, if there is
gas or pain in the stomach, if the tongue
is coated and the breath bad, if there is
constipation and straining, Dr. Howard's
remedy should help you. It it does not,
you have Druggist Parcher’s personal
guarantee to return yonr money.
Dr. Howard’s remedy gives quick relief
in oonstipalion, dyspepsia and all liver

are

Bankrupt’s Petition for
In the matter of
the
partnership of James
Parker’s Son*, the individual
co-partners in which are
James A. Parker and Fred L.
Parker, and they Individually.
Bankrupt.

&prifal Nouwb.

was the gentlemen’s ball that was held in
the Neighborhood
house on Thursday
evening of last week, in honor of several

i£2

graalaiaE
oi?
mi

io*

at

W
reaer-rlMIS

'right

Moore’s drag store, vacated
by Dr. Gibbs. Hot water heat and toilet.
Apply to E. G. Moons. Ellsworth.

edy

beginning,*th. u\ iS
lSaT

kSi"*1."” pflint

over

GOOD WAY TO

rnamK’.W

A

nice rent* for small
hardwood
the dost and dirt of
streets; shade trees cover the rroonds about
the buildings, and the location Is beatthfal.
A. F. Buhvbam

Aug.

and“L“^!

weal*rl?i|V2^.V“'t
£'*«
ImV

avenue near

Brooklin,

JR?"?**

link?
roc? [J.
mor^Si
£
tw.^*
7,,,^*"“

families in Pond
TENEMENTS—Three
factory and away from

SALESMEN

,

V

Co Irf.

please

,

FrwkS,Ww'-

WOOD

«aoe

, ,

regi.tr? of'dS^

A8HE8 mixed with Lime. For
price end other psrtlcnler, eddreee J.
F. Sullivait, successor to Knox Fertiliser Co.,
Box M2. Bocklend, Me.

BOOK No.

| |

and Jeremiah J. McCarthy, ot
In the county of Norfolk and
^
°
chuaetts, “a certain piece or n.r
situated on ‘Worth’* Island’il#<
•Green. laland' In
u
of Hancock, and Mute of jf,ln*
and described as follows, viz
Beginning at the northeast com..,, .v
at an Iron bolt In the
“"W
of Gone and Small, and thenca
8S- went a rod* and 11
to n drill hole In n square
G>e »m. conrw 88 rod.
north aide of nnprnce tree
marked:
the same coarse to low-water
weet aide of said Island; thence
aouth.,u
eaaterly around said island at low .warn. **?
to said Goss and Small’*
north » l t weat through an
ledge near the water In the Core to
o'
being ten rods more or leaa. Said
bounded northerly by Innd of
w
Greene; ennterly by land of amid
Sranll; and on other part*
the saltwt,.
by
Reserving to aatd Kllrabeth W. Green.
heir* and assigns. the right to
pa.,
with team* or otherwise orir a ,aj
pna.
,7,,. *
land •*1 teen feet wld. along the
of the land here!)? conveyed; alvoemleri,
said Ooea and Small the
to d
from the well on tali land, being the
premises conveyed tome by ..id
deed of even date," and whereas the
dttlon of said mortgage ha. beer,
broken
remain, broken, now therefore, by remnTS
the branch of the coodltion thereof »e
undersigned claim a forecloaor. of
mortgage and hereby give public notice ofccr
purpose to foreclose the same
Mechakl F McCaam

COWS—At

Mary’s- by-

who

I »l

Morici'opToRFxirQ^'w

Bertlett’e Islend. * young fresh
cows, sxtre good qnellty. breed Quern*
teys; si so two registered yearling Ourrnsey
balls. Price very reeeoneble. Address J. K.
Wallace, lndlen Point. Me.

the-Sca last Sunday morning.
Rev. Ambrose W. Vernon, D.

young ladies from out of town

CorrtBponOrncr.

I

TTTHEHEAS, Qiocondo Valti of i
▼V the county of Bams in? ***». It
wealth of MaMachu.ett. hV J? co“«.
deed, dated Jan. IS. a. dm-..,,
“"rtgu.
Hancock county. Maine,
book 438, pa«e 188, coiveyed m „,d'«‘-!t
signed, Mfchael F. McCarthy

HEAP—TOPSAIL SLOOP built by McFerlend. Honth Brletol, » ft. over *11. • 1-5 ft
drefL iron keel, leed bell set. oek end bleck
welnut Interior Uni,h. equipped for crnlsingor
recing. or would mekee fine perty, lobster or
ashing host. Will be shown by J. J. Tilling■AST. Hotel Dlrlgo. Sonlbwssl Harbor.

OFFICES

DESIRED

1*8*13fotitis.

PIGS—Neerly

D., of
Brookline, Mass., was tbe preacher at the
Union church Sunday morning.
Next
Sunday the morning service will be confor governor in New’ York, and the ex- ducted
by Rev. Dr. Charles F. Dole, of
pectation that he will support republican Jamaica Plain, Mass.
candidates in other states indicate that a
One of the biggeBt events of the season
complete consolidation of the forces opposing the democratic party is to be witnessed in the near future.

NONE BETTER MAT
*’

IF"

CLEjevrat
*7,

MO Bred So we for August end
September furrow, Including 0, I. C..
Yorkshires, Polsnd Chinns. Esses. Chester*.
Berkeblres, end Muiefeet. About 15* young
bosre, two to six months old, O. I. C, polsnd
Chinns. Essex, Yorkehlres, Chesters, end
Berkshire*. Pigs shipped nt two month, old
Id lot* to suit purcbnser from one to n cnrlond.
We do not get fency pricet-end we gnsrnnten
shipment of nice stock. W* hnee epproximetely 6,000 heed to eelect from. New Eeolaicd Live Srocx Oosmst, Pee body. Meet.

Rev. William G. Thayer, D. D., headmaster of St. Mark’s school, Southboro,
was

TERMS

Jot Salt.

Mrs. W. P. Cushman arrived recently
from Bangor to spend the summer here,
whiie Mr. Cushman is employed as clerk
at the Kimball house.

Mass.,

GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
EASY PAYMENT

S. J.

house Thursday
with music by

™

Always Reliable, Always Up-to-date, Always Alive to Custom.
lon,*rs |n. J
tereats. Always Guarantee Satisfaction.

1111 PHI III1M l"l"l I"!11 ’l"l"M*M"l 1 left

The sixth annual firemen’s ;ball will be
evening of this week,
Weseott’s orchestra.

EyanrtWai la tka Music liaa (ram a Grind Piaao to a
l(
Music and Maaic Book*,
Motocycles, Bicycles
Machines, Victor and Edison Talking Machines, Tvi*= w-nf.r**
J'Pewnters,
Vacuum Cleaners, Post Cards of local yiewa.

Sheet

■

; |
;;

^

IB88

OMsat ind tait la Eaitara Malaa.

■■

day.

_

employed here this summer. About fifty troubles.
couples were present. Kelley’s orchestra
These are strong statements, but G. A.
One Progressive Speaks Out.
ot four pieces furnished excellent music.
Parcher is giving his customers a chance
subscriber, AdePert L. Httflsop. ssnWest Franklin, Aug. 3,1914.
Friends of Charles E. Lord, formerly to
by gives notice that ht baa bean djuy*P
prove their truth at just half the regu- THE
To the Editor of The American:
executor of the laat will and tesw
pointed
principal of Gilman high school, will be lar price
aixty doses for 25 cents. If mant of
I advise all progressives in Franklin and
pleased to learn that he has been elected they are not found true, all you have to do MAROARET B. HUDSON, late of QUINCY.
elsewhere to vote (or the republican canprincipal of Patten academy for the en- ia to ask for your money,
iu tbe oounty of Norfolk, aUte of Mai»*
didates this fall. 1 am still a progressive, suing year. Mr. Lord came to Northeast
chuaetts, deceased, and given bondsae theJ**
Harbor
in
tbe
fall
ot
1911
directs.
Not being a resident of aaJd StaU
and expect to be, but I fail to see an;
to assume his
duties as
Maine, he hae appointed Walter M
of Gilman high. He
progression in voting the progressive held this principalfor three
whose
address is Ellsworth.
poatofflce
position
years, with the
his agent in aaid State of Maine, as the .awoi
ticket and electing democratic candidates.
exception of a few weeks last spring when
recta. All persous having demands aga."1
he was obliged to resign on account of
Yours respectfully,
the eatate of said deceased are desired w
—

-—

Berious illness.
Aug. 4.

C. E. Butler.
Launch Burned at Bar Harbor.
The forty-foot gasoline launch Chincha
was burned at Bar Harbor
Thursday, and
her owner,

Roger Putnam,

was

painfully

of it
and

throwing Mr. Putnam into the cabin
blowing out the stern of the launch.
was so badly damaged by the
explosion and tire that it sank while being
The launch
towed

across

the

harbor.

The

about f4,000.
WEST ELLSWORTH.

loss

is

8EAWALL.
Elisba Billing* has bad
stalled in his house.

a

telephone

William and Dudley Doiliver
business trip to Rockland.
Mrs.

are

in-

on

a

Mary Ward and daughter Agnes
tew days last week at Islestord.

spent
Herbert Moore and wile, with son William and a triend, Alton
Linneli, of
Somerville, Mass., and Mr. Simmons, with
daughter Nettie, are visiting Mrs. M. E.
Moore.
Aug. 3.
T. E. D.
a

_

1

Alcohol Heart

L.

WE8T GOULDSBOBO.
Rev. John W. Tickle, summer superintendent of the Unitarian churches in
Hancock county, will preach in the Union
church Sunday, Aug. 9.

July 80. 1914.

|

Wm. O. EMERY

j

TITLES
E-LBWORTH,

THE

^
"“JL*
deaired*®/^
ipae

of Maine, has appointed
Rodick, of Eden, in the county of
State of Maine, her agent in said
Maine. All persous having demands*®1
the estate of aaid deceased are
sent tbe same for settlement, and a.I
thereto are requested to make pay®*1*
Sadie Rich»*Mmediately.
Providence, R. I.f June 8,1914.
^_,
State

I

give* notic*

hereby
she has been duly appointed exccu
THE
the last will and testament of
aubacriber

HOWARD, late of
HILL,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no
*
being reqnired by the terms of *»io
the
persons having demands against

notice, and at REASONABLE PRICES.

M.

requested tonmy
Bluehlll, July

BTRcET.

j

^

pajrmen^immedUW^.

20,1914.__ —■j
8fYf* iBiSSpttl»

THE

SCOTT

TTPBWRmNul'YwoONTINO

Castlne, Me.,|July
AND

WORK.
nKfIK2^L,£I‘8RICAL
Union Safe Deposit ft Trust
Co of

Port,

and, for furnishing Probate and
Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter
auppllee
«A>r.M>ln.nd
R^, Dra,

WAte^gu.^

^d

the county of Hancock,
oe'r»on»
bonds as the law directs. All P® ^
aving demands against tbe
to
deceased are desired
P*■•••“*
resettlement, and all indebted thereto
quested to make payment

dec5ft

£iven

Ptoft,,tonal SatOa.

Am.nl
Agent

(
*r<

subscriber hereny
execn
she has been duly appointed
of the last will and testament of
CASTl*
of
NELSON P. NOYES, late
in

H.

dl
^

Pf®**®1

MORRISON, iOr l CO. BLOCK,

ALICE

MA

aaid deceased are desired to
for settlemeat, and all indebted ther

OFFICE!

t**m. m i.

county of Haucock, 8tate of Maine.
oi
no bonds being required by tbe terms
oHM
will, and that she, now residing out
A

WILLIAM

MAINE

BoarcHss made and abstracts
and copies furnished on short

•TATE

__

,ukacrib«r hereby givr> nolle*
she has been duly appointed executrix
the last will and testament of
HEMAN L. RICHARDS, late of EDE.Y

—

!

the same for aeltlement, and a!< indenw
thereto are requested to make payment w
Aoxlbkxt L- Hidso*.
mediately.
sent

Executor.

Statistics indicate that every
sixteenth
male in Munich dies of “beer heart". The
deaths in the alcohol trades of men between
50-60 are four times over the normal
average.
If you drink, the scythe of sudden death is
above
poised
your head.
the Neal
Stop
Way. Take a lew days, pleasantly spent in
perfect privacy.
No withdrawal distress.
Call, write or phone 147 Pleasant Ave., Portland, Me., Phone 4216.

__

Stella Oiles, of Ellsworth Falls, visited
Indianapolis Saturday, declared alleoffcerwise display a little brain mat- giance to the republican party, and issued her father, John H. Carter, recently.
an appeal to men of all political
Mrs. Henry Higgins, who has been seriparties,
ter, under the sting of the party and
WINTER HARBOR.
especially to those who voted the ously ill the past week, is improving.
The
have
diswhip.
republicans
progressive ticket in 1812, to Join with
Rev. Professor Henry Wilder
Mrs. Rubie Cunningham, of Bluehill, is
cussed all legislative matters in open them in
Foote, of
support of the republican ticket visiting her parents, James W. Carter and Harvard university, will occupy the
pulpit
•conferences, and the public has been this year.
in the Channing chapel at 3 p. m., Sunwife.
Invited to be present.
The demoProf. Kaymond McFarland, of MiddleLester Carter has returned home from day, Aug. 9.
crats have framed their bills in secret bury college. Middle bury,
Vt., son of D. the Eastern Maine general hospital much
Catarrh Cannot Be Cure
-committee sessions, smothering out Y. McFarland, of Lamoine, has consented improved in health.
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they canall opposition in their party in secret to be the progressive candidate for ConDoe is Pomroy and two children, of Bel- not reach the teat of the disease. Catarrh
gress from the first district of Vermont,
is
•caucus, shutting off all debate by the according to an announcement in the fast, and Mertie Swett and little daughter, a blood or constitutional disease, and in
order to cure it you must take internal remg rule, and passed the bills through Boston Olobe. Leaders of the party said of Ellsworth, were here Sunday.
I
edies.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken interi
3 lower branch of Congress just as Prof. McFarland’s decision wss reached
nally, and acts directly npon the blood and
mneoue
surfaces.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure ie
sy have been sent over from the after petitions urging him to become a
candidate bad been received from all secAn open-air performance of “Twelfth not a quack medicine. It was prescribed by
'White House.
one of the best physicians in tble
tions of the district.
country tor
Might”, by the Devereux Players, on the year* and is a regular prescription.
It is
grounds of the Megunticook golf dub at composed of the best tonics known, comEx
bined
with
the
Congressman
best
Prendergast,
blood
purifiers, acting diSULLIVAN.
Camden next Monday, Aug. 10, will be rectly on the mucous
surfaces. The perfect
widely known as the man who nomiBev. Henry Hallam Saunderson, of the one of the big social and entertainment combination of the two ingredients Is what
aated Colonel Roosevelt on the floor First Unitarian
events of eastern
Maine. Automobile produces such wonderful results in curing
will
church, Toronto,
catarrh. Send for testimonials, free.
parties are being made up in Ellsworth,
-of the 1912 Chicago convention, some
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Prop., Toledo, O.
preach in the Union church Sunday Bar Harbor and other towns in Hancock
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
■sonths ago turned his face deliber- Aug. 8.
to
Camden
(or
to
the
county
go
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
spectacle.

dividual

i Old Reliable MUSIC STOReI

The judging will bo by George N.
Worden, who is in charge ol the farm demJohn L. Goss has just erected on his
onstration work in Hancock county,
quarry at Stonington what is said to he and William C. Monahan, instructor in
derTick in the world. Tbe
the largest
poultry husbandry at the University ol
mast is 118 feet long, of Oregon pine, and
Maine, who is in Hancock county thit
are
ot mammoth proporthe castings
week assisting Mr. Worden in the extions. The stick itself cost Mr. Goes, in tension work.
Boston, f835. The derrick is capable of
Following is a list of the prizes to be
lifting 100 tons.
awarded:
To member batching the highest perA few weeks ago W. 1J. Gray, of Pretty
centage of eggs set—(1) Poultry book—
Marsh, found among bis eggs when be
“Standard of Perfection;" (2) leg-bands;
gathered them an enormous egg, ita largest
knife.
circumference being nearly nine inches (3) killing
To the member showing the largest
and its
smallest circumference seven
number of healthy chicks in proportion
and one-half inches. This, of course, was
to the number hatched —(1) Pure-bred
sn immense egg, but the surprise was yet to
cockerel; (2) sprayer; (3) egg-tester.
come, for, upon the shell being broken, it
To member showing the highest average
was found to contain a fluid like the white
weight per chicken—(1) Poultry Journal;
of an egg and a ben’s egg of ordinary size
(2) spring balance scale; (3) killing
with a good strong shell.
knife.
To member writing the best composiMaine's oldest twins, Mrs/Mary J. J)untion on “Hatching and Rearing Chicks”—
ham and Leonard J. Maddocks, both of
Ellsworth Falls, celebrated their eighty- (1) “Productive Poultry Husbandry."
The American hopes to print the full
seventh birthday at the borne of Mr.
list of awards next week, and also the
Maddocks, Monday, July 27. Mrs. Dunham is in excellent health, and while at winning composition.
her brother's took hold with the younger
women of the family in doing the houseYacht Races May be Postponed.
work.
Mr. Maddocks has not been as
A despatch
from
London says Sir
well as usual the past few months, but is Thomas Lipton is seriously considering
better now, and able to be out of doors. whether, in the event that Great Britain
The twins were in excellent spirits on is involved in the European war, he will
their birthday, and entered into the en- race his yacht Shamrock IV, for tbe
America’s cup this year.
joymentjof tbe occasion.
Sir Thomas inclines to tbe opinion that
there should be no race when bis country
Bull Moose Bankruptcy.
is engaged in war.
(tTa^hinplon Pott.)
Signs of the changing times are apparent
in the announcement by Charles Elliott
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Ware, chairman of the progressive party's
Miss Marion Boardman is visiting her
state committee in Massachusetts, that
aunt, Mrs. Emily Manchester.
the party is insolvent and will be obliged
Mrs. Elliot Wood, of Winlbrop, is visitto settle its bills at 50 cents on the dollar. ;
Creditors of the progressive organization ing her daughter, Mrs. Clarence Kimball.
Mrs. Edith Burr and children are at
tiled attachments against the progressive
headquarters and are rather doubtful that West Eden for tbe remainder of tbe summer.
they will receive as much as 50 per cent.
Of course financial insolvency does not
Miss Marguerite Ober, of Bar Harbor,
always mean political insolvency; but the was tbe guest of Miss Elizabeth Manfact that the former is admitted by the chester last week.
state organization on the eve of an imLewis Manchester, who has been visitportant election is tantamount to notice ing relatives here, returned to his home in
that no credit is expected
in the apManchester, Mass., Wednesday.
proaching fight.
Miss Margaret Hills, who has been tbe
The incident is given added signifiof Miss Margaret Kimball, returned
cance by
reason
of the withdrawal of guest
to her home in Bangor Saturday.
Charles Bird as a progressive candidate
William Graham and wife, and Joseph
for governor. Mr. Bird twice previously
made the race, but this time seems to feel Brown, of Bar Harbor, were the guests of
that a fight would be hopeless. Charles Mr. and Mrs. Fred Foster Sunday.

progressives.
but not dangerously burned.
they have found that voting the proThe yacht came in Thursday afternoon
ticket
this
fall
is
contributgressive
The Mexican situation is again dis- from Manchester, Mass., and was
lying at
ing toward the success of the dem- turbing. Villa has practically de- the dock while the gasoline supply was
Mr. Putnam attempted
being
ocratic ticket, and end up by saying:
replenished.
clared his independence of Carranza, to start the
engine when it back-fired and
*1 can’t do that, and am going to vote
ignited some of the liquid which had been
and is reorganizing his army.
An
the republican ticket.’ ”
explosion followed, the force
spilled.
In the House of
Representatives
the republicans have been conducting

Robert Ik menu.

COUNT* GOSSIP.

*?.*

1M4*

THE

^

-5°^dmini**

subscriber hereby gi*«®
she has been duly
tratrlx of the estate of
ROBERT ASH, late of MOUNT
in the county of Hancock,
given bonds as the law

appointed

earn

r*oaKRT,
D*-

d®®ea^fu’

^
per-

estate
dj1*®?*® the
1
aona
having demands agate*! to epreieD*
of said deceased are daslred
‘Jjebte^
the same for settlement, and J11 ‘“nt iBJ.
to

Sixteen ounce* of performance
to ever,
pound of promise in the advertisements thereto are requested
mediately.
of THE AMERICAN.
SI, 1914.
July

a**ngjjj/j,
Mabtha

He

CITY MEETING.

w*s

ir the

It

discussions but

INTERESTING

fob

HANCOCK

IN

HALL.

the regular meeting of

business «t

new

necessary
of dates

discussion but little

muob

was

Ttwre

government Monday evening.

the city

Stuart, Maddocks and
Aldermen Jones,
In the absence of the
Moor ware present.
Maddocke, as president
Alderman
n„yor,
ot the board, presided.
was as to needed
Most of the discussions
and
was in the
the
highways,
on

fgpairs

to the street
nsture of instructions
wbat work to do.

com-

The

niuaioner as to
it
highway fund being already overdrawn,

necessary to draw upon the contin-

WM

gent fund.

voted to take flfiO from the conon
State-aid
tingent fund for repairs
Main
mads, and fTOO for general repairs.
street were some
street, High street, Pine
as in need of Imof the streets named
Alderman 8tuart
mediate repairs, and
called attention to several places in his
ward needing attention. The street cominstructed to have the
missioner waa also
Stabawl road.
bushes cut out along the
Complaint that a aewer wall being built
on Main
the rear of the Eddy building
It

was

in

street was being so constructed
vent for the sewer was regive sufficient
ferred to the committee on streets.
The street commissioner was Instructed
flush certain sewers of which complaint
as

,Urt „,t t0 get the book„
instructed him.
finsiiy decided to examine the

was

ix»ks at

a

not to

bad been made.
The board adopted the following, and
the clerk waa instructed to forward a copy
to the State highway commission:
city clerk notify the State
ruled.
highway commissioners that
RTiersos. said commission has caused the
Btysldc road, leading from Trenton to the Ellsworth postofflee, to be used as a detour road

pending
the toll

the building

or

roaa

next

near

bridge, in aaid Trenton, and whereas,

of said use, aa a detour road, traffic
by
hm been increased on said Bayside road by
hundreds of heavy cars daily, with a result
badly worn and
that said road has been
rendered, in many instances, if not unsafe, at
for
people compelled to
least uncomfortable
make this detour, to such an extent that a
large amount of repairs will be necessary to
make it safe and convenient for traffic, and
whereas the city of Ellsworth, in making its
at Us annual meeting, did

Opened

noon.

were

L D Moore,
Hancock County Pub
James W Carter,
Fred A Gray,
W 8 Moore,
Henry W Conley,

Supt of schs,

Miss Lizze

COMMISSIONER'S

Highways.
Bridge.
..

Miss Martha Milliken

Williams, his neighbor ..Walter Allen
Scene—Sitting-room in Horace Cole’s house

at Brixton.
Time—Late afternoon
any year in the future.

ROLL.

SALARY ROLL.
10 00

action of the comdetour road
in making this
missioners
snd did not provide an appropriation for the
extraordinary repairs on same, and cannot
make suitable repairs without either using
money that was presumed to be used else-

anticipate

not

the

where when the highway appropriation was
made, or to exceed its appropriation, which
excess will be an addition to the indebtedness
of the city; that said city of Ellsworth believes it reasonable a ad proper that said State
highway commission should view the premises and. as permitted under section 7, chapter 130, of the public laws of 1913, make such
appropriation from the State highway fund
as will be equitable aDd proper towards making this detour road safe and convenient for
the increased traffic.

Alderman Stuart brought
booking of Hancock hall, calling
attention to the vote passed at the first
meeting of the present board calling for a
book to be kept at the city clerk’s office,
of the

vote at the last

meeting,

when the

tact that the vote previous had not been
complied with by the janitor of the hall
was brought
up, ordering that the city marshal and janitor should comply with the
order within a week, or he would be discharged. The book was not delivered to
the city clerk’s office until Monday night,
though City Clerk Cunningham reported
that Mr. Kresnahan had notified him that
he had the book a day or two after the last
meeting of the board.
Alderman Stuart then called attention
to the fact that in Mr. Bresnahan’s book
the hall
appeared as booked by the republican county committee for Saturday
evening, Sept. 12, while he knew that the
ball had previously been booked and paid
for by the democratic county committee
for the same date, through the former city
marshal and janitor, Schuyler M. Higgins.
The upshot of the matter was that the
board voted to hold up the pay of the city
marshal and janitor for the past month.
The matter of conflicting dates was left to
be threshed out at a meeting to be held
next

Monday evening.
back taxes and tax deeds.

over.

He had also advised him that in his
opinion he was not obliged to give up the

books—that

State road,
Per h’hway,
Per s’walk,
School,
High sch,

..1

Sir Knights at Eastport.
Eastport correspondent of the Bangor Commercial, writing of the gathering
of Knights Templar in Eastport Tuesday
The

500 00
1,500 00
2,300 00

500 00
350 96
140 05
1.562 24 3,905 01 *2,342 77
618 72
2,440 00 1,821 28
600 00
600 00
224 06
875 94
Text-books,
59 98
940 02
Sch’house,
1,000 00 1,000 00
300 03
HuptofschS, 500 00 500 00 199 97
630 13
669 87
Police,
1,200 00 1,200 00
Fire dept.
3,000 00 3,000 00 1,512 15 1,487 85
700 00
842 88
468 99
373 89
City library,
Interest,
4,200 00
4,200 00 4.200 00
2,030 00 2,080 00 1,015 00 1,015 00
City water,
Elec lights,
2,500 00 2,500 00 1.107 10 1,392 90
Cem lots.
7200
72 00
7200
Poor,
3,550 50 3,560 50 1,479 15 2,071 36
City debt.
State tax
9,412 25 9.412 25
9,412 25
2,672 81
2,672 31 2,672 31
County tax,
1,155 68
Overlayings 1,155 68

of last week says:
“The Knights Templar owned the town
Several hundred strong, they
Tuesday.
marched under the bright blue sky to the
martial music of several bands, including
those of Houlton, Milltown, N. B., and

Eastport.
“Sir Knights were present from Ellsworth, Houlton, Calais, Machias, Lubec
and other parts of Washington county,
and, with their handsome uniforms, made
an imposing sight as they paraded along

Water street.

51,888 74 52,349 54 20,638 20 34,844 97

Total,

automobiles were lined up
along the curbing on Water street, and

the

city

had

no

TAX

COLLECTOR’S

ACCOUNT.

the

Uncollected taxes of years
$17,44153
prior to 1905
4,157 82
Tax deeds.
Tax of 1913 bal. $13,400 91
6,458 76
Coll’d to date.
6,942 18
Tax of 1914.
51,888 74
54
Coll’d to date.
7,306
44.582 20
Total

$73,128

uncollected,
TREASURER'S

since last

out

Cash

on

hand.

report.

4,772

39

$13.682 34
7,778 48

$5,908 96
J. A. Mellows, Auditor.

Aug. 3, 1914.
Aid. Stuart, Jones and Moor were appointed a special committee to draw up a
new city ordinance for the regulation and
licensing of public automobiles and carDated

riagea.
The board

then took

a recess

until next

Monday evening.
ELLSWORTH

more

riKht to them than to his household furniture. The city did have the right to ex*mine the books, in his opinion, once in

oach

visitiDg Knights
to Goudy’s point,

were

soon

where

a

whirled

down-east

chowder was served to several hunmen.
After the outing at the point,
the parade took place, and at 5 o’clock a

dred

banquet

was

served in the

Armory,

where

tables were beautifully decorated with
flowers, dainty candelabra and cut
glass, and loaded with the good things
that only the Eastport ladies know how
A score or more of them were
to serve.
on hand to attend to the wants of the

the
cut

$555 41

8,354 54

noon

fish

REPORT.

Balance on hand at last report.
Received from taxes of 1913
Rec'd from other sources.

Paid

out

73

j

visiting Knights.
“After the banquet, sight-seeing was
enjoyed by the visitors until time for the
commandery work to commence, when all
adjourned to Masonic hall, where the degrees were conferred. After the work in
the lodge room was completed, the Ellsworth Knights and a number of friends
to the inn at Welshpool,
where the night w'aa spent
delicious supper was served the
The weather was
guests at midnight.
delightful, and the Eastport field day will
long be remembered as one of the pleasantest ever held iD this section.”
went

over

Campobello,
and

a

LAKEWOOD.

FALLS.

H. Treworgy left Sunday afternoon for Kineo by automobile.
Mm. Frank Whitcomb, of Orono, is the
guest of A. W. Ellis and wife.

pleasant evening was spent Monday
at a party at L. E. Hoyt’s.
Mr. Ballantyne is in Winnipeg, Manitoba, and is expected soon.

Lord is in Portland visiting
George
bis sister, Mrs. Hubbard C. Newell.

Sarah Franklin is the guest of
MrB. Herbert Moore at their cottage near

George Avery, of Brewer, was here
the guest of Henry B. Wood and
wife.
John Bresnahan and wife, who have
been in Bucksport several weeks, are

the

Owen

H.

The matter of securing possession of
the tax deeds and old tax books in the
hands of Special Collector Bresnahan was
brought up. D. E. Hurley said that he
had beeu consulted
by Mr. Bresnahan,
and had advised him
that, in bis opinion,
the city had a
right to the tax deeds,
which Mr. Bresnahan was ready to hand

tax

Sidewalk,
Bridge,
Rck crush’g

5,635 63
4 28
M3 75
810 62
*277 11
996 68

00
00

•Overdrawn.

up the matter

a

passed

“At

BOOKINQ OF HANCOCK HALL.

and to

$2,202 80

9,112 50 8,476 97
8,000 00 2.996 72
500 00
600 00
513 75
189 38
1,000 00 1,000 00
600 00
502 50
779 61
996 00
996 68

9,000
8,000

Highway,

Monday,

home.

Miss Martha Jordan, who has been visiting relatives here, returned to Bangor
Monday.
Miss Ethel Crocker, of Bangor, is home
August with her parents, George E.
Gray and wife.
William M. Davis and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a line girl
for

A

Miss

hatchery.
Susie DeLaittre,

Miss

Mrs. Mary D. Jordan has returned
where she has been for several weeks
with her daughter, Mrs. Aaron Salisbury.
The Goodwill class, of which Mrs. Otis
Giles is a member, met with her on Monbirthday afternoon to help celebrate her
Befreshments were served and an

old-time

Otis,

remedy

MAKES_PURE

Purify

your

blood

.cod’s Sarsaparilla.

by

BLOOD
taking

This medi-

®me has been and still is the

people’s

ttediciue because of its reliable
character and its wonderful success

the treatment of the common disand ailments—scrofula, catarrh, rheumatism, dyspepsia, loss
of
appetite, that tired feeling,
general debility.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has been
«sted forty years. Get it today.
to

«ases

day.
enjoyable afternoon
Daniel
here

on

E.

was

Loweree,

spent.
of

Boston,

Saturday and Sunday calling

was
on

friends. Mr. Loweree had been in Mexico
for two years up to three months ago.
when he was obliged to flee from Tampico,
He expects to leave New York next Friday
with a party of about 1,000 Americans who
look after their
are returning to Mexico to

interests.there.

will send, up to Aug.
who has not already

following I
Hatchet Brand Spices: White Pepper,
Black Pepper, Cassia, Ginger, Cloves,
Allspice, Mustard, or Nutmeg.
Artiial C|7q nf
A

,

A

Sample Can

The

sample,

one

of the

Every sample contains a coupon, the same as
package. We will also send illustrated premium
our offer for Roger’s AA Silverware.

the
list

regular
showing

Twitchell-Champlin Company,
PORTLAND, ME.
Sample By Sending Postal Card.

You Can Get This

Outer

Long Island

Man

Hurt

on

Ball Field.

Frenchboro, Aug.

3

(special)—Charles

K. Lunt, of this place, who was injured in
a ball game here, July 17, died Tuesday in a
hospital in Boston.
Mr. Lunt and another player collided
while running for a fly ball. Both were
rendered unconscious, and it was at once
seen that Mr. Lunt’s injuries were serious.
He was taken to the Knox hospital at

here and in

is

Salisbury Cove,

Otis and Maria-

visiting
lor a lew days.
Raymond E. Chase, ol Danvers, Mass.,
is the guest ol Mr. and Mrs. Martin A.
Garland lor two weeks.
ville

thirty recently enjoyed a pic,
nic at Green lake. They were taken in
three launches up the lake to Camp Corntort beach lor a picnic dinner and a ride to
A

party

ol

the hatchery.
Percy Garland and lamily, ol Loudville,
are here lor the remainder ol the summer.
Mr. Garland made the journey to Ellsworth in his naphtha launch, a distance
ol 100 miles, in ten hours.

Irving Closson has gone to work on the
State road in Trenton, with his team.
Mrs. Dora Conant, ol Dedham, Mass., is
her mother, Mrs. Mary Betts.

visiting

George March and lamily, ol Boston,
spending their vacation with Mr.
Murch’s aunt, Mrs. Delia Whitmore, at

are

Bayside.
Sir Knight Willis L.

THE SAXON=

Best Little Runabout

upon to locate and remove the
trouble, but without success, and after
more than a week of intense suffering,

on

the Market

cided

$420 f.

death resulted.

Mr. Lunt

was

thirty-three

years

widow and four children, besisters and an invalid
He was an estimable young
mother.
man, and will be greatly missed.
Funeral services were held on Sunday,
August 2, with the pastor, Rev. P. A.
There was present a large body
Prescott.
of I. O. O. F. and Knights of Pythias, both
orders of which Mr. Lunt was a member.
and leaves

o.

b.

of age,

Bucksport

a

brothers,

sides

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Fort.
Newark,
Sid Aug 5. sch Melissa Trask,
staves, C J Treworgy
W
Lulu
sch
Ar Aug 4,
Eppes, Plymouth
Hancock County Forts.
Franklin—Sid July 30, sch Portland Packet,
Boston
West Sullivan —Ar July 29, sch Portland
Packet, Boston
Sid Aug 2, sch Mary B Wellington, Boston,
Mass
Southwest Harbor—Ar July 31, sch Quickstep (Br) from Digby, N 8, cargo fish
Ar Aug 1, sch Annie F Kimball, lumber; st
y Gundred
Ar Aug 2, sch Annie P Chase, coal for J T R
Freeman

H. A. BUCK,

For„fle

is to inform every reader of Tiie
surance

that all our

ments with the lowest

W.

C.

policies
poesible

American,

owners will be

Property

days.

with E. J.

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

LOOK FOR THE RED TRIANGLE
And U Stands for Us.
We sincerely hope between

Ask Your Dealer
us

be a fuss.

never

We Will Try
Such Bread to Bake,
Such Buns, Such Pies, Such

Cake,

That you'll

have

no

cause

make

to

Perfect Roofing.

Rice & Miller Co.,, Distributers,

CLOTHES Reflect the Man
Do yours do you credit?
Have them cleaned and pressed

Commission fflerrijants.

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

“Clarion”,
requirement.
Made by tbe Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by

Lowest prices

a

J. P. ELDRIDGE,

vf

BOSTON

—

CoMniSSION_MERCMA^
WANT

Ellsworth.

Eaststandard-bearer lor
port Tuesday as
Blanquelort commandery, K. T., and reports a fine time.

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

Miss Marjory Mureh and brother Carlton, who spent a week here with their
uncle, Maynard Murch and wile, returned
to their home in Bangor Saturday.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.
Kllaworth, M
Kstey Building, State St..

Pratt went to

KLLSWOKTH

“WO PAY, WO WiSHII."
All kind, of laundry work done at abort notice.
Gooda called tor and delivered.

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.
Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.

it is

to meet every

by

DAVID FRIEND
Prompt work.

CLARION.

Main Street,

Rubber Roofing,
The
Bangor, Maine.

complaint
And that our trade may continue
without restraint.

Cor. Main arfd Franklin 8tB., Ellsworth
’Phone 61-2

nace—if it is

MASON,
MAINE

PLUMBING,

A. IIOLZ,

sure

L.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

StAntiStnuntg.

THE

prompt settle

Insurance

Fire

There will

CROCKER —At Boston, July 23, Cyrus P
Crocker, of Bucksport, aged 60 years, 4
months, 28 days.
EATON—At Deer Isle, July 29, Infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Samuel Eaton.
FINSON—At Bucksport, Aug 1, LeRoy Finson, aged 74 years, 6 months.
GRINDLE— At North Brooklin, July 80,
Eugene Grindle, of Providence, R. I.
LUNT—At Boston, July 29, Charles L Lunt, of
Frenchboro, aged 33 years.

and

protected from fire by placing their

MARRIED.

BISSETT—At South Orland, July 81, Mrs
Agues Bissett, aged 72 years, 7 months, 6

protection

rates.

F.

8c

who has need of any kind of in-

combine broad

ELLSWORTH,

COLE—At Deer Isle, June 14, to Mr and Mrs
Charles L Cole, a daughter.
COOMBS—At Winter Harbor, July 16, to Mr
and Mrs Linwood Coombs, twin sons.
DAVIS—At Ellsworth Falls, Aug 1, to Mr and
Mrs William M Davis, a daughter.
EATON—At Deer Isle, July 29, to Mr and Mrs
Samuel W Eaton, a daughter.
HARRIMAN—At Ellsworth, July 28, to Mr
Mrs George H Harriman, a daughter.
HASKELL—At Deer Isle, July 23, to Mr and
Mrs Charles Haskell, a son.
MELIN—At Stonington, July 25, to Mr and
Mrs P Albert Melin, a son. [Carl Albert.1
MOSLEY—At Ellsworth, July 23, to Mr and
Mrs Hollis N Mosley, a daughter.
MYRICKr-At Winter Harbor, July 28, to Mr
and Mrs H L Myrick, a daughter.
WARDWELL—At Noith Castine, July 26, to
Mr and Mrs Gustine L Wardwell, a son.

MAXFIELD—MAGNUS—At Bucksport, July
19, by Rev A B McAlister, Mrs Alice S Maxfield to Alfred Magnus, both of Bucksport.

Btr

The Object of this
Advertisement

BORN.

DIED.
ol

municipal year.
Alderman Maddocks said he had con- baby, born Saturday night.
8ulted other legal
authority, whose
Warren Jordan and wife, of Brewer, are
opinion he considered as good as Mr,
spending the week here with Mrs. JorHurley’s, and believed the city could com- dan’s parents, Charles Lynch and wife.
MOUTH OF THE RIVKK.
Mr. Bresnahan to give up the books.
Bev. O. J. Guptill and family returned
Ernest Kay has sold his horse to Mrs.
Saturday, after spending the month of
Agnes Alley, ol Bar Harbor.
aUfotrUscmnita.
July in Portland, Waterville and Augusta.
from

anybody

sent in for

afternoon, including piano solos
by Miss Erva Giles, violin solo by Mrs.
George E. Sinclair, vocal solos by Mrs.
Howard A. Walker and Miss Sophie
Walker. Mrs. Mabelle Monaghan Swan Rockland, and owing to the serious nature
of his injuries was sent to the Peter Bent
will sing to-morrow evening.
There are all the usual fair attractions, Bingham hospital in Boston.
It was thought he bad sustained a fracand many novel to Ellsworth. The fair
ture of the spine, but an X-ray examinawill close to-morrow evening with
a
dance, with music by Higgins’ orchestra tion failed to disclose any such injury.
His injury had caused a complete paralysis
of six pieces.
of the lower limbs. An operation was de-

BalunAppro-\ Total
priai ’aj credits Drawn drawn

Contingent

spring day in

a

There will also be musical selections to-

AUDITOR’S REPORT
after charging off rolls and orders
July 6.1914.
Fund.

on

morrow

Grand total.

to

we

INJURY PROVES FATAL.

Lily, his maid-of-all-work,

82124
TBACHBRS’
SupDlementarv roll.

17,

Wilkins, his aunt,

Gerald

9815 84
410 98
55 77
89 15

Permanent sidewalks.
Rock crushing

To prove this,

Miss Erva Giles

91.317 81
STRKKT

The Proof of the Pudding is in the Eating

Miss Martha Milliken

20 00
1 25
4 00
81 60
80 00
41 68

Co,

reason

sppropristlons

Hancock Hall This After-

at

Monday night.

The two-days’fair of the Unitarian sotheu passed as
ciety, under the management of the
Woman’s Alliance opens this afternoon at
ROLL OP ACCOUNTS NO. 5.
Hancock hall—or rather it opened at noon
Amount
Electric light, BHAUR Power
with a luncheon.
Another
221 42 to-day
Co,
oor,
luncheon will be served to-morrow from
Michael J Drummey,
296 83
Contingent, Hancock County Pub. Co. 7 76 11.30 to 1.30.
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co,
The hall is gay with its decorations and
7 66
J A Cunningham,
68 90 attractive booths. This afternoon there is
Town of Hancock,
16 75 a musical
program, with solos by Mrs. 8.
Charles C Burrill A Son,
81 96 W.
Wilder, of Newton Center, Mass., and
J u 1 ia A C hat to,
16 CO
Miss Sophie Walker, of Ellsworth, and
E J Walsh,
26 00
Miss M. A. Greely, of EllsJohn H Silvy,
20 00 readings by
John E Ooyle,
20 00 worth. This evening the comedietta, “A
H F W escott,
76 Political Pull,” arranged by R. C. Haines,
Loring, Short A Harmon,
8 60 will be put on, with the following cast:
L W Jordan,
86 00 John
Curtis, in politics.Harold L Hooper
James A McOown,
117 50 Patrick
McManus, also in politics,
N E Tel A Tel Co,
74
Roy C Haines
Police,
George M Campbell,
57 75 Jack Wilmont, desirous of
being in poliD L Fields,
2 00
tics...Walter M Allen
John W McCarthy, 2nd,
2 00 Kate
Anowden, interested in a politician,
Eugene Carlisle,
4 00
Alice Garland
Asa C Flood,
4 00
Ruth Ashton, exhibiting like interest,
Timothy Bresnahan,
2 00
Doris Halman
Eugene P Warren,
2 00
To-morrow afternoon the suffragette
W’allace L Raymond,
2 00
“How the Vote Was Won,” arWilliam E Harrington,
8C1O sketch,
Fire dept,
John H Brown,
62 00 ranged by Miss Doris Halman, will be the
George W Hamilton,
52 00 entertainment feature. There have been
Harry C Austin A Co,
8 75 changes in the cast since that announced
H F Wescott,
12 56 last week, and it is now as follows:
J A Haynes,
14 05
Horace Cole, a clerk.RoyC Haines
Herman J Scammon,
18 75
Ethel, his wife.Miss Doris Halman
N E Tel A Tel Co,
1 24
her sister.Miss Helen Bonsey
Winifred,
Library,
Mary A Hodgkins,
14 50
Agatha Cole, his sister .Mrs Olga Richardson
Mrs H H Emerson,
14 00
Molly, his niece.Miss Helen Nealley
E E Springer,
10 00
Madam Christine, his distant relation,
Text bk A sup, Campbell’s Job Print,
14 65
Miss Alice Garland
High school, CWGrindal,
16 00
Maudie Spark, his first cousin,
City school, H B Holt,
5 00

That the

suite

at»bertf«nntnt«.

UNITARIAN FAIR

so

meeting

to

me

to

Rolls of accounts
follows:

little new business.

money provided
repairs—clash
"
street

ready

eldermen

Live

Poultry
and

Farm Produce.

Correipondence Solicited.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.

HEBRON ACADEMY
Founded i8o4.

Hebron,
For Boys and Girls.

Me.

Bend for oatelogue.

THE AMERICAN'S

advertisers

are

letting down the price-bars into the field
of bargains.

tastefully arranged bore witness to the
sympathy of friends.
Her surviving children were with her
BROOKLIN.
are Fred Carter,
when she died. They
Mrs. Minnie Wells is very ill.
Mrs. Marion White and Raymond Carter,
Mi98 Edith Kane has gone to Aroostook principal of the Rockport high school,
Mrs. Raymond Carter was also here.
county to teach.
The funeral service was in charge of the
J. W. Earl and wife, of Lynn, Mass., are

COUNTY NEWS

at their

summer

so

minister

home.

Albert Allen^of Rockland, is visiting his
sister, Mrs. Will Allen.

Lynch, of Denver, Col.,

Mrs. D. J.

visiting

is

O. Dollard’t.

at B.

M.

I.

Young,

Webster City,

of

Iowa, is visiting relatives here.
Mr. and Miss Earl, of Boston,
ing their brother, J. W. Earl.

are

visit*

Hughes, of Washington, D. C., is
guest of Miss Nettie Gott.
Mrs. Byron Sellers and children returned from Sunshine Sunday.
Miss

the

Harry Grindle has moved his
into Capt. R. C. Stewart’s house.

attended

who

and

who

father's

her

forty-four

years

age

united her in marriage. He was assisted
by the Rev. C. Hargrove and the Rev. D.
I. Gross.

Aug.

Miss Mae Robinson, of Calais, is the
guest of Miss Amelia Gott.
Mrs.

funeral,

Spec.

3.
_

EAST SURRY.
Elesca Gross, of Ellsworth, is
boarding at M. D. Chatto’s.
Mrs.

Byron Chatto and wife, of Pittsburg,
Pa., are with Mr. Chatto’s parents for two
weeks.

Miss Juliette Nickerson, agent for the

_

Laura Frost has returned to VVaterville.

Nellie Flye, of Dorchester, Mas?.,
spending August with her cousins, the
Misses Dollard.
Miss

is

H. 8. Kane and wife have gone to AddiMr. Kane is engaged in canning blueberries.

son, where

Mrs. Fred Stewart and children are
home from Sunshine, where she has been

visiting her

sisters.

Miss Jennie Tyler, who is employed in
Lynn, Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Augustus Gross.
John Witherington and wife, of Boston,
after spending several weeks in town, returned home

Friday.

Miss Mertie York and Miss Brackett, of
Boston, who have been in town two weeks,
returned home Saturday.
Mrs. M. E. Taylor, who is visiting her
son, H. M. Pease, went to Rockland Sunday to attend a family reunion.
Miss Georgia Allen, of Brookline, Mass.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Naomi Allen.
She was accompanied by a friend.
Miss Frances McDonald, of Bath, who
visiting her sister, Mrs. Bert Anderson, returned home Thursday.
has been

Stillman Mayo, of Beverly, Mass., returned home Sunday, after spending a
few weeks with his mother and sister at
Haven.
Mrs. Minnie Cameron, of Palmer, Mass.,
and Miis Liva Tibbetts, of Boston, are in
town, called here by the illness of their
aunt, Mrs. Lucy Nutter.
The church

society

aid

its

will hold

George Kincaid has been haying for G.
A. Frost.
Mr. Brown, of Bucksport,
this week.
Albion Jellison and
children and
are

having

a

in

town

have

their

was

wife

grandchildren at home,
joyous family gathering.

afternoon and

him, and hear his voice in

He

here.

ness

was

at

born

Kingman

thirty-seven years ago, and when quite a
young man moved here with his parents
His father,
and two sisters.
Henry
Smith, a former resident of this town, was
and
son
of
Jeremiah
the
Smith,
they were
highly-respected citizens. Young Smith
lived here several years, until the death of
his father, when he, with his mother and
sisters, moved to Ellsworth. Hollis had
many

warm

friends here.

8.

Aug. 1.

of

REACH.

Revere,

Mass.,

visiting her aunt, Mrs. Alfred Joyce, returned home last Friday.
She was accompanied by her couBin, Miss
Joyce.

Parson and wife, of Youngstown, O., left Friday for Boston, where
they will spend a few weeks. The maids
and children will spend the remainder of
the summer at Haven.
Donald

Mrs. Lee

H.

Powers and

Bickford

Louise, of Rockland,
week.

and

were

in

the

Maine

town

last

Rnd

Permanent

Summer Resident*

j Bangor Commercial. \

Joined in the
The long stretch of Maine coast, which work of village improvement, organizing
in
is
Orcutt’s
at
Fred Hodgdon
Harbor,
abounds with picturesque scenery, and the Southwest Harbor Village Improvethe weir business for John L. Stanley &
has so many attractive nooks, makes it ment association.
\
Sons, of Manset.
With tbe idea that the by-laws might
impossible to select one fragmentary porMisses Sada and Gertrude Carver, of tion and say of it, “this is the best yet;’> prove of value as a model for other towns
Owl’s Head, called on old friends and but. at least, it can be recorded that along in which such an association could be
the shores of Kluebill bay are found views
formed to advantage, they are printed in
neighbors here last week.
Funeral services of Mrs. Hannah Bil- which delight the eye, breeies which in- full below, together with a list of tbe
for the officers.
lings were held at the family cemetery vigorate the system, rest and quiet
OFFICERS.
July 27. Rev. Mr. Elliot, of Southwest weary, pleasure of many kinds for the vacationists, and associations which are
Harbor, officiated.
President-Dr. J. D. Phillips.
in
their
charming
relationships.
Mrs. Amanda Webster, son Streeter and
Vice-Presidents-E. A. Lawler, George
The chain of the Mount Desert hills lies
daughters, Mrs. Wot ten, and Mrs. Carver,
D. Latimer, Charles H. Cutler, Miss Mary
to the east some fifteen miles away. Beand the latter's two'children, all of RockS. 8now.
tweenlare Long island, Bartlett’s island
George R.
land, are here for a short stay.
Secretary and Treasurer
and
Newbury Neck whose changing
Fuller.
Mrs. E. L. McLean, of Augusta, who shades of color give
variety to the scene.
Directors
Officers, ex-offlcio, with
was spending the summer here, was called
At the north the one mountain
which
Charles F. Dole, Mrs. Emily S. Rogers,
borne Friday by the sudden death of her
gave name to the town, rises gradually to
Walter Mclnnes, Robie Norwood, Simeo
husband’s law partner, Joeeph William- the
height of a thousand feet, and guards,
son.
Mayo, Miss Mary 8. Snow, Mrs. Caroline
as a sentinel, the little village by the sea.
Rev. E. A. Trites, wife and infant child,
Parker Point, about one and a half Lawler.
COMMITTEES.
of Somerville, Maas., are visiting Mrs. miles down the western shore of the bay,
Etta Walls. Mr. Trites, a former pastor derived its name from the family of PhrkFinance—George D. Latimer, George H.
here, is gladly welcomed by his many ers who settled along that shore, some Fuller, Joseph J. Tilllnghaat, William
friends.
time about 1786.
They came from An- Lawrence Underwood, Schuyler R. Clark.
The property descended
Roads and Sidewalks-Fred Knowles,
Mrs. Dora Harper and daughter Carmen dover, Mass.
were baptized
at Center beach Sunday, from Isaac Parker to bis son Addison who William Mason, Miss Mary 8. Snow,
Rev. E. A. Trites performing the cere- soon after sold the entire point to H. 8.
Henry Clark.
of Salem, Mass., in 1882 or 1883.
Paths and Trails—W. H. Buell, Henry L.
mony. Mr. Trites also preached at the Sweet,
a
About
1885
Mr.
came
to
town
Rogers
Griffin, G. Ripley Cutler.
Baptist church at 2.30 p. m.
to visit some friends, and was so much
Arthur
H.
Cleaning-up committee
A social under the able management of
with the beauties of the place he Freeman, George Harmon, Mrs. James N.
Mrs. R. B. Higgins, of Center, was beld at pleased
a lot of Mr. Sweet and built a
Stanley, Mrs. Caroline R. Lawler.
Danc- purchased
the hall Friday evening, July 31.
small cottage.
The following year Mrs.
Entertainment—Miss Alice Fowler, Mrs.
was
from
9
till
12.
Refreshing
enjoyed
of Boston, did the same. The Robie Norwood, Mrs. J. D. Phillip*. Miss
ments were served at the Madockawando Newball,
next to build was Junius W. Hill, profesMabel Colvin, Frank Gilley, Miss Helen
lea room. The receipts of tbe;evening are
sor of music at Wellesley college, who ocCameron.
for the organ fund, Center church.
cupied his cottage seventeen consecutive
Membership-W. Edward Davies, HorDedicatory ceremonies of the new Bap- summers, and nntil the ill-health of the ace
Mann, Mias Jessie Lawton, Mrs. James
tist church were held Tuesday afternoon,
daughter caused the family to remove to N. Stanley, Miss Grace Simmons.
July 28. The weather was perfect, and California. The growth of Bluehill as a
'by-laws.
the attendance taxed the Beating capacity
Harbor

Southwest

—

resort

summer

the little church. Many out-of-town
visitors were here. The exercises opened
with scripture reading by Rev. Mr. Purrington, of Bar Harbor. Rev. Emma Harrison, of the West Tremont Methodist
church, offered prayer. An interesting
part of the exercises was the reading of
the history of the
Tremont
Baptist
church, dating back to 1816, when the
first services

were

held and the church

or-

ganized. This was read by Rev. Frank
Rev. I. B.
Dresser, the present pastor.
Mower preached the dedicatory sermon,
and Rev. P. A. A. Kiliam, of Ellsworth,
made the dedicatory prayer. A duet by

appreciated.
afternoon services,

At the close of the

was

steady, until

has

been

gradual, but

fifty fine cotaround the bay far down

now

over

tages are located
both the eastern and western shores.
For many years Mr. and Mrs. Sweet
occupied the ancestral home of Mr.
Parker, adding to it from time to time,
until they accommodated about sixty
summer boarders, at what was called “The
Homestead”.
A few
years
ago the
Teagles, of Cleveland, U., bought that
place, and all the buildings have been removed.
»ucir

no] luniij

uuc

puicvs

wua

UBUU'

cottages aud well-kept grounds.
the residences built within a year
or two is that of J. N. Davidson, of Pittsburg, Pa. The lower story and chimneys,
including fireplaces, are of field stone; the
rest of the building is of wood,
it is a
roomy cottage, fitted up with all modern
improvements and commands a fine view
of the outer harbor.
C. E. Cutler was
architect and Mayo A Townsend the
builders.
The same season on Parker’s Point, P.
L. Mason, superintended the erection of a
large cottage for F. B. Richards, of Cleveland. This is a wooden structure, located
near the former summer residence of the
late George H. Stover, of New York.
The

week.
L.

Mrs. Cora Richardson

_

Sterling Freethey
Hopedaie, Mass.

has returned

Haden,
to his

business in

Work is progressing well on the new
house being built by Leonard Candage.
Lawrence Webber and wife, of Stomngton, are occupying the Webber cottage for
two weeks.

Walter B. Fuller and Emery Conant, of
Philadelphia, are spending their vacation
at C. 8. Hamilton’s.

Miss Mertie

of

Portland,

are

and Mrs. Mell
guests of rela-

tives here.
Mrs. Herbert Rice, Mrs. Sherman Cushand daughter Marjorie, of Steuben,
are spending their vacation here.
man

The church is being supplied by
mer

clergymen

each

sum-

Sunday, through

the

efforts of the Y. M. C. A.
Mrs. Ida

Stanley, who has been in
for#some time, has returned
home, an£ is employed at Greening’s is-

Somerville
land.

of

past

two

week.

months.

Object.
The object of tbe Southwest Harbor Village Improvement Association shall be the
active co-operation of tbe permanent citizens
with the summer residents and
visitors in making such use of the unusual natural advantages and beauty of
tbe place as to render it a more delightful
village to live in and visit.
Member*.

give

some

Those who

Among

enrolled also

a

dollar

or more

shall

be

honorary members. Tbe
payment of ten dollars annually for three
years, or the payment ot twenty-five dollars at one time shall constitute a person a
life member.
as

Officer*.
president, not less than
four vice-presidents, a secretary-treasurer,
There shall be

s

and not less than six directors, besides
The
the sbove-named officers ex-officio.
women shall always be represented on the
board of officers.
The board may dll
vacancies occurring within the year, and
shall hold office till their

successors

chosen.

There shall be

Meetingg.
a meeting

for the

hearing

of reports, the election of officers and soy
other business at such time in July of
each year as the board of directors shall
appoint. Meetings may be called by the

president,

or

at

addressed to the

the

request

president,

in

brick. The windows are of plate glass.
The material used throughout the cottage
is of first quality and the different parts
of the work are all so aptly in keeping
that the result is a harmonious whole.
Curtis Walton, of Cleveland, was architect; Mayo A Townsend had charge of the
carpenter work; (.lough A Milliken, stone
work; I. E. Stanley, plumbing and heating, and T. 1. Hinckley, painting. The
cost of the cottage is about tS&,000.
The town is especially fortunate in having so fine a class of summer residents,
who are interested not only in their own
places and enjoyments, but who are public spirited in the interests of the town,
encouraging the development of its reof

Eugene Grindle, of Providence, R. I.,
in the good
The United Church Workers society sources, helping substantially
Athelton Holden and Fred Campbell
suddenly Thursday morning at the
roads’ movement, giving aid in churchhave returned to Boston.
the date of its sale from Aug. 5,
postponed
home of Fred Hamilton at North Jttookwork and contributing literature to the
Mrs. Albert L. Haskell, of Port Jeffer- the date given in last week’s paper, to Ladies’ Social
lin, where Mrs. Grindle and he were vislibrary. Especial mention
12.
August
N.
is
her
F.
A.
Y.,
visiting
brother,
Al- son,
iting his sister, Mrs. Hamilton.
should be made of E. J, Brooks, of Orange,
Carolous
Holden.
of
Downing,
Harrisburg, Pa., N. J., through whose generosity and perthough he had suffered several heart atNeville Powers came home last week is Bpending a few weeks at his old home sonal efforts in securing funds, a good fire
tacks, he seemed in his usual health, and
here.
His
friends
are pleased to
many
death coming so suddenly was a great with his bride.
All wish them many
department has been organized aud well
welcome him.
shock to his many relatives and friends* years of happiness.
equipped for service.
Mr. Grindle was a native of Brooklin, goBy the kindness Bnd generosity of our
Mrs. Lucy Lane and daughter, Miss
Among the summer residents are many
ing to Providence several years ago, where Cora, of Malden, Mass., are visiting rela- summer residents and natives, this village persons of note in their respective callings
he wa^engaged in the coal and wood tives and friends here.
has purchased a street sprinkler which and
professions. There is not space in
business. The funeral was held at the
has been greatly needed.
H.
Aug. 3.
this article to mention all of these; but
8.
Aug. 3.
home of Mr. Hamilton Friday, and the
the musical
colony include Horatio

appointment,

own

people.
2.

finance

A

committee,

secretary-treasurer shall

^
'*

UI“®et

ofwhrm„

,*

““»*

on

necessary funds and to consider the
mo,,
effective means for their use.
3. An entertainment

committee

range tor auch entertainments
further tbe acquaintance ot

to

u

the

«»h

one

another and

help produce M*'
tional funds.
4.
A committee on roads
and sidemiw
to co-operate with the

town.uthoritta?

,?*
advaoct
wor?
mi.*

give ua excellent higbw.y,
the repairs upon them in
tbe busy summer
season, aud to
aa rapidly aa possible a
system ol
*M
durable sidewalks.
8. A committea ;0n
foot-paths t0
deavor to make our beautiful
hill, J
lakes and ahore, accessible
and so
crease the attractiveness of
South.*
Harbor for its own people sod
those
visit It.
8.
A cleaning-up committee to
oo-oner.
ate with the local board ol
health, to develop a wholesome public spirit sod
due* tbe removal ol ugly
to

a.

cure

l0™.

wZ

roads,

common

and

sightsaloagoai
lo

especially

inter*

ot premises to take
pains, both
for their own sake and for the good
of m,
in caring for the order and tbe
good looks
of their places. It is
recommended that
tliia committee aball take
advantage ot
the first meeting ol the directors lo
rey,
the

ownera

spring
early meeting ol tfc
association, and to present prscticsl
phn,
fora “cleaning-up week”, suchss
other
towns have found useful.
Each committee shall coneist ot three
or
more members.
The oommittees
tMysdj
to their own members, with the
sppro.-il
of tbe president, notifying the
seereurj
of such additions. Tbe president shsli t»
to

a

voting

secure an

member

on

ill

committees,sat

sbatl be notified of tbeir meetings.
They
shall make reports to bim ot their mice
in all cases when be may not be
present.
is

aa

convenient,

one

of each committee shall
the board
be

active

be

a

membo
member ol

of directors.

incurred

by

any

No expense nay
committee without

authority from the directors. No eipena
aball be incurred by tbe association unle*
funds are first provided for the payment.
Amendments.
These by-laws may be altered by t twothirds vote at any annual meeting, or witb
the approval of the board ef directors,,!
any otber

meeting.

Meat broth,

porcelain

or

should

agate

ware

be

made

only is

utemile.

aMurtisnnxnts

Wfcttemom

¥¥ Shoe Polishes
FINEST

LARCCST VARKTT

viHilltMCfb,!

6lLT-v%
EDGE

dressing

Z*fr**h

msima

LEATHER'

“NCiToau.-.

COLOR
LUSTFME

whenever the

interests of the association shall require.
They shall hold a meeting of the board,
and if it seems desirable, a meeting also of
the association, early enough in March or
April to make effective plana for the work
of the season. Fifteen persons including
the president or one of the vice-president*
shall constitute a quorum of the association. Five, including one of the ex-officio
members, shall make a quorum of the
board of directQrs. Notices of the meetings of the association shall be posted at
the poetofflee and at least live other
public
places, and by the courtesy of the

QUALITY

/WfTSJTTJ

three
Besides the

by

their

1. A
membership committee
business it shall be to
enroll .L
Uin the largest possible
number of
bers ot both the
villager, and the

of any

granite,

are

needful; especially:

seem

writing

members of the association.
annual meeting, there shall be at least one
other meeting of the association in the
summer, at a time convenient for bringing together the citizen members and the
summer people.
The board of directors
shall meet at the call of the president, or

in the chambers

Pp,J1“l

committee,’T"'"*
*N

are

Haskell, of Cleveland, on the place which
he purchased of Prof. J. W. Hill at Parker
Point. The lower story of this also is of
field stone. The second story is of wood.
There are thirty rooms with seven bath
rooms.
The living-room fireplace is of
field stone, that in the library of fine cut
and several

tt^ding Commit,tM

So far

All persona of fourteen years old and
upwards may be members upon payment
of an annual fee of twenty-five cent*.

thTwr5*
n^*y be.

on

Tk
The board ot
director* ah.,,
from the member, of
tbe
standing or special

have

—

of

church*., ,h.n be read
fora the meeting.

.Join In Work at Southwest Harbor.
The permanent and summer residents of

daughter

E. R. Kimball, of the banking firm of
Rooney.
Aug. 3.
Boston, entertained their friends E. R. Kimball &
Co., Boston, is here on
at Odd Fellows hall Saturday evening,
his annual vacation.
MOUNT DESERT.
July 26. The latest dances w'ere enjoyed,
Mr. Dunham, of Greenfield, Mass., is in
and a social evening was spent. Punch
Charles P. Somes returned last week to
the
his
community, visiting
daughter, his work in Waltham, Mass.
was served throughout the evening.
Mrs.
John Blake, of Bedford, Mass., presided Mrs. Harry Hamilton.
Mrs. Bertha Smith, ol Pretty Marsh,
3.
Sub.
Aug.
at the piano.
A small admission fee was
spent a tew days last week in town.
charged, the proceeds to be used for the
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Miss Clara Carter has returned home
benefit of the library, a gift which is
Miss Eliza Torrey has been quite ill the from Bar Harbor hospital, titft a stay of
much appreciated.

York,

on
Nook
Coast.

Medford, Mass., supper was served at the Powers cottage.
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. S. F.
Rev. P. A. A. Kiliam preached an excellent
Torrey.
sermon in tbe(evening, and the singing by
Dr. Chas. L. Knight, of Boston, spent a Revs. Mower and Kiliam was fine. Herfew days last week with his parents, Levi
bert Butler presided at the organ. The
Knight and wife.
Baptist people are justly proud of their
neat and attractive little chapel, which
Mrs. C. W. Reynolds and son Alvah, of
lacks only the finished basement and a
Wollaston, Mass., are guests of Mrs. C. F. bell. The church will celebrate its centenary in two years, and without a doubt
Austin, at “Hillcrest”.
will be completely finished before that
Torrey, little son of Arthur Crane and ti me.
wife, who ha9 been very ill of local blood
N.
Aug. 3.
poisoning, is improving.
ISLES.
CRANBERRY
Arrivals this week: Joseph Lord, wife
The Busy Bee society will hold its fair property passed through the hands of F.
and daughter Phyllis, of Melrose, Mass.;
P. Ewer, of Bangor, and of Marcellus
Arthur Crane, of Waterbury, Conn.; Mrs. Aug. 13, at the Ladies’ Aid building.
Coggan, of Boston, who bought some years
Melvin Walters and sons Howard and
Mrs. J. H. Pressey’s two granddaughago the Peters homestead of which the
Elmer, of Melrose, Mass.; Frank Howe ters, of Deer Isle, are here on a visit.
Richards place was originally a part.
and wife, of Gardener, Mass. Departures:
Mrs. May Stanley, who has been at Bar
The largest and most expensive cottage
Misses Rowell and McCarthy, of DorHarbor hospital, will arrive home this thus far constructed is that of Coburn

the Brooklin

who has been

Anna

Revs. Kiliam and Mower

~

NORTH BROOKUN.

Miss Louise Bond,

Mrs.

Mrs. Mary Small, of

church.

Laura

and

The death of Hollis Smith caused sad-

Masonic hall Wednesday
evening, Aug. 5. A special
attraction will be the parcel-post sale.
Dr. I. B. Mower, of Waterville, preached
at the
Dr. chester. Mass.
Baptist church Sunday.
Mower’s friends are always glad to see
July 31.
annual sale at

Delightful

SEAL COVE.

VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT.

BIA KII II.Ij BAY.

—

Miss Clara Fogg, of Freeport, and Miss
Thelma Fullerton, of Ellsworth, are visiting their uncle, M. D. Chatto.

family prevention of cruelty to animals, was in
town to-day looking after a horse, and
G. F. Snow, of Presque Isle, was the also investigating a case of cruelty to a
guest of A. E. Farnsworth Sunday.
dog.
Lee Powers, of Boston, has joined his
Capt. Philip Stinson received the news
family at their cottage at Brooklin.
of the death of his sister, Mrs. Susan
Henry Grindle, of North Brooklin, ha8 Weed, at Los Gatos, Cal., a few days ago.
Both Mrs. Weed and her late
huspurchased Walter Crockett’s house.
band were natives of Deer Isle.
Miss
Russell Morgrage and family, of Calais,
Anna Stinson, a trained nurse, has been
are visiting S. E. McFarland and wife.
with Mrs. Weed, her aunt, the past two
R. B. Babson, who has spent two weeks
years.
with bis family at Haven, returned home
C.
Aug. 3.
Sunday.
Mrs. Harry Moody has gone to Holyoke,
MARLA VILLE.
Mass., to enter a hospital for medical
Several visitors are at C. R. Goodwin’s.
treatment.

COUNTY NEWS.
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died

_

remains

were

taken to Providence

Mr. Grindle leaves a widow and
daughter—Mrs. James Bamford, of
Mr. Bamford came from
Providence.
Providence to accompany Mrs. Grindle
and the remains home.
Mr. Grindle had
been coming to Brooklin many summers,
and his kind genial face will be greatly
missed by a large circle of friends.
He
leaves two sisters—Mrs. Hattie Redman
and Mrs. Fred Hamilton, and one; brother
—Henry Grindle, all of this place.
Une Femme.
Aug. 3.
terment.

one

BLUEHJLLL.
OBITUABY.

a

member of

one

families of Bluehill. She was born in
1860. Parker Pills bury, her father, died
in 1870, in which year, at the age of
twenty, she was married to A1 bert Carter.
Her husband survives her, and has been
for many years an invalid.
she

was

untiring

quite aged,

and

in her devotion to her

the last. The same unselfish service has
been given to her husband in his long
affliction.
July 25, she was laid to rest with her
kindred in Seaside cemetery. The flowers
to

GOTT’S ISLAND.
N. Lewis and wife, of Indianapolis, Ind., are at “Now and Then”, for a few
Frank

Little Kenneth Stinson, who has been
days.
quite ill, is better.
8. E. Spruce and wife and Master EdHarry Bye, who is employed by the M.
of Chicago, are guests of William H.
C. R. R. at Portland, spent a few days here ward,
Harding and wife.
last week.
Mrs. Ueorge Livingston and Mrs. Fred
Elmer Conley, wife and little daughter
of Attleboro, Mass., are at the
Marie recently spent a day with L. E. Skinner,
“Crimson Rambler” for a few days.
Stinson and wife.
Mrs. Irving Hodgkins and her two chilCapt. S. M. Hendrick, of Sailors Snug
dren, who have been visiting Mrs. EYank
Harbor, who is spending his vacation at
Babbidge, returned to their home in Bar
A. E. Smith’s, fell from a load of hay yesHarbor Friday.
terday, and was hurt quite badly.
Cuipb.
Aug. 1.
Imp.
July 29.

on

of the

old

Her mother lived to be

C. C. Warren, who has been ill, is able to
be out.

_

The death of Mrs. Abbie M. Carter

July 23 removed

_

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

in-

for

Any skin itching is

a temper-tester.
The
you scratch the worse it itches. Doan’s
Ointment cures piles, eczema—any skin itching. At all drug stores.—Advt.
more

C ASTORIA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

,

SALISBURY COVE.

Edward J. Bartlett and wife left Saturday for their home in New Haven, Conn.
Mrs. Eliza J. Jordan, of Medfleld, Mass.,
was a guest recently of Mrs. Caroline 8.
Bowden.
Miss Sue Haynes DeLaittre is visiting
relatives and friends in Castine, Sandy
Point and other towns.
C. C. Palmer and family, of Dexter, who
been with Mrs. Palmer’s parents,
Capt. Young and wife, the past few weeks,
have returned home.
Aug. 1.
R.

Parker, professor of muBic at Yale and a
composer of high repute; Franz Kneisel,
the celebrated violinist and leader of the
famous quartet which bears bis
name;
Thomas Tapper, editor of The Musician
and a writer of many musical works, and
his wife, Mrs. Bertha Maas
Tapper, a
noted pianist; H. E. Krehbiel, musical
critic of the New York Tribune and an
authority

on

music.

medical profession are Dr. (.’. E.
Riggs, of St. Paul, Dr. A. M. Thomas, of
New York, Dr. McDonald, of Washington, D. C., and Dr. Montgomery, whose
summer home is at East Bluehill.
The legal profession is represented by
Judge Rose, of Baltimore, Judge V. p.
Kline, of Cleveland, Victor Loriog and
Marcellus Coggan, of Boston.
H. F. Fowler, professor of biblical research in Brown univeraity, has a
cottage
at Parker Point.
Mrs. George Cochrane, of Baltimore, is
the owner of four cottages, and Mrs.
Ethelbert Nevin has had three built in the
There is a
vicinity of Bluehill Falls.
prospect of other cottages being built the
In the

coming

season.

have

Open
are

fruit or vegetables and
dish several hours before they

canned

pour into

a

served.

Nature’s Own Wrapping Keeps

Tobacco Best
No artificial package—tin,

bag,

or

tin-foil and pap^

tobacco as well as the natural leaf wrapper
that holds all the original flavor and moisture in ^
Sickle plug. When you whittle off a
pipeful, you always
get fresh tobacco, that bums slowly, and smokes cool
and sweet.

—can

keep

Chopped-up, "package" tobacco loses much of its moistu«
tin*
before it goes into the package, and
keeps getting drier all the
And the drier it gets, the faster it bums in
and.tne
your pipe,
more it bites your
tongue. Only fresh tobacco gives real pi[*satisfaction—and only tobacco you cut off the Sickle plug as y<»
use it, can be fresh.
too—no waste—no package to pay for—^ort
Sickle plug from your dealer today.

Economical,

tobacco.

Get

a

3 Ounces

10c

Slice it as

youu»»

«
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Farm
Garden
arid
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inoculation
u»«a.n

,|l‘r,S

“Alfalfa

for alfalfa.

Gathering Bacteria on Roots
Of Plant Advieod.
1« a legume crop, and for Its

growth nitrogen gathering
necessary." ackrterla
Champlln. assistant
toidlng to Manley
State college. South
uroDOUilst at the

w(Ces?ful

on It* roots are

“Where alfalfa has been
for many years the bacteria are
present in the soil-for instance,
the Black Hills region.
certain i arts of
are not In the soil
Rot If the bacteria
be well to Inoculate
II won Id probably
seed or the land to produce
either tbe

Elir

>

|
|;
11
>

|

,,

;;
;

J
I

II

|;

!!
;J

them."

offers the following
Hr. Champlln
methods of Inoculation:
(OKestli'iH on
“Nitrogen gathering bacteria are prein tbe form known as pure culUnited States department
mre by the
at Washington, and
0f jgriculture
ppall quantities of this pure culture
to the fnnners desiring to
ire sent free
In sending
mike a trial of Inoculation.
material tbe folIn a request for this
lowing facta should be stated: Tbe
to be inoculated,
name of the crop
unonnt of seed to be sown, acreage to
and the approxlhe eown to this crop
mite date on which you expect to sow
the seed.
“The Inoculating material Is sent out
within seven days of the time tbe application la received, and It should be
mod before the expiration of twentylire days from the date on which It was
be destroyed
gat, as the bacteria may
if held longer than that. Requests
ihould be sent to tbe secretary of agriculture. Washington. D. C. The state
of South Dakota has provided no funds
for the making of pure culture at the
State College of Agriculture, though

yed

A

FIELD OF TOTTSO ALFALFA.

requests received at tbe college are
usually forwarded to tbe secretary of
agriculture at Washington for attention.
"Karl F Kellerman of the bureau of
Plant Imluatry says: The Inoculation
of legume seeds with liquid pure culture Is exceedingly simple.
The seeds
to tie treated are placed In a clean
bucket, pall or tub and tbe liquid pure
culture applied a little at a time, thoroughly stirring the seeds with the

bauds, as though one were kneading
dough This will produce a thin, moist

|

coating of culture on every teed. Too
much liquid makes the seeda too wet.
and If left standing thus for any extended period they may he Injured.
Tbe small quantity of liquor, pure culture, furnished by the department la
sufficient to produce the required
amount of moisture on a considerable
bulk of seeds. depending entirely opon
tbe slue of the seeds and how thoroughly they are stirred with the culture
After moistening
the seeds
•bould be spread in a thin layer on a
b'Can floor or on newspapers and thoroushly dried. The complete application requires but a short time und
should not lie done tn bright light or
uirect sunlight
If Inoculated In the
ovenlng and spread In a protected
P'ace the seeds will be ready for early
tuornlng sowlug, although seeds thus
treated can he stored for a week or
tuore should weather or other conditions prevent Immediate sowtng.'
‘•n all cases where Inoculation Is
Practiced a strip should be left along
tbe edge of the
field without Inoculation so as to
determine whether or not
tbe Inoculation was
necessary.
After the alfalfa or other legume
rrop is two or three months old an
■bondance of nodulea or small bunches
°uld appear on the roots. These nodare the homes of the bacteria, and
“e number
of nodules Indicates the
bomber of bacteria present. If an alor other
legume crop grows without the
bacteria It takes Its nitrogen
the soil the same as a grain crop
*hd therefore Is
not as beneficial to
7* soil as It 1a when It gets Its nltrofrom the air. Furthermore, the
I
will not make the best growth
mess It Is
supplied with bacteria or,
b tbe
other hand, la sown upon Jafid
'blch Is well manured and rich In nl“t>8en. After one field la Inoculated
djolnlng fields may be quickly treatfdtttre years by simply scattering
7., from
7“
the inoculated field upon the
new field.-

JJ®*

e^nme

Pvult on Every Farm.
farm should be without fruit A
bttner who has a taste for fruit growand land suitable for It should
"0

*** his orchards of such fruits as his
mark“t calls for and of such ?•oeuae as succeed best In his locality.

Unless farmers

11
!

FARM

BUREAU.
are

<;

sufficiently

interested in farm bureau work
to f°nn an effective
organization
wtllch tru>y represents tbe
farmlng Interests of the county there
Is small chance of
the county
bureau meeting with great sueeess, says the department of agrlculture. It Is not enough for
Professional and business men to
Interest themselves In the work;
the farmers must feel that the
bureau is theirs, that It Is a
means by which
they can all <*>operate In securing for the communlty at large every possible
benefit nnd not an Institution for
conferring benefits on them lndlvldtinlly. A county organization
Imbued with this spirit is a necessary preliminary to successful
work by a county agent.

•

>
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<1
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1 >

As chairman of the Maine Board of Ac-

countancy, I

hardly be imagined until
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!!
{\
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aging progresses.

much such

How

conditions of culture, it is still Important to see that the seed Is of good
vitality and capable of producing
Great waste
strong, vigorous plants.
of land and labor results every year
from the use of seed of low vitality.
cannot produce good
Poor seed
plants, and poor plants give poor returns or none at all. Seed should always be tested before planting and
seed of low vitality rejected. Some of
this poor Beed is Introduced to blend
with good seed so that It can be sold
Some of the worst
at a lower price.
Introduced and
been
have
weeds
spread In this way. The loss from
weeds and the cost of fighting them
Is great and Is so well understood as
to ueed no discussion.
Formers often buy cheap seed thinkas

a

matter

or

saving money, when

fact

they

are

paying

for the
small amount ot good seed obtained
had they bought
ns they would pay
good seed in the lirst place at twice
the rate per pound paid tor the poor
geej.—A. F Woods. Dean Department
of Agriculture, University Furm, St
Pant.
or

two

three

times

as

SOME CHICKEN

much

HINTS.

the malformed
The cripple and
chicken should be put to death imSuch little
mediately after hatching.
unfortunates will bring nothing but
disappointment They will give you
ten well and whole
more care than
ones.
They will make you sick of the
chicken business and give your entire
flock a black eye from the first Kill
them the Instant they are born.
Lousy fowls are necessarily weaker
lice.
than fowls that are free from
Strength and vitality are quite imfowls are
portant factors while the
new suit of clothes.
their
producing
fed
Corn Is a very poor grain when
It produces fat at the
extensively.
and when layexpense of other tissue,
bens are fed too much corn they

ing

become too fat to lay.
wheat
There Is no grain superior to
It is readily eaten and
for chickens.
hens thrive upon It
as a rule laying
a fine opThose who grow wheat have
and sell
iirtunlty to raise chickens
the
eggs, for the fowls may glean
stubble fields and Bave mnch grain
that wonld otherwise be lost
to
The person who has never fed grit
at the
his fowls will be surprised
will pick np in
amount a flock of hens
The feed dealer
the course of a year.
kind of grit It being
keeps the best
or other kind of rock.

soon

ground granite

system is needed can
one sits down

a

with the annual reports of our twenty
and amid that maze of non-information tries to compare the results of
city management. It is a case of figures,
figures everywhere and not a drop to
drink—(in the cities; I haven’t tried the
towns
In

yet.)

the days when

our

cities

were

towns,

it was thought to be a check on the honesty of town officials, if the names of the
parties to whom money was paid were all
printed in the town report. The utter uselessness and foolishness of such a proposition as this is self-evident. City report
after city report that I have examined
this year is full of such information as
December 2. Paid Walter J. Clark, Jr., for
printing postal cards, two sides, $8.26, and
Nov. 4. Paid Ellsworth Automobile Co. for
of car to Ellsworth Falls, .50.

use

Page after page, filled with information
that is of no use to the city, the voter or

water works, lighting plants.
The re- curs independent of the cities’ needs, and
ceipts of the year in various departments should not, in my judgment, be charged
anybody else.
are
classified as departmental receipts, to administration.
Now, gentlemen, a city is nothing but a with the same classification as the depart[Mr. Holman then exhibited tables
corporation. Can you imagine an in- mental expenditures.
showing an annual report under this
dustrial corporation, in making a report
oy expense 1 mean ail expenses oi the modern and simplified system.]
to its stockholders, telling them to whom
city for the year in question whether they
it had paid money during the year? If be
paid within that year or not.
WEST FRANKLIN.
you were a stockholder in Mr. Hazzard’s
More cities have gone wrong by using
Harry Macomber, of Ellsworth, is helpfine shoe factory, for instance, would you non-revenue
receipts, such as money borH. G. Wooster get his hay.
expect to find in his corporation’s annual rowed temporarily for specific purposes ing
Eugene Butler has returned to his staor
of
such
report twenty-five
thirty pages
and then used for current expenses, than
tion on lightship 73 after thirty days’ vaterns as
for any other cause.
Nov. 12.

Paid

boy for errand

cation.

Money used for current expenses should
Charles Clark, with a party from Banprovided out of current revenue. If
this rule is violated, the municipality will gor, has been at camp “Bide-a-Wee” the

.10

or

be

Aug. 12.

Paid
windows

woman

for

washing
.86

be in trouble.
Now I desire to call your attention to
modern methods in municipal accounting

soon

You know you would not, and yet, the
cities of Maine go on year after year making and publishing thousands of pages of
figures to show to whom the money of the
cities was paid, and if you desire to find
out for what the money was expended,
from these same reports, you will have to
sit down and do a lot of figuring before
you can ascertain the real facts.
You see, gentlemen, the system of mu-

nicipal accounting in vogue in most of
cities,|was established yearsago, when
the scope of municipal activities was very
much less than it is to-day. Planned in
the days when municipal ownership of
water works, lighting plants or anything
else, was entirely unheard of.
No greater change has happened in our
day than the change that has occurred in
modern corporation accounting. It has
become a necessity in these days for a
corporation to know it£ financial condition at least monthly. It must have a
complete financial statement, with an
analysis of its profit and loss account,
supported by a detailed cost sheet, at
But municipal
least twelve times a year.
accounting has gone on in the same old
rut, and you would be surprised if 1

practice.
The

The second

great need is a statement of
revenue income and revenue expense that
shall be true to its name. When these
two reforms are introduced it w’ill be as
easy for a citizen of Gardiner to read and
understand the report of the city of Waterville, for instance, as it is t^p read that

city.
By
adoption of a uniform system of
expenditures by all cities, a new field of
comparison of municipal management is
opened up. You not only will be able to
compare Gardiner with itself, but Gardiner
with all other Maine cities, and I think
of his

1

run

follows:

expenditures.

town

A true

3.

revenue

income and

revenue

expense statement.
4. All financial transactions to which
the municipality is a party should pass

through the hands of the auditor, whose
shall be to properly distribute the
same to the various accounts, and through
the hands of the treasurer who shall be
responsible for all cash received or paid

duty it

port at alL This is not as it should be.
Municipal reports should show concisely
from to

as

1. A complete voucher system of disbursements.
2. A uniform system of municipal and

made

comes

be summarized

may

on an

where the money

you will agree with me that such a comparison is bound to be of very great value.

suggestions then that I have to
make, some of which may be given effect by
voluntary action of the municipalities and
some of which may require legislation,

how

S. S. Scammon has bought the blueberries on the land of Charles E. Smith,
and

employing pickers,

is

there

are

Aug.

100

and

shipping

It is estimated that

berries to Boston.

bushels.
Ch’e’er.

3.

NORTH SULLIVAN.
B. Havey and wife
a

few

are

at

Tunk Pond for

day8.

Zemro Hall is in Harrington for a short
visit with his grandmother.
Mrs. Mina Moon Bunker is visiting tier
mother, Mrs. Angelia Moon.

Mrs. Mercy Carpenter and son Paul have
gone to Franklin to spend a week with
Galen

Havey

and

family.

Edith Abel entertained

the Golden Rule
Delicious

society Wednesday afternoon.
refreshments

were

served.

Robertson gave moving pictures
in Hooper, Havey & Co.’s hall Saturday
night, to a good audience. Dance after
Pearl

the

ETTA

S

guilty

STATE

Hancock,

OF. MAINE.
Supreme Judicial Court.

ss.

In Vacation.
Ellsworth, July 7, a. d. 1914.
the
Upon
foregoing libel. Ordered: That
the libelant give notice to the said libelee to
appear before the justice of our supreme judicial court, to be holden at Ellsworth, within
and for the county of Hancock, on the second
Tuesday of October, a. d. 1914, by publishing
an attested copy of said libel and this order
thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed in Ellsworth in our county of Hancock, the last publication to be thirty days at least prior to the
second Tuesday of October next, that be may
there and then in our said court appear and
answer to said libel.
Arno W. King,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of court
thereon.
Attest:—John E. Bunker, Clerk.
NOTICE

OF FORECLOSURE.
Cora B.
of Sullivan,

Hanna,
county of Hancock, State of Maine, by
WHEREAS,
her mortgage deed dated the first day of
November,

a.

d. 1909, and recorded in

Aug.

3._H.
MARLBORO.

The expenses of departments should
agree when checked up with the different

of December
day
said Hancock

a. d. 1909, and recorded in
county registry of deeds in
book 464, page 512, conveyed to me, the undersigned, the above described mortgage, the
notes and claim thereby secured, and whereas
tbe condition of said mortgage is broken and
still remains unperformed, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
tbe undersigned claims a foreclosure of said
mortgage deed, and gives this notice for that
Wm, W. Bragdon.
purpose.
Franklin, Me., July 20, 1914.

Fred P. Sholes, of

subscriber,
Abington, Plymouth county, commonwealth of
THE
notice that he
Massachusetts,

hereby gives
has been duly appointed executor of the last

will and testament of
MARY M. WARD, late of LYNN,
in the county of Essex, commonwealth of
Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonds as
thd law directs. And the said Fred P. Sholes
residing out of the State of Maine, has appointed Wiley C. Conary, whose address is
Bucksport, Maine, his agtnt in the said State
of Maine.
All persons
having demands
againts tbe estate of said deceased are desired
to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately. Fred P. Sholes, Ex’or.
July 14,1914.

ISailroabB anti Steamboats.

QUARRIES, FACTORY

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,

munity as a whole. This service required
of it readily classifies itself into guarding
the health of its citizens, educating the

give opportunity to those desiring to make
a change in location for a new start in life.

are

here for the

summer.

Prof.

R. P. Gray,

SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS
Located

on

the line of the

Maine Central R. R.

Undeveloped

—

always does.
In comparing the item of Contingent, as
handled by various cities'of Maine, among
other things I find the following:
but

Contingent the
Bangor charges up to
amount of $128,740.74.
to
Belfast charges
Contingent the
up
amount of $18,747.16.
Bath charges up to Contingent the amount
of

$4,478.26.

city hall and
city property not classified, expenses
of printing and stationery which cannot
! under
present systems of municipal accounting be divided and charged to the
which, however,
proper departments,
should unquestionably be done, and all
other incidental expenses pertaining to
the administration of city affairs which
cannot be properly classified under the
different department headings.
2nd. Protection of Persons and Property,, which includes all expense of tbe
police and fire departments, moth extermination and inspection of buildings, and
sealing of weights and measures, together
with expense of fire and police alarms,
care

and maintenance of tbe

other

3rd.

Health and

Sanitation,

Refuse the alcoholic substitutes.

spection

of

food

products

such

as

Highways, Bridges

and

Lights,

include the salary of the superintendent of streets, the city engineer (if
which

any),

street

include

Days Corns Come Out.
Box For Everybody.

meat

and milk, sewer operation and maintenance, and refuse and garbage disposals.
4th.

In Four

Everybody

Free

that for sore, painful,
is nothing so good as

knows

swollen feet there

Unlimited Raw
and

Good Farming Land

Await

Development.

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attention

are

when addressed to; any agent of the
Maiue Central, or to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,
Maine Central R. It.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Eastern Steamship

Corporation.
Mount Desert
To Boston

NO MORE FOOT AGONY

which in-

the expense of the board of health,
contagious diseases, city physician, in-

repairing, which shall also
repairs on apparatus, street paving, cleaning, lighting, sprinkling, sidewalks and curbing, drains and culverts,
snow removal, maintenance and repairs
Now we always expect to have a small of bridges, and the abolition of grade
if any, street work done on
expense which we call contingent arising crossings,
from disbursements not properly classi- State highways, and all other incidental
fiable elsewhere. Gardiner, for instance, expenses of the highway department.
is well within proper accounting practice
6th. Charities and Corrections, which
include the salaries of the overseer of the
with §1,400.
But Belfast \ Imagine a citizen of Bel- poor, expenses of the almshouse and city
fast asking what the city’s money was ex- farm, out-door poor in the city, and outpended for last year, and being told that door poor outside city.
over §18,000 of it went for Contingent I
6th.
Or
Education, which includes the
Ellsworth charges up to Contingent the
amount of $8,964.13.
South Portland charges up to Contingent
the amount of $6,561.74.
Gardiner charges up to Contingent $1,448.86.

Many people suffer the tortures of
lame muscles and stiffened joints because
of impurities in the blood, and each succeeding attack seems more acute until
rheumatism has invaded the whole system.
To arrest rheumatism it is quite as important to improve your general health as
to purify your blood, and the cod liver oil
in Scott’s Emulsion is nature’s great bloodmaker, while its medicinal nourishment
strengthens the organs to expel the
impurities and upbuild your strength^
Scott’s Emulsion is helping thousands
every day who could not find other relief.

militia and armories.
clude

d

n

For Feet.
But now in every packag of Ezo For
Feet, at druggists, is a 10-cent package of
Ezo For Corns, which is free.
It costs
Cse it for three nights; on
you nothing.
the fourth night lift out the corn and
throw it in the fire.
Ezo For Corns, if purchased separately,
is a dime; with a 25-cent box of Ezo For
Feet it is free.
Ezo

YOUR GROCER SELLS

Stickney & Poor’s Mustard
Tell him nothing else will suit you

Powers,
Material,

Water

—

j

LOCA-

Master Amasa Orcutt, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting his sister, Mrs. H. D. Rodick.
recapitulations.
Miss Frances Brewer, of Bar Harbor, is
The accounting practice of the city of
Gardiner, already complying with three visiting her aunt, Miss Rosa Hodgkins.
out of these five needs, 1 will take up first,
Miss Rena Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, is
then the item of a uniform system of visiting her aunt, Mrs. Daniel McIntyre.
municipal expenditures.
Mrs. Frederick Frost and children,
The primary business of a city is to perWorthen and Constance, of Hew York,
form service for the benefit of the com-

of Orono, with his
wife and baby and hie son, R. C. Gray, are
it.
at the Lorimer cottaere for August and a
Mind you now, gentlemen, any appro- ; children, the
protection of life and prop- j
a
part of September.
priation is nothing but an estimate
erty, and the providing of sewers, high- |
ifet there seems to be general sat- ways, recreation parks and other convenguess,
| Rev. A. B. Lorimer and wife, his son
isfaction all around if the expenditures iences for the life of the
Frank and Mias Burma Curtis, who spent
municipality.
in any department do not exceed the apThe principal accounts under which to July at their cottage, have returned to
This
propriation for that department.
classify disbursements, therefore, may be their home in Lynn, Mass.
should not be so.
ARE.
Many a man who is summarized as follows:
Aug. 3.
a poor guesser, may be a good manager,
General Administration, which includes
shows
an
an
that
and many
aitoertiSOTewt,
appropriation
all salaries of executive officers, all misceloverdraft at the end of the year has ac- j laneous expenses in connection with the

complished more for the city—and when
1 say the city 1 mean the citizens—than
many another appropriation which at the
end of the year | carries a large unexpended balance.
Now every city carries an account that
is used as a burying-grouud for extravagances and poor bookkeeping. This account is usually called “CONTINGENT”.
Overdrawn
appropriation accounts are
boosted by creditsjffrom Contingent, until
in many municipal reports it is hard to
tell where an appropriation account leaves
off and Contingent begins.
The dictionary meaning of contingent
is: “Something ^hat is liable to occur.”
The municipal use of the word seems to
mean that it is not only liable to occur

Han-

cock registry of deeds, in book 465, page 300,
conveyed to Rachel E. Dyer Smith two lots
or parcels of land situated in said town of
Sullivan, and lully described in said mortgage deed, to which reference is hereby made,
and whereas said Rachel E. Dyer Smith by
her deed of assignment dated the seventh

pictures.

5.

:

JUflal Notices*
STATE OF MAINE.
County of Hancock as.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be holdeo at Ellsworth, within and for said county of Hancock
on the second Tuesday of October, a. d. 1914.
OWENS, of Sullivan, Hancock
county, Maine, wife of Edward James
Owens, respectfully represents: that her
maiden name was Etta Smith; that she was
lawfully married to said Edward James
Owens at City hall in New York city, state
of New York, on the sixth day of January, a. d. 1911, by James J. Smith, an
alderman of the said city of New York; that
they lived together as husband and wife at
said New York city and at said Sullivan in,
said county of Hancock and State of Maine;
that your libellant hss been a resident of
this county in good faith for one year prior to
the commencement of this action, and still is a
resident of said Sullivan; that your libellant
has always conducted herself towards her
said husband as a faithful, true and affectionate wife, but that the said libellee wholly reaidless of his marriage vows and duties has
een
of extreme cruelty and of cruel
and abusive treatment towards
her, to
wit, ever since their said marriage; the
said libellant further avers that the said
libellee on the first day of March, 1911, deserted your libellant which desertion has
been utter desertion opntinued lor three consecutive years next prior to the filing of this
libel; your libellant further avers that the
libellee’s residence is not known to your
libellant and
cannot
be
ascertained by
reasonable diligence; that there is no collusion between your libellant and the said
libellee to obtain a divorce: wherefore she
that a divorce may be decreed between
prays
her and the said libellee for the causes above
set forth.
Etta Owens.
June 24,1914.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
twenty-fourth day of June, 1914.
Anna L. Berry,
Appointed by the Governor of the State of
Maine to administer oaths and take acknowledgments of deeds.

The entertainment given by the Golden
Rule society Thursday evening was very
successful.
The Bingville band, led by
“Uncle Hiram”, gave some fine selections.
Mrs. Nellie Bunker was director of the
entertainment.

out.

the

city, and the objects for which It is expended, and the time has arrived when
municipal accounting must become an aid
to the managers and voters of the city, instead of being used to cover up wasteful
administrative policies and for campaign
At the
beginning of every
purposes.
fiscal year the men in charge of a city estimate the amount of money that the city
will need for that year, and “appropriate”

Clark reunion will be held on August 27, at the home of Asenath Springer,
West Franklin. If stormy the first fair
day. All are invited.
The

own

The

by me have demonstrated
average not ten voters out of a
hundred understand the average city rethat

past week.
The Butler reunion will he held August
13, at Hardison’s grove, West Franklin.
If stormy, the first fair day.

the

hard it is to convince
you
city governments that their system is obsolete and old-fashioned. As a matter of
i let, it takes less time to keep a standard
system of municipal expenditures, than it
does to keep a record, arranged alphabetically, of the parties to whom money is
should tell

first

crying need is a uniform
method of classifying municipal expenditures, that shall be the same in every city.

our

Vitality of Swd.
Assuming that every core has been paid.
taken to get seed well adapted to the
Tests

are

am

!! cities,

line of the roof of the mouth until It
touches the skull midway between the
Use a knife which Is not more
eyes.
than two Inches long, one-fourth Inch
wide, with a thin, flat handle, a sharp
point and a straight cutting edge."
The above Instructions on the proper
methods of killing poultry were Issued
by the department of agriculture. At
least 30 per cent of all the poultry
coming Into the New York market Is
Much of It Is so
Incompletely bled.
badly bled that It results In a loss of
from 2 to 5 cents a pound, ns compared
with the corresponding poultry which
Is well bled nnd In good order, continues the department
Aside from
the bnd appearance of incompletely
bled chickens, their keeping pro[>ertlcs
are very Inferior.
The flesh loses Its
firmness sooner; Its flavor Is not so
good: the odor of stale flesh and finally
of putrefaction comes sooner, nnd In
every way the product Is more perishable.
A very large proportion of the unsightly poultry In our markets, aside
from the rubbing and tearing of the
skins. Is caused by nn Incomplete removal of the blood.
This Is evidenced
by red dots which frequently occur
where the feathers have been removed,
especially over the thighs nnd wings,
or by the small veins, which mnr the
Generally It
appearance of the neck.
is the neck which shows most plainly
the presence of blood In the fowl, or
that a wrong method has been used
In cutting the blood vessels In an atThe neck Is
tempt to empty them.
the first part to discolor, becoming first
red, then bluish red or purple and

ing that they

or

Gardiner.)

!I

Unsightly Produot Is Caused by Incomplete Removal of Blood.
"Grasp the chicken, when killing, by
the bony purt of the skulL Do not let
the fingers touch the neck.
Make a
small cut with a small, Bharp pointed
knife on the right side of the roof of
the Chicken's month. Just where the
bones of the skull end.
Brain for dry
picking by thrusting the knife through
the groove which runs along the middle

green as

C. P. A., delivered before the Men’s club

\[

<'

HOW TO KILL POULTRY.

finally

| Extracts from address by F. Ernest Holman,

working hard to introduce in the State of Maine, a uniform
system of municipal and town accounting.

!

Ellsworth with over §8,990, or Bangor superintendent’s salary, teachers’ salaries,
with over §128,000.
janitors and tael, text-books and supplies,
In looking over the itemization of these tuition and transportation, repair on
different contingent accounts I find that school houses, special expenses of manual
some
cities charge in salaries, street training schools, if any, and all other exlights, etc., and other cities police service penses pertaining to the department ndt
and salaries of the fire department.
included in the preceding classifications,
Bath charges in items to contingent a special distinction being drawn bevarying from §100 to the Bath marine tween the expenses pretaining to the high
band for concerts, to §11.50 for a refund and common schools.
of taxes.
7th. Libraries and Reading Rooms,
Ellsworth from paying §5 to the Rev. with their expenses, and
P- A. A. Killam for services at its in8th. Recreation, which includes exaugural exercises, to §1.10 paid to A. H. penses of parks and gardens, municipal
Joy for toilet paper and soap for the band concerts, playgrounds, bath houseB,
board of aldermen.
If it be true that and the appropriations for the holidays,
cleanliness is next to godliness, then, to such as Memorial day, Fourth of July and
preserve the unities, the city of Ellsworth Labor day.
Under these eight heads, then, you see
ought to pay less for prayers or more for
toilet paper and soap.
that it is possible to classify all the ordiNow, gentlemen, I leave it to you, if any nary expenses of a city. Of course there
such classification or lack of classification may be as many and as extensive subof municipal expenditures is not ridicu- divisions as
you please, but the idea is
lous in the extreme?
that ail cities have practically the same
A big step forward in municipal ac- problems to meet, and
by properly classicounting is made when the revenue and fying their expenses we will the more
disbursement accounts are made entirely readily
be
able
to
see
how
just
independent of cash received and ex- they meet them. I forgot to mention
The
old
of
a
election
cash stateand registration, which expense
pended.
system
ment for municipalities haB got to go, and some experts classify in administration
to.
and
others in an account by itseif. Perought
By revenue I mean the possible earnings sonally, I am in favor of its separate
of a city by tax assessment, and receipts classification, as there is a good deal of
from municipal corporations, such as election and registration expense that oc-

MODERN MUNICIPAL
ACCOUNTING.

and; Bluehill Lines.
Round

Trip

From Bar Harbor $5.25
“
Bluehill
$4.75

$9.00

$4.25

$7.50

Sedgwick

$8.50

Leave Bar Harbor 2 p tn dally (Sundays Included) for deal Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven
and Rockland; connecting with steamer for
Boston.
Leave Bluehill 1pm dally Including Sundays
for South Bluehill, Brooklln, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland.
Leave 8edgwlck dally Including Sunday at 8 p
m for Herrick’s Landing, South Brooksville.
Eggemoggln, Dlrlgo and Rockland.
Returning, steamer leaves Rockland 5.15 a m
week days and Sundays for Bar Harbor and
Intermediate landings.
Leaves Rockland 5.15 a m week days and
Sundays for Bluehill and Intermediate landings
Leave Rockland week days and Sundays at
5.15 a m for Dlrlgo, Eggemoggln, South Brooks*
vllle, Herrick’s Landing and Sedgwick.
Turbine steel steamships Camden and Belfast (Boston and Bangor line) connect with
the Bar Harbor and Bluehill boats at Rockland
for Boston.
K. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hebbick, Agent, Bluehill.

COUNTY NEWS.

Ho wfeo h»* been a guest at
painful illness, died last Tuesday. She is
ktna-, baa gone to West
survived by a husband, a mother and one
v.»it her slater, Mr,.
««
daughter, Christine, who have the sympaRev. P. A. A. KiUam’s Pastorate In to make a long pastorate in each a charge
WEST GOULD8BORO.
FRANKLIN.
Aug. 3.
thy of the community. Funeral services
snccessful.
Ellsworth Baptist Church.
---w.
P. P. Hill returned to Dorchester, Mess,
Bernard Donnell, of Tunk Pond, visited were held at the Lamoine church Thursday
Last Sunday marked the close of the
Early in bis pastorate the Helpeomebow
BOLTHWE8T HARBOR
last week.
afternoon.
tenth year of Rev. P. A. A. KiUam’s pas- society was organized. Its name is fully his parents Thursday.
The water
Mrs. Laura Allen, with friends, went to
N.
company has install
Aug. 4.
Mrs. Thomas Mscomber has as a guest
torate of the Ellsworth Baptist church. suggestive of its purpose, and it lived up
“**
pump at the pond hill station.
Schoodic Sunday.
The day was observed by special services. to its name. This society paid for wiring her friend Miss Lawler.
SURRY.
Jeww Parker, of Syracuse
Vera
wife
and
B.
V.
Gordon,
daughter
v
A program bearing pictures of the church the church for electric lights, and was
N
Julia
Macomber
Misses Lola Dyer and
wife and daughter, >,
Mrs. Grace Smith, of Bayside, is visiting visited A. W Gordon last week.
and of the pastor formed an attractive largely instrumental in placing the piano were in Portland last week.
visiting hu 2 !Uh
relatives here.
Mrs. Julia Holden,
souvenir of the occasion.
are
at
Perhaps the i in the vestry and building the platform.
and
Anderson
Charles
family,
who ha,
Miss Mildred Fraser came home from
“ 18
Qlenola Clark, who has been working Mrs. John Wood's cottage for the summer- poor health some time, 1. ,bie
most pleasing feature of the day, and the It served as a social center tor the young
,0
Northeast Harbor Saturday.
Three
B.
for
Francis
is
borne.
was
succeeded
tbe
It
Smith,
Dr.
by
people.
F. M.
Philip
Madam
and
with
W.
C.
wife,
Pope,
Pope
Gilley,
Rev. W. H. Dunham, Mrs. Dunham and
class, now connected with the bible school.
Mary Billington spent last week with of Philadelphia, are at their cottage for accompanied by Dr. Bickford
in Surry.
This class has published the Chronicle little son William are visiting
office he is awdstant,
Mrs. Conary at Rich’s corner.
the summer.
spent the
Edward Perkins, of Somerville, Maas.,
and endeavored to be generally helpful in
Mrs. Mary Crocker, of Boston, is with
P*renu’ Ueor,te aMrs. Galvin Lawrence and daughter
has joined his family here for a month’s
the work of the church.
wit.
<«%«
her mother, Mrs. Reuben Osgood.
Mabel spent last week with Mrs. Alton
Tbe big enterprise was the remodelling vacation.
Daniel Handy, of
Mrs. Emily Joy, who went to the hospi- Bunker in Birch Harbor.)
Boston,
with
wif.
of the auditorium, which was begun in
Mrs. Clarence Edward Dyer is visiting
is
tal several weeks ago, is reported as gainvisiting ht, mother
Mrs. Wilbur and daughter daughter,
Mr. and
July, 1910, and completed in the fall of her daughter, Mrs. Murchie A. Gordon, at
Henry
His sister, Mr,
Tracy.
ing.
The re-dedication ser- Randolph.
h
the same year.
Mildred, with Gapt. Harrison, of PhilaH
rry
Lawton, and son, have bWD
been u'
Mrs. Charles Brown, with little son, delphia, are at J. A. Hill’s.
vices were held in January of the followher* <*0
weeks.
Mrs. Charles Williams and daughter
Mrs.
Q.
of
her
it
mother,
Bangor, visiting
ing year.
Charles H. Wood, )wife and son Philip
Sarah, of Waterville, are guests of Robert
Mrs. Leslie White,
F. Ingalls.
In 1911 a permanent fund was estabformerly
visited their old home for the week-end.
and wife.
Phillips
Richardson, is safely
lished in memory of Joseph and Sallie
Thomas Perkins and wife, of Massachu- Philip leaves to-day for Texas.
recovertng
*
friends
The
of
Charles
H.
Masevere illness of
many
tonsilitls. She w jo
DeLaittre, the interest of which is availare visiting Mrs. Perkins’ mother,
Georgs Osgood and wife, of Ayer, Mass., her husband at
comber hope that his sojourn at Yarmouth setts,
a. soon
able for the current expenses.
Jonesport
They were
Z*
Mrs. E. N. Osgood.
„
Ms fc
with their three children, and William able to travel.
sanitarium will greatly benefit
honored members of the old church and private
A non.
Aug. 3.
Lord and wife, of Sullivan, were in town
him.
Rev. A. M.
two of their daughters, Mrs. Mary L.
of Bar
MacDonald,
Sunday.
William Brown, who has been confined
SOUTH GOULDSBORO.
Means and Mrs. Sarah Maddox, now degave an Interesting sermon at
the
Thomas Bmith and wife, who have been
E. L. Sargent and family have returned
gational church Sunday
ceased, were among the staunch helpers, to his home several weeks, ill of erysipemorning
Mrs.
Smith’s
Mrs.
J.
H.
mother,
visiting
while a third, Mrs. Josephine Farrell, las and abscess of the foot, is Bomewhat home from East Sullivan.
toting for the scacoast mituiionary
Tracy, returned to their home in Port
was unable to bo
now visiting in this city, is still a memimproved.
present. The ,LZ
Mrs. Sophronia Bullard, of Boston, is
land Thursday.
ber. The fund was made possible through
Mrs. Jennie Hartwell and daughter
mentary talk on the mission work
visiting her brother, W. H. Bunker.
carrZl
Mra. Nancy Wright, who has been visit- on by these brother, and
the kindness of C. P. DeLaittre, brother Mrs. Roy Moseley, and son Lawrence, of
their
Mrs. Sybii Stanley and daughter Edna
of Mrs. Farrell.
Bar Harbor, are spending a few days with
ing Mrs. Epps Sargent, came to visit Mrs. along the coast roused the
have returned from Stanley’s Point.
sympethw.*
A. W. Gordon Sunday; also Miss Prances the audience, and generous
The membership of the church has held relatives here.
flnrn<H,i *“*
Mrs. Ida Gordon, of West Sullivan, Young, of Portsmouth.
was given.
about the same during the past ten years
Miss Marcia Gordon, who is training for
visited her brother, A. F. Hooper, last
in spite of the fact that many families
*■
A“«s»,.
nurse at the children's hoapital, Portland,
Among arrivals at the hotel are Mr. and
REV. P. A. A. KILLAM.
week.
have moved away. The same treasurer, is
Mrs.
Gibson, Mrs. Drummond, New
spending her vacation with her parents,
BAY81DE.
the
same
C.
Frank
E.
8.
and
of
Means,
collector,
Hargent
Capt.
wife,
Brighton, Y’ork; Mrs. Elvira Wood, Misses Amanda
Fred Gordon and wife.
most gratifying to the pastor as a token
M. Y. McOown and family, of
8. Donnell, and the same church clerk,
Mass., were recent guests of his sister, and Vida Wood, Waltham, Mass.; J. P.
Ell,wortb
Miss Muriel DeBeck entertained Saturof appreciation, was the receipt of subare at the Joyce
held
Mrs.
their respecReta Bunker.
Mrs. Nellie Curtis, have
cottage.
Currier,
Mary
Potter,
Knight
Boston;
day and Sunday Miss Isabel Hawley, of
scription pledges sufficient to wipe out tive offices during the pastorate.
Mr».
Charles Duke, wife and son arrived Sat- Mrs. and Miss Van Wert Arthew, CaldTomlinson, of Orono, u hoardand Miss Minnie Park, of Orono,
the indebtedness on the church.
The Sunday school has grown from a Bangor,
urday from Hyde Park, Mass. They are well, N. Y.
ing with Miaa.Morrisat Btrch Pointer’
The sermon by the pastor in the mornof Maine chums.
University
membership of sixty to 140, and was never
L.
Aug. 4.
guests of Mr. Duke's uncle, Ed. Potter.
tage.
ing was reminiscent, as natural at such a in better
An interested audience heard Rev. T. S.
shape than at present.
H.
Aug. 3.
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.’s Bayside mill
time, and yet was prophetic, in accord
of
in
Roes,
Ellsworth, Sunday,
WEST EDEN.
exchange
started sawing to-day, alter
with his hopes and plans for the future.
with Pastor Dunham. He gave a spirited
being shat
BLUEHILL FALLS.
Mrs. Mary Moore, of Nicolin, is visiting down two weeks.
The congregation was unusually large,
sermon. They hope to listen to him again.
Dorothy Chatto has returned from her daughter, Mrs. T. B. Knowles.
and enjoyed heartily the singing of the
Mrs.
Donald
McKay, who has been visBenjamin Crossley has for guests his Castine.
Charles D. Kittredge, who is employed
vested choir of young girls who were in
it ing her aunt, Mrs. W. N. Lord, since
PENOBSCOT.
the
daughter, Mrs. F. J. Cunningham and
fine voice.
Dorothy Cane, of Surry, is visiting her at Athol, Mass., is enjoying bis vacation middle of June, has returned to
There will be a grand ball at the town daughter Eva, and her son Charles J. and
Ne»toas
here.
aunt, Martha Conary.
It was at this service that the final
Mass.
hall Saturday evening, Aug. 15.
Hall’s wife, of Haverhill, Mass. They came by
shares in the campaign that the pastor
Mr. Fernandez and wife, of Arizona, are
Miss Muriel Tripp has gone to SomesPres. G. E. Fellows and
automobile.
orchestra.
family, ol Dehas been pushing, in order to cover the
occupying the Carroll bouse for six weeks. ville, where she has employment at Mrs. catur, IU., are at
Guests of Dr. C. 8. Underbill and wife
“Randolph Dxlge", their
The date of the annual sale of the
mortgage indebtedness of the church, were
O.
P.
Rich’s.
Leon Thompson and wife, of Boston,
summer home.
Mrs.
Fellows
is in poor
taken. Seventy shares were needed, of O. E. S. has been changed to some time in at Mrs. Adelaide Dunn’s for two weeks were
Master Junior Reed, of Bar Harbor, is health.
guests recently of Harry Conary and
past, were Madam Sargent, of Chester, N.
which sixty were pledged and five others September.
wife.
spending a few week with his aunt, Mrs.
Mrs. Llewellyn Higgins, of
were offered on condition that the whole
Little Alice Littlefield, of Castine, is H., and Mrs. Richardson and little daughMilton,
Quite a crew is working at the Palmer L. Mayo.
The former is the
Mass., and Mrs. John Higgins, o! Ell*,
number was taken by the first Sunday in visiting her grandparents, Moses Little- ter, of Candia, N. H.
Mrs. Lester Burr and twin sons, Harry worth, were guests of .Mrs. Gilman
of the doctor; the latter, his place, breaking ground for garden, road
grandmother
the
offer
Wakemade
field
and
wife.
August,
being
by Miss
sister. They left for their homes Wednes- and buildings.
and Lester, of Northeast Harbor, are at field last Friday.
Chilcott, of Brooklyn, N. Y., a former
Benjamin Snowman and family left Fri- day.
Aug. 3.
pRrwns
“Hillcrest Farm” this summer.
A»gmember of the church. The pastor gave
B.
5._B,
day for their home in Southington, Conn.,
Aug. 3.
John L. Pray, who has employment in
a
statement of the
standing of the after a short vacation here.
EGYPT.
WALTHAM.
a
in
came
home
PROSPECT HARBOR.
factory
Hartford, Conn.,
campaign, and in less than a minute the
Mrs. Ruth French is visiting relatives
The ladies of the Methodist church will
Osmond ilaslem, with his team, hu
last week on account of dull times there.
The
remaining shares were pledged.
L.
B.
of
is
here
tor
Boston,
Hutchings,
and friends here.
hold their annual sale and entertainment
to West Eden to work.
communion service was the largest in the
Edward Hamor, of; Hull's Cove, has gone
his vacation.
at the town hall Thursday evening, Aug. 6.
Mrs. Fred Crane and daughter Pauline
There will be a dance at town hsll
history of the pastorate.
finished
the painting of D. W. McKay’s
Mrs. William Seavy, who has been quite returned home
Howard Leach, librarian at Princeton
to Birch Harbor Monday.
The congregation and the auditorium
buildings. C. M. Rich is painting hia Wednesday evening, Aug. 12. ijarland’s
ill, is improving.
Butler’s point is getting to be quite a house.
orchestra.
just fitted each other for the evening ser- university, with a friend, came Tuesday
Daniel
Q.
has
been
laid
the
for
a
vacation
with
his
Libby
up
mother, Mrs.
vice. Words of greeting and felicitation
summer resort.
Latest arrivals are: ComThe many friends of Mrs. Lulu Lurvey
Raymond Haalem and wife. Irving Mayweek
illness.
Elmer
Leach.
past
by
were voiced by Rev. J. W. Tickle, of the
modore Murray Wheeler, vice-consul to
hew and wife, of Macbias, were in town
are glad to know she baa so far recovered
Mrs. C. C. Hutchings recently visited Russia, and Miss Frances P. Ervin, of
Unitarian church, followed by Rev. T. F.
Miss Nina Varnum, who is employed in
from the effects of a surgical operation for Saturday and Suuday.
Mobile, Ala., Miss Kate H. Fish and Miss appendicitis as to be out.
Ross, of the Methodist church. Then the postoffice at Togus, is enjoying a relatives in Winter Harbor.
Sidney Jordan, wife and daughter, of
came Rev. R. B. Mathews, of the
Miss Doris Colwell has gone to her home Adelaide I. Ritchey, Scranton, Pa.; Miss
Congre- short vacation with her parents, A. E.
Miss Mildred Mayo, who has been in Jamaica Plain, Mass., are visiting Mr.
Mary C. Tetard, Miss Adelaide H. Pybas,
gational church, who is rounding out his Varnum and wife.
in Steuben for a tew weeks.
Massachusetts the past year, came home Jordan's parents, Charles Jordan end
Harris Taylor and wife, of New York.
eighth year as pastor here, and who spoke
The teachers and pupils of the MethoMiss Edna Hamilton, ot Porto Rico, is
wila.
Saturday,
accompanied by her cousin,
in words fitly chosen of the fellowship of dist
3.
M.
Aug.
Sunday school enjoyed their annual visiting at Henry Hamilton’s.
Mrs. Melville Higgins,with her two chilPostmaster Asa C. Colby his resigned
those years.
picnic Friday. There were fifty-five presMrs. Frank Boyd, ot Dorchester, Mass.,
dren.
as postmaster, and H. W. Kingman will
NORTH FRANKLIN.
After a short sermon by the pastor, a ent and a fine time is reported.
was a recent guest ot relatives here.
have the office. Many regret Mr ColDy'i
Aug. 3.
M.
mid-summer musicale was rendered by
Ray Hardison, of Sorrento, was a weekWoodlocke.
Aug. 3.
Dr. L. L. Larrabee and wife, ot Van end guest of relatives here.
resignation. He has held tin- position
the regular choir, each number being
NORTH CARTIN'E.
many yearn. All feel, however, that Mr.
Buren, arrived Saturday at Dr. terra bee’s.
BLUEH1LL.
preceded by a short passage of scripture
Meetings are being held at the schoolW. Wallace Conner is ill.
Kingman will be an efficieut postmaster.
that gave the key-thought to the number.
Miss Doris Leighton, of Jonesport. was house Tuesday evenings, by Rev. John
Parker Point golf club will have an
U.
Miss Hattie Dunbar is visiting in Orono.
Aug. 4.
The benediction by Pastor Ross brought BThe
a recent guest ot her uncle, 1. N. Workof
the
church
at
Bragdon,
Eastpastor
festival Tuesday, Aug. 18. There
to its close a day of happy and grateful all-day
man.
Mrs. Alma Perkins was a recent guest
brook.
FRANKLIN’ ROAD.
will be a clam-bake and water sports in
of her brother, Clarence Hutchins.
memory to both pastor and people.
Arthur Mayo and wife, of Somerville
Alonzo Wilbur has bought the Woodthe forenoon, a tennis match, “graveyard
Miaa THlle E. Martin, of Bar Harbor,
Following are the full programs of the
were guests at E.
W.
Neil
Ward
Cleaves’
for
who
Mass.,
worth
works
at Isles boro, was a recent vieitor here.
well,
place adjoining his, and is cutting
golf,” auction bridge, and the annual
day:
the hay.
Mrs. Woodworth has bought is visiting his parents, C. F. Wardwell and
meeting of the club in the afternoon, and the week-end.
Mrs. Addle AUen, of Boston, is visiting
MORWISG SERVICE.
wife.
the
Hannah
Misses Margaret and Ruth Wood, of Bar
a dance at the club house in the evening.
Doyle house at the village,
her cousin, Charles Martin.
Voluntary, “Blessed Lord Give Ear,”
Harbor, are guests ot their aunt, Mrs. and will move soon.
Harry Peterson and wife, of Somerville,
Mrs. H. M. French, of Old Town, is visGarret- Neal
OBITUARY.
Aug. 3.
T.
George W. Allen.
Maas., are viaiting hia sister, Mrs. Helen
Doxology
iting her alater, Miaa Sadie Mullan.
News has been received of the death of
Conner.
The
of
the
dance
and
proceeds
The Lord’s Prayer
supper
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Charles E. Scribner and wife are rsceieMrs. Alice Wescott Clough, who died at
Miss Faurestine Leach, of
Tuesday evening for the benefit of the
Processional, “Fling Wide the Gates,”
Orland, is
Frank McDonald went to Northport last
of neuritis. Mrs.
ing congratulations on the birth ol • son,
Pasadena,
July
Cal.,
8,
were
over
her grandmother, Mrs.
Vested Choir
library
$20.
viaiting
Mary
week, returning in his automobile.
born July 28.
Clough was born in Penobscot sixty-eight
Responsive reading
Perkins.
Mrs. Alex Livingstone and three daughLewis Gray, of Boston, has been spendGloria
years ago, the youngest child of John and
Miss Blanche McFarland, who h»s been
ot Arlington Heights, Mass., who
Edwin Ordway and wife visited
ters,
Capt.
When quite young she
Eliza Wescott.
Hymn
ing a few days with his brother Charles.
visiting here, returned to Washington,
have been at “Allenhurst” several weeks,
their
Firs.
W.
S.
daughter,
Seri ptnre
Bridges, at D.
went to Lowell, Mass., and lived with her
Mrs. Calvin Leach, who has been visit- Penobscot
C., last week.
returned home Wednesday.
reoently.
Prayer
sister until her marriage to Marshall
her mother and sister at Tenants Haring
Mrs. Elizabeth Tracy and Mrs. Stella
Aug.
WTe
Response, “Hear,
Entreat,”
Mrs. Edith McGarrigle, of Bangor, and
3._C.
Clough, of Lowell, who died some ten
haw
bor, has returned home.
Vested Choir
Mrs. Alberta Mason, of Orland, spent last Shaw, who have been visiting here,
years later.
OKLAND.
Announcements
Mrs. George Bryant, of Hermon, who week at
returned to Ellsworth.
Isaac Dunbar's.
There were born to them three children
B.
Hymn
Mrs. Fremont Patten is improving, after has been here with her mother the
Aug. 3.
past
Mrs. Ada Conner, of Oastine,
Offertory, The Lord Thy Keeper”.Martin —Alice, Ethel and Harry W. Alice died a serious attack of measles.
spent Sunweek, has returned borne.
in
childhood.
After
was
with
“Forth
to
her
the Fields Away,”
son Ross at the old home
Choral,
Harry
graduated
day
NORTH ORLAND.
Mrs. Walter Jordan and
Aug. 3.
L.
daughters
after an absence of four years.
Vested Choir from college, Mrs. Clough and her chilFrsDk B. Dodge, born here eighty-foot
Sermon, “The ThreeVisions”.Pastor dren went to California, where she had Dorothy and Carmeiita returned to CasEAST BLUEHUL.
Mrs. Mary Devereux and son Richard years ago, one of the eleven children of
tine Monday, after a week’s visit here.
Hymn
been for some years. She was planning to
are at Duncan Dunbar’s.
A. E. Long has work in Stonington.
Mrs. Devereux Abram and Louisa Baker Dodge, died M
Benediction
return for a visit, when ill health pre1’ose*'
will leave Tuesday to join her
Postlude, “March Pontificale”.Gonnod vented.
AMATEUR PLAY.
A. B. Leach has work in Stonington.
husband, the home of a granddaughter in
EVENING SERVICE.
Capt. Charles Devereux, in New York.
The comedy farce, “The Weddin’ at
dumkeag July 23.
A. J. Long returned to his home in
She was the youngest of ten children,
Voluntary, “Twilight Reverie,”.Guy
Aug. 3.
L.
W. W. Nickerson has returned home
Pepperell Korner,” written by Mrs. Belle Portland Friday.
all of whom have passed on but one
Invocation
will be given at the town hall ThursFish,
from
Boston, after a buoy sea-on. HinCharles
F.
of
Bluehill. Her last
Wescott,
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
John and Arthur Ashworth have reAnthem, “The Shadows Fall,”.Choir
with
the following
day
Aug.
13,
ton
evening,
of Dedham, Mass., came
McGowan,
Scripture
remaining sister, Mrs. Eliza A. Chase,
turned to Providence, R. L
Belva Leach; returned from New PortTENTH

degree tbe administrative ability,
tact, tbe abiding optimism necessary

marked
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Hymn
Prayer
Response, “Let the W’ords of My Mouth,”

Choir

Greeting from neighboring pastors

Response.By the Pastor
Offertory, from the “Messiah”.. .Handel
Sermon, “Moving the Decimal Point,” Pastor

died last winter.
Mrs. Clough will be greatly missed in
her home, as she was a companion and
sister as well .as
mother to her invalid

daughter.

Aug.

Two

Aunt

Jerushy,

a

crochety old lady,

Mrs Eva G Dunn
Busan Haskins.Mrs Belle R Fish
Mrs Golightly, mother of a large family of
small children.Grace A Hutchins

Liddy

Blossom, happily married the
fourth time.Ella A Facteaux
Mrs Tutt, the minister’s wife,

SEDGWICK.

Hymn
Solo

E. H. W.

3.

cast:

Byron Ford is quite ill.
Mid-Summer Muaicale
Minnie E Jordan
and Duet, “Eventide,”.Smith
Capt. P. A. Anderson is borne from Jean, the bride....Leonora F Hodgdon
Miss Elsie Morrison. Mrs. Wormell
the
Dolittle,
Arvilly
village
dressmaker,
Swan’s Island, haying.
Part Song, “I Need His Care,” ...Lowden
Lena M Gregory
Miss Hope Wilson is visiting her grand- Net
Choir
Spooner, the village milliner,

Duet, “Jesus is Calling Us.”*.Holton
Mr W'hitcomb, Mrs Strout
Anthem, “What a Friend,”.Petrie
Choir

Duet, “Seeking for Me,”.Gabriel
Mrs Johnson, Mrs Donnell
Authem, “I Heard the Voice of Jesus Say,”
Kirkpatrick
Choir
Solo, “When We Gather in the Homeland,” .Wilson
Mr Killam
Parting Song, “Saviour Again,”.KraU
Choir
Benediction
Postlude
Miss Nellie Stratton Abbott, organist.

Ellsworth Baptist church was organized in 1860. It has had just twelve
pastors, Mr. Killam’s term of service being twice as long as that of any of his
predecessors. Following is a list of
former pastors:
Robert Cole, 1860-62;
N. M. Williams, 1862-64, F. T. Hazelwood,
1867-09; W. O. Holman, 1869-71; W. A.
Keese, 1873-77; T. F. White, 1878-83; E. A.
The

Herring, 1884-86; A. A. Cambridge, 1887”
89; E. A. Mason, 1891-96; C. S. McLearn,
1896-1900; David Kerr, 1901-1904.
The church has prospered under Mr.
KillAm’s

pastorate.

He possesses to

a

parents, W. N. Means and wife.
H. J. Byard of Haverhill, Mass., joined
his wife and mother here Saturday.
Edmund Williams

has

house lot opposite the old
is erecting a dwelling.

The

purchased the
Cain place, and

Collamore

will be occupied this
month by Special Attorney-General Lindsay and family, of New York.
T. D. Husband has returned to Boston,
Carl Dodge and wife to Springfield, and
Charles Moseley and wife to Needham,

Mass.

Mrs Leah H
Ann

Page

Emery, fond of literature,

Mrs. Sadie C Harris
Mandy, Jean's bridesmaid..Ernestine Narbis
Rev Mr Tutt.C Valentine Soper
Jean Porter.Charles G Brown
Ed Folsomi.Arthur N Eldridge
Aug. 3.
D.
_

EAST LAMOINE.
Misa Minnie Hodgkin*, of
visiting Mrs. N. D. King.

Ellsworth,

is

The dancing party at Shore Acres Saturday nigbt was much enjoyed.

George M. Byard is visiting her i
Frank Wooster, who is employed at
parents, J. G. Eaton and wife. Mr. Byard,
who accompanied her.here in his automo- Millinocket, is home for a few weeks.
bile, has returned to Haverhill, Mass.
Ray Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, is spendMrs. A. L. Blodgett, who has been vising a few weeks with his aunt, Mrs. Fred
iting her daughter, Mrs. E. J. Byard, has
gone to Bluehill to visit another daughter Reynolds.
before returning to her home in PhiladelDr. Charles Bragdon and wife, of Brockphia.
ton, Mass., are visiting his sister, Mrs. H.
Amos H. Allen, a life-long resident of
L. Smith.
Mrs.

this

place,

died

Sunday morning.

Al-

though his death had been expected for
some time, the loss falls heavily upon his
only daughter, Clara M., who has devotedly cared for him. He leaves also a son—
John W.; one sister—Mrs. 8. N. Wiley,
and a brother—Frank C.
Mr. Allen was
an old soldier and a staunch member'of
the Baptist church.
H.
Aug. 3.

August.
Aug. 3.

with him.

land Saturday, alter several weeks there.
Carl Walker and wile came from New
Portland Saturday tor a short visit with

A. J. Long and wife, of
Waterville, and
Dr. Oscar Long and wife, of Baltimore,
Md., are occupying H. P. Long’s rent for

of

H. G. Bussey, wife and four children,
Dedham, Mass., came in tdc-ir automobile
and surprised J. DeForest Carey and
who recently bought the Ware farm. Brs.
Buseey is a sister ol Sirs. Carey.

relatives, returning Sunday.
H. W. Lowell, wile and two
daughters,
PRETTY MARSH.
Mrs. Laura Davis, ol
Bangor, and Mrs.
Mrs. W. H. Brown, of Mt. Desert, was Blanche Kittridge, ol Sooth
Framingham.
the guest of Mrs. Newell a few dayB last Mass.,
spent Bunday in Ellsworth.
week.
By lavor ol C. O. Montgomery, esq., ol
Curtis Young, who has employment at Camden, the people ol this
place had the
Sargentvilie, spent the week-end with his pleasure ol listening to a scholarly and
family here.
eloquent sermon by Rev. Morris Prince,
Miss Anna May Freeman, of Boston, who D. D., ol CarliBle, N. J. He came by inhas been visiting Mrs. Newell, returned vitation ol Mr. Montgomery, who
brought
him over in his
home Saturday.
automobile, who accompanied by their wives. J. H. MontAug. 3._Q.
R.

__

gomery and wile also

BUCK8PORT.

Leroy Pinson,

the service.

the best-known
business men of Bucksport, died Saturday, aged seventy-four years. Besides
his wife, he leaves one sister
Mrs.
Florence Townsley, of Wakefield, Mass.,
and a brother
Augustine Finson, of I
Levant.
one

of

—

—

EASTBROOK.
Miss Nancy Dyer has gone to Bangor to
work.

Flossie Bragdon has gone to Ellsworth
Falls to work.

j

came over

Aug.

S1>EC--

3._
aWjntisnncius

to attend

Though these brothera

have

been residents ol Camden
many years,
they have ever maintained their interest
in their native
place. They retain the old
homestead, which they have much im-

proved.

Aug. 3.

Mrs. M. V. Whidden

_

SOUTH HANCOCK.

of Sebec Station, Maine, would
not keep house without

John Bishop, ol Barre,
Vt., is visiting
cousin, William Bishop.

his

“L F

Y. Wooster got somewhat shaken
up
by being thrown from his
carriage recently, his horse taking Irigtt at an automobile.
C.

Mrs. Will Crimmin and children, of
Mrs. E. A. Keith, ol
Campello, Mass.,
Northfleld, Vt., who have been in Eastwith her sons, Gordon and
brook
since
will
visit
Stanton, are
her
June,
Ernest Cobb and wife, of Fall River,
brother, spending two weeks
with her parents, W.
Mass., are visiting his sister, Mrs. Thomas Wilson Googins, iu Waltham this week.
T. Coggins and wile.
Aug. 3.
Gem.
Groetzinger.
H. A. Walker, wife and
daughter, and
Elmer Kingman and wife and Irving
LAMOINE.'
E. J. Davit and wile, of
Ellsworth, and P.
and
of
Thompson
family,
Brewer, were
There will be a dance at the town hall E. Walker, ol Hancock, were at Mrs.
guests of H. L. Smith and wife Sunday.
Tuesday, Aug. 11. Refreshments will be Martha Walker’s Sunday.
Mrs. Julia Wallace, after a long and served. Monaghan’s orchestra.
Miss Prances Young, ol

through
system.

_

Portsmouth,

N.

”

Atwood’s Medicine

She has learned what other
thousands know—the splendid
tonic effects of this medicine—

|

J

the stomach—on the entire
Read what she says'-

ll with to write a word in praise of
F.’ Atwood's Medicine. We have used"
in our family a long time, and never tnte
to be without a bottle in the bouse.
consider it a wonderful stomach re.ueay*
(signed 1 Mks. M. V. Wh.obW*

y»“J

A big bottle costs only jjc at
dealer's. If you have never tried
this medicine ask us to send yp^a
Liberal Trial Bottle-*” R E E.

